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Abstract

i

Abstract

Knowledge management is becoming increasingly fashionable because organisations
perceive they are no longer working in a predictable and incremental environment. The
number of knowledge managementtools available on the software market is numerous,
making the selection of a suitable tool not as simple as may originally be perceived.
This dissertation investigates possible ways of assisting the evaluation and selection
process of a commercial knowledge management tool so that an organisation may
purchase a tool that is suitably close to their businessrequirements. In order to achieve
this, various levels of empirical investigation is carried out on 44 knowledge
management tools by the researcher.Furthermore, four case studies are undertaken to
support and enhance the findings from empirical investigation. The case studies consist

of a researchgroup,a computercentrebasedwithin a university,a contentmanagement
consultancy, and an IT consulting and software services company. The outcome of the
research is a framework to facilitate the evaluation of commercial knowledge
factors
issues
describes
frame
In
the
and
managementtools. addition, a
of reference that
that can be taken into consideration during the selection of a commercial knowledge
management tool is proposed. A taxonomy for the classification of knowledge
management tools is presented along with proposals for further development of
knowledge managementtools.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
It is claimed that the interest in knowledge management from both industry and
academia is increasing at a rapid rate (Alvesson and Kärreman, 2001). Furthermore, this
interest appearsto stem from two different stances.Some view knowledge management
as a new revolutionary management approach that must be embraced in order for an
organisation to maintain a competitive advantage whilst others are of the opinion that
knowledge management is simply a fad that will pass without having a lasting impact.
Advocates of knowledge management invest their efforts dissecting, analysing, and
developing the area. On the other hand, people who oppose knowledge management
attempt to prove that it is simply an existing managementapproach that has been newly
re-labelled with the latest buzzword. Regardless of the stance that is adopted it is
claimed that further researchis required, and intended, for the future (Wiig, 1999).
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1.2 Research Background
Although a great deal of research has been carried out in the area of knowledge
management,the subject remains in its infancy. Furthermore, the results for the research
undertaken in knowledge management thus far have not succeeded in reaching a
common definition or concept. In fact, the opposite is true and knowledge management
is surrounded by a great deal of vaguenessand ambiguity. There are numerous schools
of thought with regards to the difficulties experienced defining the term `knowledge
management' (Davenport, 1997; Nonaka, 1998; Prusak, 1998; Ruthkowski and Stasko,
2000; Sveiby, 2001). Firstly, there are numerous labels for the term knowledge
management(Prusak, 1998; Ruthkowski and Stasko, 2000). For example, Prusak (1998)
includes Knowledge Capital, Knowledge Assets, Intangible Assets, Intellectual Capital,
and Organisational Knowledge. Rutkowski and Stasko (2000) extend this list to include
Knowledge Strategiesand Corporate Knowledge.

Secondly,knowledgemeansdifferent things to peopledependingon their geographical
location (Malhotra, 1997; Nonaka, 1998). For instance, according to Malhotra (1997)
organisations in Eastern countries such as India understandknowledge to be intellectual
property whereas Western companies refer to knowledge as something that exists in
peoples' heads. Another viewpoint is that managers in the West tend to perceive an
organisation as `information processing machines' and therefore their interpretation of
knowledge is something that is explicit and quantifiable. Whereas certain Japanese
managers view knowledge as being tacit and the organisation being a living organism
(Nonaka, 1998). Therefore, the differing views between the East and the West with
regards to knowledge adds a further dimension to the problems associatedwith defining
knowledge management.
Investigating the Evaluation and Selection Knowledge Management Tools
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In addition, the interchangeable use of the terms data, information, and knowledge also
contributes to the confusion and ambiguity of knowledge management (Davenport,
1997). For instance, Rutkowski and Stasko (2000) provide dictionary definitions for
data, information, and knowledge and go on to emphasisethat although each term has
been individually defined there is no clear differentiation. Furthermore, they stress that
the definition of data contains the term information three times and the definition of
information uses the term knowledge twice. Davenport (1997) defines data as simple
observations of states of the world, information as data endowed with relevance and
purpose, and knowledge as valuable information from the human mind that includes
reflection, synthesis, and context. Setzer (1999) defines data as being syntactic,
information as semantic, and knowledge as pragmatic.

Finally, a person's educational background is also considered to have an influence on
their interpretation of knowledge. Sveiby (2001) claims that the individuals involved in

knowledgemanagementcan be divided into two tracks.The first one is where people
come from a background that is computer and/or information science oriented who
perceive knowledge to be an object and knowledge management refers to the
`management of information'. The second category consists of individuals from a
philosophy, psychology, sociology, or business/managementbackground who consider
knowledge to be related to processes and knowledge management to be the
`management of people'. Furthermore, there are two levels of activities. The
`organisation level' concentrates on the organisation whereas the `individual level'
refers to where focus in researchand practice is placed on the individual. The two tracks
and levels are illustrated in Table 1.1.
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Track
Level
Organisation

IT - Track
Knowledge = Object

People - Track
Knowledge = Process

Re-engineers

Organisation Theorists

Al-specialists
E-specialists

Psychologists

Level
Individual
Level

Table 1.1: The Two Tracks and Levels of Knowledge Management Interpretation
(Source: Sveiby, 2001)

According to Sveiby (2001) the varying educational backgrounds of the practitioners of
knowledge management results in the use of two completely different languages and
dialogues when they are attempting to describe knowledge and knowledge management.
Furthermore, when either track of practitioner describes knowledge management they
are referring to entirely different things. This is due to IT practitioners obtaining their
understanding of

knowledge from

information

theory and concepts whereas

practitioners from the people track base their understanding of knowledge on concepts
drawn from philosophy, psychology, and, sociology.

Despite the difficulties experienced in defining knowledge management and the
inability to achieve a mutual understanding it appearsthat organisations have not been
deterred from undertaking a knowledge management deployment. Furthermore,
software vendors have exploited the uncertainty surrounding knowledge managementby
inundating the software market with numerous knowledge managementtools (Angus et
al., 1998; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Silver, 2000). This is not immediately perceived
as being problematic since the greater the choice the more competitive and dynamic the
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market. However, the wide range of alternatives can make it difficult for organisations
to select a suitable knowledge management tool that adequately meets their
requirements. This is further complicated by the fact that, whilst some of these tools
have been designed specifically as knowledge management tools, others have been repackaged, re-labelled, and re-marketed as knowledge management tools (Angus et al.,
1998). Other disciplines such as health care, education and the military have tackled
similar problems by providing guidelines to aid the evaluation and selection of an
appropriate software tool (Parnas et al., 1990; Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996;
Buckleitner, 1999; Dupuy and Leveson, 2000). Furthermore, even application areas
within the discipline of Information Systems such as simulation and CASE (Computer
Aided Software Engineering) have made such provisions (Forte, 1992; Mosley, 1992;
Hlupic, 1997; Nikoukaran et al., 1998). However, no such facility appears to exist for

tools.
commercialknowledgemanagement

1.3 ResearchObjectives
In light of this, the aim of this research is to provide a set of guidelines to aid the
it
is
To
this
knowledge
tools.
accomplish
management
evaluation and selection of
necessaryto achieve the following objectives:

I. Conduct a critical literature review;
2. Identify the need and focus for the research;
3. Collect and analyse data; and
4. Researchfindings and novel contributions.
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The purpose of the first objective is to gain a theoretical understanding of the issues
surrounding the research area in question. Therefore, three areas of literature will be
investigated including knowledge management, knowledge management tools, and
existing guidelines for tool evaluation and selection. Knowledge managementliterature
will be examined to determine the context of knowledge management tools within the
broader area of knowledge management. Furthermore, the literature will highlight the
areasof knowledge managementthat are important and need to be incorporated into the
guidelines. Investigating the knowledge managementtool literature will enable a more
in-depth understanding of the research area of knowledge management tool evaluation
and selection. This will also enable the researcher to establish the research that has
already been undertaken in the particular area of knowledge management tool
evaluation and selection, its shortcomings and how it can be developed further.
Investigation of this particular literature would also determine whether any form of
guidelines for knowledge managementtools already exist thus, justifying this research.

Literature detailing the evaluationand selectionof softwaretools will also be included
as a part of the literature review since this will enable the researcher to establish the
similar work that has been carried out within other areasand disciplines.

The purpose of the second objective is to establish whether there is a need for such
be
This
be
if
focus
to
achieved
the
will
the
research and so
specified.
researchneeds
of

in the first instanceby examiningthe literature to determineif a requirementfor such
research has been explicitly specified, or if any research has been initiated in the area.
The need for the research will also be established by actually asking organisations and
institutes whether they would make use of and find such guidelines useful. Once a need
for the research is identified then the second part of this objective entails that the
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research area in question achieves a certain level of focus. This will involve identifying
the specific areasthat need to be investigated. For instance, with regards to this research
it will be necessaryto identify the type of data that needs to be obtained and where to
gather it from, thus supporting the development of guidelines.

Having identified that there is a need for this research, it will be possible to undertake
the fifth objective that involves collecting and analysing data. This involves identifying
from where and how the required data will be collated. For instance, if the researcher
in
been
involved
has
intending
the
that
to
to
previously
was
speak
an organisation
evaluation and selection of a knowledge managementtool, then a number of techniques
could be used to generate the data including: a survey, interviews, observation and
it
be
it
been
have
to
data
Once
the relevant
necessary analyse
gathered will
participation.
in order to glean some insight and translate it into meaningful information.

The final objectiveentailspresentingthe findings from this researchand illustrating the
be
findings
The
been
have
will
research
made as a result.
novel contributions that
be
the
in
form
guidelines.
the
will
the
contributions
and
novel
presented
conclusions
of
The following section describes the novel contributions that may arise as a result of this
researchif further detail.

1.4 Potential Research Contributions

Knowledge managementis a multi-faceted researcharea in which a great deal of
focused
is
However,
has
been
this
on the
research
predominantly
already
undertaken.
organisational and human aspects (Tolen, 1999). Consequently, the technology
component of knowledge management appears to be somewhat neglected. Therefore,
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the motivation for this research stems mainly from the lack of work undertaken within
the technology branch of knowledge management. Encompassed in this area are
software tools that have been developed in order to support a knowledge management
deployment. As previously mentioned, one of the repercussions of the increasing
interest in knowledge managementis a sudden proliferation of knowledge management
tools making it difficult for organisations to purchasea suitable tool.

Therefore, this research would be valuable to both, the academic community and
industry, for a number of reasons. Firstly, the theoretical aspect of knowledge
management remains broad and ambiguous. Furthermore, the majority of literature that
does exist appears to focus on the `softer' aspects of knowledge management.
Therefore, this research will help to further define and add to the technology component
of knowledge management. Secondly, the numerous knowledge managementtools, and
tools claiming to be knowledge managementtools, available on the software market can

make it difficult for an organisation to evaluate and select an appropriate tool.
Therefore, a set of evaluation and selection guidelines is valuable to any organisation
experiencing difficulty with the knowledge managementsoftware market.

As a result of this researchit is envisioned that there will be four main contributions to
the field of knowledge management. Firstly a framework will be designed that can be

for
frame
Secondly,
knowledge
the
to
tools.
of
reference
used evaluate
a
management
selectionof a knowledgemanagementtool will be developed.Thirdly, a taxonomywill
be created in order to provide a classification system for knowledge managementtools.
Finally, requirements for further development of knowledge management tools will be
obtained.
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1.5 Research Methodology
Knowledge managementcan be classified under the area of Information Systems(Onge,
2001) and therefore requires an appropriate research method. According to Galliers
(1992) there are a wide range of research methods that are particularly applicable for
researchthat is to be conducted in the field of Information Systems.The way to identify
the most appropriate researchmethod to adopt depends on the nature of the researchto
be undertaken (Galliers, 1990). In light of this, the nature of this particular research
involves establishing how an organisation should go about evaluating and selecting a
commercial knowledge managementtool.

Therefore, two research strategiescould be adopted in order to capture the relevant data

including a surveyor a casestudy.The former would be particularlyuseful for collating
information about features existing in knowledge managementtools. However, it would
be difficult to obtain details about an institution's perspective of the selection process.

For instance,one respondentcould describethe selectionprocessthat was successfully
used within their institution. However, if none of the other respondentscome from the
same institution it is impossible to get a true institution-wide perspective. It is important
to obtain an overall picture of the issues surrounding the evaluation, selection and use of
a knowledge management tool in order to ascertain the outcome. Although the actual
outcome in itself is unimportant it is crucial to know the experiences, successful or
unsuccessful, so that they can be utilised within the guidelines in the correct manner.
Therefore, since an institution-wide perspective is required the most appropriate
researchstrategy to adopt is the case study.
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A case study may consist of anything from a study including one person to a study
including a whole institution (Yin, 1994). However, since the aim of this researchis to
investigate how institutions go about evaluating and selecting a knowledge management
tool a case study will consist of an institution. Furthermore, since the experiencesof one
institution is unlikely to be sufficient to create a general set of guidelines for knowledge
management tools several institutions will need to be investigated. Therefore, the
research will consist of several case studies. The research strategy along with the case
studies is discussedin further detail in Chapter 4.

1.6 Dissertation Outline
This section provides an outline of each of the seven chapters contained within this
dissertation. This chapter, Chapter 1, provides an introduction to the research being
undertaken including background researchand a problem definition. In order to address

the problem a set of research objectives were specified and a methodology for
undertakingthis researchwas also identified. This is followed by an outline of the
chapters contained within this dissertation. The chapter concludes with a summary
providing an overview of the chapter.

Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion of the literature with the aim of providing
context for the research in question. However, prior to this a brief description of the
emergence of the knowledge age is provided. Following this is a discussion of
knowledge management and how and where this research fits into the broader context.
The chapter then goes on to describe research that has already been undertaken within
this particular area. The chapter then moves on to analyse the variety of guidelines that
already exist for the purpose of tool evaluation and selection.
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Chapter 3 describes the empirical investigation of four knowledge management tools.
The purpose of this is to demonstratethe various types of knowledge managementtools

that exist. Furthermore, features of each of the knowledge managementtools are
identified for criteria for the evaluation framework. In addition, weaknessesof the tools
are identified along with recommendationsfor improving the tool.

Chapter 4 provides a brief introduction to the research strategy being adopted for this
research along with data collection and data analysis techniques. This is followed by a
description of the experiences of four institutions that have been through the process of
either evaluating and selecting, or developing a knowledge managementtool. An outline
of how the knowledge management tool was acquired or developed and its use is
provided. However, the main focus is the selection method adopted and the features
identified. Furthermore, details about the positive and negative aspectsof each feature
are described where applicable.

Chapter 5 demonstrates and describes the evaluation framework and a frame of
reference designed for the selection of knowledge management tools as a result of the
researchcarried out. A description of how the evaluation framework was designedalong
with details of the categories and criteria contained within it is provided. The chapter
then focuses on how the framework may be applied for the evaluation of knowledge
management tools. The chapter then goes on to discuss the design of the frame of
reference along with a demonstration of the actual frame of reference itself. The chapter
concludes by discussing the various ways the frame of reference can be applied.
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Chapter 6 describes a taxonomy and requirements for future knowledge management
tool development. A description of how the taxonomy was designed is provided along
with details of how the tools included in the study can be classified applying this. The
second part of this chapter discusses requirements that were identified for future
development of knowledge management tools. In turn, these are related back to the
categories contained within the taxonomy for knowledge managementtools.

The final chapter, Chapter 7, provides a summary of this dissertation. Furthermore, a
description of the conclusions drawn from this researchand the contributions from this
researchare specified. Following this, the limitations of the researchare discussedalong
with areasof further work.

1.7 Summary
In summary, the increasing popularity of knowledge managementhas led to a rise in the

number of knowledge managementtools available on the software market, therefore
making it difficult for organisations to select one that suitably meets their requirements.
In order to addressthis, the aim of this researchis to provide a set of guidelines to aid in
the evaluation and selection of knowledge management tools. This will be achieved
have
in
institutions
by
they
previously
whereby
predominantly
conducting case studies
been through the process of evaluating and selecting a knowledge managementtool. The
following chapter provides a detailed account of the literature related to this research.
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Chapter 2.

Research Background

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the context of the research being
undertaken along with a description of similar research that has previously been
conducted. This chapter begins by introducing the knowledge age and its emergence.
Following on from this is a section on knowledge management illustrating how the
research area of knowledge management tools fits into the broader context. This is
succeeded by an account of the research that has previously been undertaken with
regards to knowledge managementtools. The chapter then shifts focus from knowledge
management to literature that is related to tool evaluation and selection. Both, generic
and discipline specific guidelines are investigated in order to establish how existing
techniques function. Furthermore, the areasthat can be incorporated into the knowledge
managementtool evaluation and selection guidelines are also identified.
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2.2 The Evolution of the Knowledge Age
Over the years the business environment has evolved from the industrial age, through
the information age, and is currently on the threshold of the knowledge age (Toffler,
1980; Miles et al., 1997, Sterling, 1997; Trauth, 1999). Although there were many
phases within the industrial age the final outcome of this era was the mass production,
enabled by machinery, of goods such as steel, oil, and automobiles, at low costs
(Toffler, 1980; Miles et al., 1997). During the information age the focus shifted, as the
term suggests,to information. The aim was to facilitate the free flow of information via
products and services e.g. financial services and logistics (Miles et al., 1997; Wang,
1999). During this era the potential value of information was identified and further on in
time the value of adding intelligence to that information resulted in the emergenceof the
knowledge age (Trauth, 1999). Therefore, having progressed from a capital-intensive
industry to an information-intensive industry the focus of the current industry is

knowledge(Miles et al., 1997).

There are many schools of thought with regards to the meaning of the term knowledge
(Leonard-Barton, 1995; Kogut and Zander, 1997; Davenport and Prusak, 1998;
Applehans et al., 1999). Davenport and Prusak (1998) define knowledge as a collection
of experiences,values, contextual information, and expert insight that enablesthe ability
to evaluate and incorporate new ideas and information. Furthermore, knowledge is
being
is
is
that
time
altered and
something
and constantly
obtained progressively over
replenished (Leonard-Barton, 1995). The importance of knowledge within

an

organisation has been recognised by Drucker (1993), Toffler (1990), and Teece (1998).
However, the ability to create and maintain knowledge is thought to be the key to
gaining and maintaining a competitive advantage (Miles et al., 1997; Nonaka, 1998;
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Trauth, 1999). This is further substantiated by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) who
attribute the successof Japanesecompanies, as opposed to their Western counterparts,
to their ability to create and manage organisational knowledge. In addition, Davenport
and Prusak (1998) and Milton et al., (1999) claim that knowledge is critical to the
success of a business and may have an impact on its survival. However, in order to
exploit knowledge to its maximum potential, it is essential that it is managed
appropriately (Svensen, 1998). This is further substantiated by Leonard-Barton (1995)
who likens the importance of managing knowledge to the importance of managing
finances.

2.3 Knowledge Management
Despite the potential value of knowledge being well recognised it remains a broad and
ambiguous subject with no common definition or concept. Surprisingly, this has not
deterred numerous organisations from embracing knowledge management. However,

amongstall of the confusiontheredoesappearto be someconsistencywith regardsto
the components and the activities, often referred to as processes, which constitute
knowledge management.Figure 2.1 shows that knowledge managementconsists of two
areas; knowledge management activities and knowledge managementcomponents. The
former, knowledge management activities, is divided into the three areas of knowledge
generation, knowledge organisation, and knowledge sharing. These represent the
primary activities that can take place, either in isolation or in various combinations,
during a knowledge management deployment. The latter, components of knowledge
management, consist of culture, business processes,and technology. These reflect the
aspects of an organisation that must be taken into consideration for a knowledge
managementeffort to be successful. Unlike the activities, the components must not exist
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in isolation as part of a knowledge managementexercise. In fact, all three components
should receive equal, and combined, attention (Borghoff and Pareschi, 1997; Davenport,
1997; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Milton et al., 1999; Trauth, 1999; Vaas, 1999,
Duffy, 2001, Stewart, 2002). The remainder of this section describes the two areas in
further detail.
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Figure 2.1: Knowledge Management Activities and Components

2.3.1 Knowledge Management Activities
As previously mentioned knowledge managementactivities refer to the phasesthat take
place in order to achieve knowledge management. Table 2.1 describes the knowledge
management activities specified by various practitioners. In general, knowledge
managementactivities range from between three and five categories.Although the terms

usedare very similar, thereappearsto be somevariancein the meanings.For instance,
Angus and Patel (1998) claim that knowledge gathering refers to the bringing in of
information and data. However, according to Kramer (1998) knowledge gathering
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entails the process of collecting knowledge. The subtle difference here is reference to
what is being gathered. Angus and Patel (1998) are collating information and data
whereas Kramer (1998) is gathering knowledge. Subsequentto Table 2.1 descriptions
are provided of the interpretations by a selection of the practitioners.

PRACTITIONERS

KNOWLEDGE

MANAGEMENT

ACTIVITIES

Ruggles (1997)

Generation

Codification

Transfer

Angus and Patel (1998)

Gathering

Organising

Refining

Disseminating

Kramer (1998)

Gathering

Organising

Distributing

Collaboration

Ferran-Urdaneta (1999)

Creation

Legitimisation

Sharing

Jackson (1999)

Gathering

Synthesis

Storage

Communication

Macintosh (1999)

Developing

Preserving

Using

Sharing

Zolingen et a!., (2001)

Acquiring

Codifying

Disseminating

Developing

Dissemination

Applying

Table 2.1: Knowledge Management Activities According to Various Practitioners

Ruggles (1997) claims that knowledge generation refers to the creation of new ideas, the
recognition of new patterns, the synthesis of separatedisciplines, and the development
of new processes. The codification of knowledge involves the representation of
knowledge such that it can be accessed and is ready to be transferred. Knowledge
transfer refers to the process of ensuring that the knowledge is shared. According to
Angus and Patel (1998) knowledge gathering refers to the bringing in of information
by
is
knowledge
data.
Organising
the
that
accessible
easily
and
relates to ensuring
giving it context by linking items to subjects; adding value to knowledge using various
means including identifying relationships, abstracting, and synthesis. Finally, sharing is
considered as refining knowledge and knowledge dissemination is associated with
ensuring that the right people have accessto this knowledge.
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Kramer (1998) describes gathering knowledge as the process of collecting knowledge.
Organising involves classifying knowledge with the aim of giving it meaning so that it
can be located with easeby those searching for it. Distribution refers to dispersing the
knowledge and collaboration refers to sharing and using the knowledge that has been
obtained. Ferran-Urdaneta (1999) uses three categories to define the knowledge
management activities. Knowledge creation is associatedwith the process by which an
individual gains new insight. Legitimisation refers to the actions of checking the validity
of the knowledge and sharing relates to the distribution of knowledge.

Essentially, it appears that the knowledge managementactivities involve obtaining the
knowledge in the first place, organising it so that it can be easily accessedat a later date,
and ensuring that the knowledge collated is exploited by sharing it with the people who
knowledge
it.
A
have
the
require
sub-divided each of
number of practitioners
management activities further by associating various functions that refer to the way the

activity is achieved.For example,Angus and Patel (1998) claim that knowledgecan be
gathered through pulling, searching, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), or, voice
input. These are described in further detail in Sections 2.4.1,2.4.2, and 2.4.3 of this
chapter.

2.3.2 Components of Knowledge Management
The other aspect of knowledge managementthat appearsto contain some consistency is
related to the areas that must be addressed during a knowledge management
deployment. These include; culture, business processes,and technology (Borghoff and
Pareschi, 1997; Davenport, 1997; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Milton et al. 1999;
Trauth, 1999; Vaas, 1999, Duffy, 2001). The cultural aspect of knowledge management
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is often considered as one of the most difficult obstacles to overcome (Bicknell, 1999;
McDermott and O'Dell, 2001). This is attributed to traditional business practices of
hoarding knowledge (Hibbard and Carillo, 1998). Previously, knowledge was perceived
as an individual's power and secured their position, and in some cases led to a
promotion within an organisation. However, the repercussions of the knowledge age
mean that in order to create a knowledge sharing environment, it is necessary for
employees to change their way of thinking. Nevertheless, theory is very different from
practice. Many suggestions have been made in order to improve the cultural
environment, ranging from story telling (Reilly et al., 1999) to ensuring that employees
feel confident that they will still be a valuable assetto the organisation if they sharetheir
knowledge (Angus et al., 1998; Hibbard and Carillo, 1998). Unfortunately, the cultural
branch remains a major hindrance to the success of many knowledge management
deployments (McDermott and O'Dell, 2001).

A number of practitioners believe that the key to creating a knowledge sharing
environment is to re-design business processes (Angus and Patel, 1998; Hibbard and
Carillo, 1998; Klamma and Schlaphof, 2000). This involves the radical re-design of
business processesthat exist within an organisation without allowing current practices
to influence the resulting design (Davenport, 1993; Hammer and Champy, 1993;
Robson and Ullah, 1996). Consequently, business processesare re-designed in order to
accommodate a knowledge sharing environment. Furthermore, the resulting business
processes should also consider, and support, the chosen knowledge management
strategy. For instance, an organisation's strategy may consist of capturing information
from consultants while they are working at a client site on a project. However, in order
to achieve this it is necessaryfor the consultants to keep a record of certain activities.
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This should be taken into consideration and time to do this should be allocated within
the re-designed business processes. Knowledge management strategies are a separate
research area altogether and are out of the scope of this research and therefore are not
covered in further detail within this dissertation.

According

to Ruggles (1997), technology and culture are connected by the condition

that technology is compromised if the appropriate knowledge sharing culture is not
adopted. Technology, in the form of knowledge managementtools, is used to facilitate
the knowledge management activities. As described in Section 2.3.1 these consist of
knowledge generation, organisation, and sharing (Ruggles, 1997; Angus and Patel,
1998; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Kramer, 1998; Ferran-Urdaneta, 1999; Jackson,
1999; Macintosh, 1999). One example of a knowledge generation tool is software that

The
has
to
the
navigated.
website
a
user
createsuser profiles according
parts of a
knowledge collated is exploited during the user's subsequent visits. For instance, if

during the initial visit the user showsan interestin the sportssectionsof the website,
they would be presented with various links connected to sport on their next visit. If
during this particular visit they only read the football articles then the site would
is
knowledge
football
Each
the
collected
time
the
more
site,
user visits
prioritise
articles.
Knowledge
better
believed,
it
is
their
the
about them and,
requirements are understood.
from
is
knowledge
in
obtained
generation tools appear to vary quite considerably where
by
knowledge
how
it
Some
is
tools
combining old
and
generate new
generated.
knowledge that already exists within an organisation. Others search the Internet to
obtain the relevant knowledge.
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Knowledge organisation tools are used to store and organise knowledge so that it is
quick and easy to accessby the people who need it. Although not immediately obvious,
there are various ways that knowledge can be stored and organised. For instance, the
method of cataloguing knowledge may be achieved automatically by the tool using a
predefined set of criteria. Alternatively, it may be necessary for somebody, often
referred to as a knowledge librarian, to organise the knowledge manually. Commonly,
knowledge organisation tools also contain a monitoring facility that track the various
items entering the knowledge repository. In some casesusers are notified of a particular
occurrence within the knowledge repository.

Davenport and Prusak (1998) claim that knowledge sharing tools are the most valuable
of the three. The main aim of knowledge sharing tools is to disseminate knowledge to
the relevant people efficiently and effectively. This may be achieved by using utilities
such as conferencing, bulletin boards, messaging, and file transfer. A conferencing

facility would enablea group of peopleto work togetheralthoughthey may be located
in a dispersed fashion. Tools of this calibre enable the use of features such as chat,
whiteboard, and application sharing so that all group members are able to see and
understand what is being demonstrated. Furthermore, an item can be worked on
collaboratively with everyone present being able to view the same information.

2.4 Knowledge Management Tools
Whilst a number of objects can be classified as knowledge managementtools (Ruggles,
1997; Davenport and Prusak, 1998) e.g. the telephone, paper, pen, etc this research
focuses specifically on software tools for knowledge management. Ruggles (1997)
defines knowledge management tools as technologies that enhance and enable
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knowledge generation, codification, and transfer. Knowledge management tools are
different from data management and information management tools in that knowledge
management tools capture the complexity of content and the richness of knowledge
(Ruggles, 1997; Duffy, 2001). In comparison to the volume of literature related to
knowledge management and, in particular, its organisational and human aspects, the
level of literature with respect to the more technical aspects appears to be limited.
Furthermore, the majority of the literature that does exist focuses on individual cases
where organisations have developed a knowledge management tool for internal use
(Stewart, 2000). Alternatively, reviews of commercial knowledge management tools
also appear to be quite common in the knowledge managementliterature. The former is
useful for drawing on previous experience for any organisation wishing to develop their
be
be
latter
knowledge
The
tool.
should
organisation
can
utilised
an
own
management
interested in the knowledge managementtool contained within the review. However, it
is difficult to ascertain if any bias exists from the reviewer's perspective.

A limited amount of research has been undertaken in the general area of knowledge
focused
However,
these
tools.
on providing evaluation and
are
management
none of
be
discussed
is
to
first
instance,
to
For
aims
that
the
the
studies
of
selection guidelines.
determine how knowledge management tools can be used to facilitate the knowledge
investigate
the technical
is
The
to
the
study
second
management activities.
purpose of
The
the
knowledge
architecture.
tools
aspects of
and more specifically
management
third study was conducted in order to establish the extent that knowledge management
tools met the vendors' claims. The remainder of this section describes the three studies
in detail with the aim of establishing the work that has previously been undertaken and
to identify any areasthat are relevant to this research.
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2.4.1 Knowledge Management Tools Study I
The main objective of Ruggles's (1997) study was to investigate how knowledge
management tools could be used to support the automation and augmentation of
organisational knowledge management.As a result of the exploration of 12 knowledge
management tools Ruggles (1997) arrived at the conclusion that knowledge
management tools can be divided into three general categories: generation, codification,
and transfer. According to Ruggles (1997) these categories represent the primary
knowledge management activities of most organisations. In addition, these categories
can be sub-divided further as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

According to Ruggles (1997) the first knowledge management activity, knowledge
generation, involves the creation of new ideas, the recognition of new patterns, the
synthesis of separate disciplines, and the development of new processes.In order to
achieve this, tools that enable the acquisition, synthesis and creation of knowledge are

required. Knowledge acquisitionrefers to the obtaining of new knowledge.This can
first
for
knowledge
time.
the
simply mean accessing existing
within an organisation
Knowledge synthesis concerns the creation of new ideas by combining old ideas and
concepts. Knowledge creation is the rarest form of knowledge generation and relates to
encouraging people to think differently.
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Figure 2.2: Knowledge Management Activities (Source: Ruggles, 1997)

Knowledge codification refers to organising and classifying the knowledge obtained
through knowledge generation. Ruggles (1997) believes that it is difficult to categorise
knowledge becauseit cannot be referred to in discrete units and therefore suggeststhat it
may be useful to begin with a broad classification. The classification technique consists
of dividing the knowledge according to the type of knowledge it represents.Table 2.2

demonstrates
the categoriessuggestedby Ruggles(1997)alongwith a brief description.
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Description

ProcessKnowledge

Can be thought of as recipes for doing things well.

Factual Knowledge

Basic information about people and things contained in peoples heads.

CatalogueKnowledge

Individuals who possescatalogue knowledge know where things are directory of expertise.

Cultural Knowledge

Knowing how things get done in an organisation.

Table 2.2: Categories for Classifying Knowledge (Source: Ruggles, 1997)

Generating and codifying the knowledge is uselessif it is not disseminated to the right
people. This is the concern of the final category knowledge transfer. According to
Ruggles (1997) the three main barriers to sharing knowledge are temporal distance,
spatial distance, and social distance. Temporal distance barriers consist of historical and
current time barriers. Historical time barriers refer to the capturing and sharing of
knowledge. For instance, knowledge that has been transferred from one person to
another via a conversation is likely to be very rich in nature. However, the knowledge

acquiredcannot be exploited by anyoneelse other than the two peopleinvolved in the
conversation if it is not captured and sharedwith others.

Current time barriers relate to the difficulties in organising time between two or more
people in order for knowledge transfer to take place. Ruggles (1997) claims that in
today's business environment people spend more time conversing through voicemail

and email as opposedto in person.The secondbarrier for knowledgetransfer is the
physical distance involved within organisations and between customers and suppliers.
Regardlessof the distance involved it is necessaryfor organisations to conduct business
and interactions adequately. The third and final barrier for knowledge transfer is the
social distance. Out of all three this is considered to be the most difficult barrier to
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overcome and involves factors such as hierarchical, functional, and cultural issues.
According to Ruggles (1997) these factors stem from deep mental models that people
have built their senseof self around.

Activity

Tools

Generation

GrapeVINE
IdeaFisher
Inspiration
Idea Generator
MindLink

Codification

KnowledgeX

RetrievalWare
TeleSim

Transfer

Lotus Notes

NetMeeting

EnCompass

Description
Uses a knowledge chart, user interest profiles, and several other
componentsto add value to information on an individual basis.
Works through associative lists of words and phrases,can help
people put together disparate pieces to generatenew ideas.
Allows usersto develop flexible, graphical mind or concept maps.
Encouragespeople or groups of people to break away from their
usual thou ht process.
Encouragespeople or groups of people to break away from their
usual thought process.
Facilitates the creation of knowledge maps containing details such
as contacts, documents,events, and other interactions with
information, allowing usersto continually comment, update, and
explore the nodes or destinations on the map and create and alter
the relationships.
Facilitates the ability to locate pictures and text through supplied
criteria and sophisticated pattern recognition.
Based on simulation - enablestelecommunication companiesto
try strategiesand learn about some of the underlying dynamics of
their industry.
Commonly classified in the groupware range. It enablespeople to
communicate with each other in a virtual space,over time,
capturing the interactions, and permitting context and
understandingto be enhanced.
Facilitates simultaneousconversationsover distance. It combines
individual
document
the
at
sharing
capabilities
and
video, voice,
desktop.
Translates cross-validated interaction information (e.g. frequency
and importance) into a powerful, three-dimensional, graphical
been
have
Once
interactions
and relationships
representation.
mapped, more useful ones can be proposed and the gaps and
disconnectsdisplayed.

Table 2.3: Knowledge Management Tools (Source: Ruggles, 1997)

Having establishedhow the knowledge managementprocessworks Ruggles (1997)
evaluates12 tools in order to identify how they facilitate the knowledgemanagement
process and in the case of knowledge transfer how they overcome the problems
associatedwith this particular knowledge managementactivity. Table 2.3 illustrates the
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tools used for the study, the knowledge managementactivities they are classified under,
and a brief description of how each of the tools facilitates the associated knowledge
managementactivity.

2.4.2 Knowledge Management Tools Study II
The purpose of Jackson's (1998) study was to identify general and specific technology
issues related to the development of knowledge management tools. This was achieved
by conducting a twelve-month qualitative investigation of 59 knowledge management
tools. The tools that were selected for this study range from small component based
technologies, such as search engines, to large commercial groupware systems.
Furthermore, the selection of tools contained within this study consisted predominantly
of products developed by American companies. Jackson (1998) claims that the tools
in
illustrated
knowledge
five
the
to
management activities
were classified according
Figure 2.3. However, unfortunately Jackson (1998) does not specify which knowledge

is
knowledge
tools
the
classifiedunder.
management
managementactivity eachof

Synthesis
contextualisation
analysis
creation

Gathering
pull

searching
dataentry/OCR

ý

Storage
linking

indexing
filtering

4!

Dissemination

Communication

push
publishing
notification

sharing
collaboration
group decisions

Figure 2.3: Knowledge Management Activities (Source: Jackson, 1998)
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The tools are also classified according to five categories that are representative of the
current knowledge management software market as demonstrated in Table 2.4. This
time Jackson (1998) does specify which of the categories 14 out of the 59 knowledge
management tools can be classified as. However, 45 of the knowledge management
tools remain unclassified. Jackson (1998) also acknowledges the presence of a sixth
category, Intellectual Assets, although systems for managing intellectual property are
not strictly considered actual knowledge management tools and therefore have been
omitted from Jackson's (1998) study.

KM Software
Market
Knowledge

Document
Management
Dataware

Information
Searching
Management and Indexin
Baan
Excalibur

Communications
and Collaboration
IBM/Lotus Notes

Expert
Systems
Evolutionary

Management
Tools

Documentum
Jetform

Information
SAP

Microsoft
Qualcomm

Technologies
Trajecta

Fulcrum
Verity

Table 2.4: Knowledge Management Tools Classified According to the Current Software
Market (Source: Jackson, 1998)

The study appears to proceed by evaluating each of the knowledge management tools
paying particular attention to the architectural structure of the tool. As a result of the
study Jackson (1998) identifies three general architectures that are most predominant in
current knowledge management tools. In addition, Jackson (1998) identifies technical
features that are prevalent in current knowledge management software and specifies
issues that need to be addressed during the future development of knowledge
managementtools.
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2.4.3 Knowledge Management Tools Study III
In comparison to the two studies previously described, the third study by Angus et al.,
(1998) is most closely related to the researchbeing undertaken for this dissertation. The
purpose of this study was to examine how well each of five knowledge management
tools fulfils its claims. Furthermore, to establish the functions within each of the
knowledge management activities that each tool facilitates. This is achieved by basing
the evaluation of the tools around the knowledge managementactivities and associated
functions identified in a previous study (Angus and Patel, 1998). A detailed description
of each of the tools is provided along with its main features, areas where the tool is
lacking and other general strengths and weaknesses. The results of the second part of
the study where each of the tools was investigated in terms of the knowledge
managementactivities and functions are demonstratedin Table 2.5.

Knowledge Management (KM) Tools

KM Activities and
Functions

GATHERING
Pull

Wincite

Intraspect

ChannelMana er

KnowledgeX

BackWeb

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Search
OCR
Voice input
Data Entry
ORGANISING
Cataloguing
Filtering

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

Linking

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Indexing
REFINING

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Contextualising

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Mining

No

No

No

Yes

No

Projecting

No

No

No

No

No

Compacting
Collaborating

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

Flow
Push

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Sharing
Alert

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

DISSEMINATING

Table 2.5: Supported Knowledge Management Activities and Functions
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2.5 Critique of the Knowledge Management Tool Literature
It is evident from the three studies described (Ruggles, 1997; Jackson, 1998; Angus et
al., 1998) that the work currently undertaken in the area of knowledge management
tools is extremely limited. Furthermore, although it has been acknowledged that
numerous knowledge management tools exist on the software market (Angus et al.,
1998) no direct attempt has been made to provide any form of evaluation and selection
guidelines. However, whether consciously or unconsciously, one theme does appear to
be consistent across the three studies. Each has produced a classification system for
knowledge management that is based around the knowledge management activities.
Therefore, this should be further investigated during the design of the taxonomy that is a
part of this research.Furthermore, the studies have functions associatedwith each of the
knowledge management activities that reflect various ways in which that particular
knowledge managementactivity can be achieved. The remainder of this section analyses
the three studies with the aim of identifying weaknessesand areas that have not been
investigated.

Study I by Ruggles (1997) has been described in a working paper and, as of yet, has not
been published. It appears as though Ruggles (1997) conducted a high-level
investigation of 12 knowledge managementtools in order to establish how and which of
the knowledge management activities each facilitates. However, additional features
both, knowledge managementtool specific and general, are not taken into consideration.
Furthermore, details about how the tools were evaluated are omitted and it would not be
possible for a third party to repeat the process.
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The second study by Jackson (1998) involves the investigation of 59 tools with the aim
of establishing technology issues related to the development of knowledge management
tools. One of the shortcomings of Jackson's (1998) study is that the choice of tools to be
evaluated is biased towards American companies. Furthermore, as with Ruggles's
(1997) study apart from the fact it was a qualitative study, no additional details have
been provided. The result of Jackson's (1998) study is a number of architecturesthat are
common acrossknowledge managementtools.

Angus et al's., (1998) study is directly related to this study in that it provides a set of
criteria against which five knowledge managementtools were evaluated. However, the
criteria are limited to evaluating aspects of the tools that are related only to the
knowledge management activities and their respective functions. Additional criteria
specific to knowledge management tools and general criteria have been omitted from
the framework. Furthermore, details of how to go about evaluating a knowledge
managementtool are also disregarded.

Considering the lack of any comprehensive guidelines for knowledge managementtool
evaluation and selection possible alternatives need to be investigated. Generic
guidelines could be used to evaluate and select a knowledge management tool (Curry
and Bonner, 1983; Martin and McClure, 1983; Lynch, 1985; Breslin, 1986; Klein and
Beck, 1987; Anderson, 1990; Le Blanc and Jelassi, 1991; Sharland, 1991; Montazemi et
al., 1996). However, these are considered not to be specific enough to cater for the
individual features of knowledge managementtools. Therefore, it is necessaryto create
a set of guidelines specific to knowledge managementtools.
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In order to achieve this existing guidelines are investigated for three purposes.Firstly, to
gain a general idea of the types of guidelines available. Secondly, to identify any parts of
existing guidelines that can be incorporated into the knowledge management tool
guidelines. Finally, to recognise any weaknesseswith the existing guidelines so that
these can be addressedduring the design of the knowledge managementtool guidelines.
The following section describesthe types of guidelines already available.

2.6 Existing Guidelines for Tool Evaluation and Selection
Guidelines for tool evaluation and selection appear to consist of two main themes,
be
former
discipline
The
that
to
applied to
can
generic and
guidelines
refers
specific.
for
been
designed
has
it
is
a specific
tool
any software
generic or
regardless of whether
discipline area. The latter refers to guidelines that have been designed for use within a
In
health,
discipline
order to produce a set of
etc.
particular area or
such as education,
both
knowledge
types,
for
tools
the
management
guidelines
evaluation and selection of
2.6
Section
The
investigated.
is
of
remainder
generic and specific, of existing guidelines
describes the various guidelines for tool evaluation and selection. The first sub-section,
Section 2.6.1, demonstratesgeneric guidelines and the second, Section 2.6.2, illustrates
discipline specific guidelines.

2.6.1 Generic Tool Evaluation and Selection Guidelines
There are numerous guidelines designed for the purpose of the evaluation and selection
Lynch,
1983;
McClure,
1983;
Martin
Bonner,
(Curry
tools
and
of generic software
and
1985; Breslin, 1986; Klein and Beck, 1987; Anderson, 1990; Le Blanc and Jelassi,
1991; Sharland, 1991; Montazemi et al., 1996). Curry and Bonner (1983) propose an
eight-step methodology, aimed specifically at small businesses, for purchasing a
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software tool. Justification for targeting this particular niche is that although there is a
lack of systematic approachesto selecting a software tool the literature that does exist is
aimed at the larger organisation. Curry and Bonner (1983) highlight that small
businessesdo not necessarily have the time and resourcesto conduct detailed analysis of
the tools. The methodology proposed by Curry and Bonner (1983) is illustrated in
Figure 2.4.

The aim of the first phase is to identify the business functions that should be
investigated. Following on from this, each function should be analysed thoroughly in
order to identify the processesthat, ideally, need to be addressedby the purchasedtool.
This procedure can be considered similar to a brainstorming exercise where a list of
requirements is gathered without consideration for whether the requirements appear
obtainable or not.

The purposeof the next stepis to investigatethe softwaretool marketto get an idea of
what is available in terms of tools and in terms of vendors. It is recommended that a
be
knowledge
that
to
can
number of vendors are visited as opposed
general
one so
obtained. Furthermore, it is important to become familiar with the expressionsand terms
commonly used by the vendors. Equipped with general knowledge about the market it is
possible to refine the list to reflect realistic and obtainable requirements. The third phase
involves documenting what the tool should be able to achieve in order to meet the
requirements. This is probably the most important phase of the whole process since the
success of the selection depends on the clarity of the requirements. The documented
requirements do not necessarily have to be a large detailed document, additional notes
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on the requirements will suffice so long as it reflects an accurate description of the
businessrequirements.

Identify needs

Analyse market

Document requirements

Compile vendor list

Contact vendor

Evaluate vendor responses

View demonstration

Select tool

Figure 2.4: Tool SelectionStepsfor Small Businesses
(Adapted: Curry and Bonner, 1983)
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The middle two phasesof the methodology involves the compiling of a vendor list and
the contacting of vendors. The importance of the former phase should not be
underestimated.It is essential that good vendors are identified as they are more likely to
respond with a proposal addressing the requirements from the document. Reputable
vendors can be located from a variety of sourcesincluding articles and advertisementsin
magazines, and by physically visiting the vendor. It is also recommended that, at this
point, demonstrations of tools can help to further refine the requirements document. The
latter of the two middle phasesconsists of contacting each of the vendors on the list and
enabling them to propose how their tool meets the specified requirements.

Curry and Bonner (1983) recommend that the vendor is provided with information such
as, general information about the organisation requesting the proposal, any cost
details
be
deadline
for
the
and
restrictions, a
received,
vendor's proposal should
when
about how the requesting organisation intends to evaluate and select the most
appropriate tool. This last point involves establishing a set of evaluation criteria against
which tools can be compared. Curry and Bonner (1983) include: meeting the
requirements; high-quality documentation; availability of maintenance; total cost; and
the availability of conversion assistance as examples of potential criteria. Having
identified the criteria set each criterion must be assigned a weight according to their
importance. The weights allocated to the entire criteria set must total 100.

The sixth step of the methodology consists of evaluating the responsesfrom each of the
first
It
is
is
through
that
the
without
vendors.
suggested
each of
vendor responses read
consideration for whether the proposed tool matches the requirements so that a general
impression of the proposal can be gained. The next task within this step involves taking
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each proposal and using the criteria and requirements to evaluate the tool. Once this is
complete, the points for each of the proposed tools should be totalled and listed in order
of points received starting with the highest. After considering the compatibly with
hardware the top two or three tools should be selectedfor further investigation.

The penultimate phase involves viewing a full demonstration of each of the tools
contained within the short-list. It is recommended that more than an hour is spent
viewing and experimenting with the tool. The organisation requesting the tool must
be
is
intended
functions
how
demonstrates
tool
to
the
that
that
the
used
ensure
vendor
for are carried out. This also enables the opportunity for the vendor's competenceto be
monitored. During this phase it may be highlighted that some of the requirements are
hand,
On
be
discarded.
in
the vendor may
the
they
other
unobtainable which case
must
draw attention to features that were not originally considered but may prove useful and
therefore can be added to the requirements document. The final phase involves making
the decision of which tool to purchase. According to Curry and Bonner (1983), this
likely
the
is
than
be
to
tool
more
stand
out
as
one
should
relatively straightforward
others.

The motivation for Martin and McClure's (1983) study stems from the inability to
develop software tools in order to maintain the pace of the rapid evolution of computer
hardware. It is believed that this problem can be overcome by purchasing commercial
McClure
Martin
However,
internally.
developing
tools
and
software tools as opposed to
(1983) emphasisethat this does not mean that a commercial tool is the most appropriate
investigated
be
develop
in
buy
the
to
must
solution
all cases and
choice of whether
or
thoroughly. If a commercial tool is to be purchased then this task must be undertaken
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systematically with a formal, logical procedure. Martin and McClure (1983) propose a
methodology consisting of 11 phasesfor the purpose of tool evaluation and selection as
demonstratedin Table 2.6.

Phase

Description

1

List present and future requirements

2

Survey all available tools

3

Examine documentation and user manuals

4

Establish whether tool is sufficiently parameterised

5

Check whether tool has adequateaids to maintenance

6

Short list suitable tools

7

Investigate each tool using organisational data if possible

8

Determine whether the tools can link into the organisational data base plans

9

Conducts benchmarksif performance is critical

10

Allow end usersto implement the tool on a temporary basis if the interface is critical

11

Negotiate and construct an appropriate contract

Table 2.6: Phasesfor Purchasing a Software Tool
(Adapted: Martin and McClure, 1983)

*
Anderson's (1990) study involves the comparison of five methodologies designed for
the purpose of tool evaluation and selection. Each model is used to identify the top two
tools from three different types of applications including: wordprocessor; spreadsheet;
and database. In order to conduct an evaluation of each model six categories are
identified

against which

to

compare each tool

including:

basic functions;

documentation; advanced functions; vendor support; ease of use; and required training
time. These categories are further sub-divided into a number of criteria. In some cases,
such as documentation and training, the criteria are the same across the three different
applications. However, categories such as basic functions and advanced functions
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contain criteria specific to the application type. For instance, the advancedfunctions for
the wordprocessing tools include testing for a spell checker and hyphenation. Whereas
the criteria for the advanced features in the database tools include investigating
relational capabilities and indexing. The following paragraphsdescribe how each of the
five methodologies are implemented using this information.

The first is the Linear Weighted Attribute methodology that calculates the quality of
each tool basedon the weight assignedand the performance rating of each category. The
evaluator defines the weighting of each category and the performance rating is based on
a scale of 1-10 also specified by the evaluator. Once a value, representing the quality,
has been achieved for each tool they can be put into order of highest to lowest quality.

The second, the Linear Assignment methodology, is based on ranking each tool for each
category. The workings of this methodology are slightly more complex than the others

andarethereforebestdescribedusingan example.If four tools areto be evaluatedbased
first
based
involve
the
first
tool
the
on
on six categories
ranking each
step would
category. This process should be repeateduntil the tools have been ranked for all of the
Step
1
in
form
in
be
The
the
as
shown
of a matrix
categories.
represented
results should
highest
has
4
Tool
first
for
the
Figure
2.5.
The
demonstrate
that
the
category
of
results
ranking followed by Tool 1, then Tool 2, and finally Tool 3.
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CATEGORIES
1 2
23453 4 5 6

TOOL
STEP 11

STEP 22

1
2
3
4

2
3
4
1

TOOL
1
2
3
4

32212
3
13323
1
2113
2 1
4444
4 4

2
3
1
4

1
2
3
4

4
3
2
1

RAN KIN G
RANKING
12 3 4
1234
1
1
13113
1
11401
2
22112
2
20040

1
4
1
0

1
0
1
4

Figure 2.5: Steps1 and2 of the Linear AssignmentMethodology

Once each tool has been ranked according to each category it is possible to establish

how many times each ranking was achievedby each tool as illustrated in Step 2 of
Figure 2.5. The results show that Tool 2 was ranked in first place for one of the
categories, in second place for another category, in third place for four of the categories,

and was neverrankedin last placefor any of the categories.Step3 involves identifying
all of the possiblecombinationswhereeachtool is uniquelyassignedone rank and vice
versa. This is demonstratedin Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Step 3- Permutations for the Four Tools

Using the matrix created during Step 2 in Figure 2.5 and each of the combinations
identified in Figure 2.6 a score is calculated. For instance, using the first permutation
from Figure 2.6 sum the scores in each of these positions from the matrix in Step 2 of
Figure 2.5. The numbers in these positions are 1,1,1,4

and therefore the total score is

7. Once the score has been calculated for each, the tool receiving the highest score
indicates the ranking of the packages.Table 2.7 displays the various permutations along

with the individual scoreslocatedin the respectivepositions and the total score.As is
evident, the combination of line 9 receives the highest score. Therefore, the order of

ranking for the four tools, starting with the best and ending with the worst is Tool 2,
Tool 3, Tool 1, andTool 4.
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PERMUTATIONS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

2
2
3
3
4
4
1
1
3
3
4
4
1
1
2
2
4
4
1
1
2
2
3
3

3
4
2
4
2
3
3
4
1,..
4
1
3
2
4
1
4
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2

4
3
4
2
3
2
4
3
4
1
3
1
4
2
4
1
2
1
3
2
3
1
2
1

INDIVIDUAL
SCORES
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
0
1
4
2
4
1
4
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
3
1
1
4
3
1
1
0
4_ý 2. ; 4..
r-3..
3
4
1
2
3
0
2
0
2
0
1
2
1
2
1
4
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
2
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
2
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
4
2
1
0
1
4
2
2

TOTAL
SCORE
7
3
11
6
3
2
9
5
'13
10
5
5
8
3
8
5
3
5
4
3
4
5
7
9

Table 2.7: Permutations and Scores for the Four Tools

Maximax is the third methodology and is the simplest of the five approaches.It involves
identifying the category, within each tool, that received the highest performance rating.
The next phase entails listing the categories identified in order of highest to lowest and
the tools placed at the top two positions of the list can be selected.

The fourth methodology, Elimination by Aspects (EBA), functions on the basis that a
minimum performance rating is assigned to each category. The initial phase involves
ordering the categories according to importance starting with the most important. The
evaluator must then specify a minimum acceptable performance rating for each
category. Using the category at the top of the list the tools must be divided into two
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groups, the first containing tools that meet the minimum acceptableperformance rating
and the second, the tools that do not. If the first group only consists of one packagethen
this is selected, otherwise the evaluator must move onto the next category in the list and
repeat the process from where the set of tools are divided into two groups. The process
is continued until one tool can be selected or there are no remaining categories on the
list.

The final methodology, Lexicographic Ordering, is similar to the previous approach
except that this method does not adopt the use of setting a minimum performance rating
for each category. As with the Elimination by Aspects (EBA) methodology the first
phase involves listing the categories according to the order of importance to the user.
Using the category at the top of the list, the tool(s) with the highest performance rating
are identified. This process is repeated moving down the list of categories until either,
one tool can be selectedor there are no more categories to use for comparison purposes.

According to Sharland (1991) tool evaluation consists of three phases; defining the
business requirements, gathering information about each tool, and comparing the
outcome of steps one and two. The purpose of the first phase is to ensure that the
business requirements for the tool are clearly specified. If this is not achieved then it is
likely that the entire evaluation process may conclude negatively (Berryman et al.,
1994). Establishing the business requirements for the tool may involve defining details
such as, business objectives, general design requirements, business requirements,
vendor related requirements, performance requirements, technical design requirements,
and supplier requirements. Once the business requirements for the tool have been
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Sharland
information
tool.
is
the
about each candidate
ascertained,
next phase to gather
(1991) suggestsfour different techniques for achieving this as illustrated in Table 2.8.

Methodology
Picture Comparison

Detailed Evaluation
Implemented
Evaluation

PackageLed
Evaluation

Phases
"
"

Identify requirements
Trawling and dissemination of information related to tools

"

Compare tools with tools and tools with requirements

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Identify requirements
Thorough investigation of each tool
Identify requirements
Collect and analyse information about candidate tools
Purchasecandidate tools
Evaluate tools using requirements
Select/reject tool
Identify businessrequirements as clearly as possible
Identify tools which appear to cater for businessrequirements
Use tool functionality to aid in the definition of businessprocedures
Assessbusinessprocedures along with candidate tools

Table 2.8: Four Methods for Evaluatine Generic Tools

The first methodology, Picture Comparison, is considered to be particularly suitable
in
50,
involved
five
the
between
ideally
large
and
when there are a
number of tools,

`picture'
is
(Sharland,
1991).
The
to
of eachtool using
a
construct
concept
evaluation
information obtained from sales brochures,technical overview manuals, and other
accessibleliterature. However, in order to perform a comparison of the tools the picture
formed must adhere to a basic template. The picture of each candidate tool is compared
initial
during
identified
the
phase of
business
with one another using the
requirements
the methodology. Firstly, one tool may stand out more than any other in which case the
is
to
a
tools
is
Alternatively,
reduced
the
choice
number of candidate
obvious.
manageablesize where it is possible to perform a detailed evaluation.

The second methodology is the Detailed Evaluation option that is ideally used in a
What
1991).
(Sharland,
high
situation where evaluating tools of
strategic performance
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differentiates this method from the others is that each tool is compared, in isolation,
with the business requirements. In essence,this means that what is required of the tool
(as stated in the business requirements) is compared with what is provided by each tool.
Furthermore, weights are used to assign importance to various evaluation criteria in
order to aid the selection of the most appropriate tool.

The third method, Implemented Evaluation, is most suited to a scenario where the tools
being evaluated are of low cost or are non-strategic (Sharland, 1991). Low cost refers to
the price of purchasing the tool being less than the cost of the actual selection procedure.
Once a short list of tools has been identified one is purchased from the relevant vendor
and is installed and tested. Ideally the potential users of the tool should perform the
testing since they understand the functionality and data required from the tool. The
decision to accept or reject the tool is based on the results from the evaluation. If the
tool is accepted then the tool is kept and the selection process concludes. However, if

the tool is rejectedthen the tool is discardedand anotherone purchasedfor evaluation.
With each cycle of evaluation it should be possible to refine the criteria and apply it to
subsequentevaluations.

The final method, Package Led Evaluation, is ideal for use when the business area for
which a tool is being sought is relatively new (Sharland, 1991). Due to the novelty of
the area it is difficult to clearly specify the businessrequirements for the tool. Therefore,
the tools themselves are used to identify and refine the business requirements.
Essentially the tools are investigated using techniques such as experimentation with the
tool using test data, site visits to observe the tool in use, and sales visits or
demonstrations. As each tool is investigated, the knowledge obtained will contribute to
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the requirements until an organisation is confident about the businessarea and is able to
make a final objective evaluation of the tools.

2.6.2 Discipline Specific Evaluation and Selection Guidelines
As is the case with generic tool selection a multitude of guidelines exist that have been
designed to be used to evaluate tools that have been designed for a specific discipline.
For instance, Berryman et al., (1994) and Buckleitner (1999) describe a methodology for
the selection of educational software. Furthermore, in addition to the existence of
guidelines for testing tools (Poston and Sexton, 1992) there are also approaches for
evaluating testing tools used in an educational environment (Horgan and Mathur, 1992).
The presence of different guidelines within one discipline is also evident in the health
care environment. For instance, McDonald (1996) outlines a framework for the purpose
of evaluating tools to be used in the administration area of healthcare. Whereas, Parnas

et al., (1990) and Dupuy and Leveson(2000) provide a framework for safety-critical
tools which include software for aircrafts, military, nuclear plants, and medical
equipment.Within the discipline of Information Systemsthere also exists numerous
frameworks and methodologies. Hlupic (1997) and Nikoukaran et al., (1998) provide
guidelines for the evaluation and selection of simulation software. Furthermore, Hlupic
and Paul (1996) have produced a more specialised framework for the purpose of
selecting a simulation tool to be used in a manufacturing environment. Forte (1992) and
Mosley (1992) have both designed methodologies for the assessmentand selection of
CASE tools. Finally, Preeceet al., (1997) have created a methodology that measuresthe
correctness and completeness of knowledge-based systems. The remainder of this
section investigates the guidelines designed for use within three different disciplines:
healthcare; education; and Information Systems.
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McDonald (1996) describes a study where a framework was designed in order to
evaluate primary health care tools. A team was formed for the purpose of identifying
requirements for a primary health care tool. The team consisted of various
representatives from all levels of the health care services and a computer expert. In
addition, 26 nurses selectedfrom each of the regions participated in the study. During an
initial meeting a framework was devised that would be used for evaluating the tool. The
results of a market survey indicated that four software tools could potentially be used in
a primary health care environment. This number was reduced to two as a result of
demonstrations by each of the tool vendors. The nurses attended training sessions
lasting a period of two days for each package. Prior to this the nurses were unable to
contribute to the evaluation framework due to their lack of experience with primary
health care software. However, after the training sessions the framework was refined
because it was obvious that the nurses were unable to understand the questions
contained within the framework. Each of the tools were then field tested for a duration

is
framework
framework.
The
two
the
of
resultant
months and then evaluatedusing
displayed in Table 2.9.
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CRITERIA
1. The task to register a new patient is easy
2. There are convenient meansto searchfor a patient
3. The tool provides for all Primary Health Care services
4. The tool screenscorrespond closely to the old (manual) way of doing things
5. It is easy to find what you need to do within the tool
6. The amount of tin
required is minimal
7. The quality of the on-line help is...
8. The quality of the documentation is...
9. The interaction with the tool is clear and understandable...
10. Your productivity will increaseby using the tool
11. The tool is very easy to use
12. It was easy to learn to use the tool
13. It is never necessaryto wait to use the tool due to processing
14. The capturing of data minimally interferes with interaction with the patient
15. This tool is ideal for the computerisation of Primary Health Care services
16. The training and after training support was good
17. The dataset is comprehensive and provides for all prescribed routine data
18. The clinical patient record is comprehensive

SCORE
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345
1 2345

Table 2.9: Evaluation Framework for Primary Health Care Services
(Adapted: McDonald, 1996)

Another discipline that has numerous evaluation and selection frameworks is the
educational environment. Furthermore, within this discipline there exist frameworks for
the various subjects such as, Mathematics, English, Science, etc. However, the
framework discussed here is related to the evaluation and selection of any educational
tool (Berryman et al., 1994). The framework in question was developed using three
different approaches including, analysing the existing literature on tool evaluation,
interviewing educational institutes that had previously been involved in evaluating and
selecting a tool, and information obtained during empirical investigation of the tools and
tool reviews. The resultant framework was presented in the form of a pamphlet similar
to that illustrated in Table 2.10.
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After You Evaluate

What part of the curriculum are you considering?
Have you considered other ways to teach this? Is
the computer the most appropriate?
What teaching and learning methods do you want
to use for this part of the curriculum?
What learning methods are the studentsused to?
What tool are other people using? What is
available?
Are there any previous evaluations of the tool
you are considering that you could locate?

Does the tool have any other potential
use?
How can you store this information so that
it is useful and accessibleto others?
Can other users add to the results of the
evaluation?
Is it worth using? If you decide to
purchasecan use your evaluation to justify
funding?
Selecting Resources

Factors to Consider in Method of Evaluation
Do you want to use a form, or would you rather
use an informal method?
Will an individual or team basedevaluation be
more appropriate?
Can studentsbe involved in the evaluation?
Evaluating
Does the content support your curriculum goal?
Is the content accurate?Is the tool consistent with
your preferred method of teaching?
Does the learner have adequatecontrol of the
process?
Will the tool support different learning needsand
levels?
Are there any race or sex biases?Have other
equity issuesbeen taken into consideration?
Is it easy to use?
Is it interesting? Fun? Challenging?
How does the tool facilitate learning? Does the
tool support broader educational goals?
Is the tool compatible with your hardware?
Is it technically reliable?
What is the cost of the tool?

The tool manual itself.
Magazine or journal reviews.
Subscription services.
Friends, colleagues.
Demo copies.
Books.
Local resourcepeople e.g. computer
laboratories - special education services,
resource teachers,software retailers.
Wider Issues to Consider
Setting up a team review processwithin
the school region.
Sharing resourceswith others.
Tool evaluation can be time consuming try to set some time aside for this purpose
and establish a school policy for this.
Training and professional development in
the use of computers in education,
including tool evaluation.
Ongoing evaluations of purchasedtools
will show its effectiveness in different
situations.

Table 2.10: Evaluation Framework for Educational Software Tools
(Adapted: Berryman et al., 1994)

Both sets of guidelines that have just been described are directed at two completely
different disciplines to the field of Information Systems. However, since knowledge
management tools can be considered as an area within the discipline of Information
Systems (Onge, 2001) it may be useful to look at another guideline within this
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discipline. Therefore, the following guidelines have been designed for the evaluation
and selection of CASE tools.

There are numerous guidelines for the evaluation and selection of CASE (Computer
Aided Software Engineering) tools (Forte, 1992; Mosley, 1992). However, the particular
version of guidelines described in this dissertation consists of a methodology and
evaluation framework (Mosley, 1992). The methodology has been designed specifically
so that it applies only to CASE tools. However, the core of the evaluation framework is
generic and can be applied to any type of tool. Furthermore, the framework has a
tailorable section that can be catered for use with any type of tool. The framework is
embedded into a methodology that describes the procedure to be undertaken during tool
evaluation and selection as illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Classification

Brief Evaluation

Quantitative Assessment

Tailored Summary

ConsultationService

Figure 2.7: Five Phasesof CASE Tool Evaluation and Selection (Source: Mosley, 1992)
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Phase one of the methodology is compulsory and all, some, or none of the remaining
phases are undertaken depending on conditions such as the nature of the evaluation,
time and resourcesavailable, and the user requirements. The purpose of the first phaseis
to capture technical information about the tool such as, the platforms supported by the
tool, any additional hardware or software requirements, and its function(s). The second
phase of the methodology entails constructing a brief evaluation of the tool. This
involves identifying how well the tool performs, its strengths and weaknesses,and any
other important information about the vendor or product.

The third phase, Quantitative Assessment, enables a detailed evaluation, and if
necessarya comparison, of the tool to be conducted. The detailed evaluation is obtained
by means of a questionnaire consisting of 140 generic questions and between 30 and
100 tool specific questions. The questions are divided into a number of categories each

of which are assigneda weighting.The evaluatorworks throughthe questionsassigning
be
from
from
for
The
then
a score
eachcategorycan
scoresobtained
one to three each.
for
each
the
possible
tools
compared with other
maximum and median points
along with
category. The purpose of the Tailored Summary phase is to consider the critical and
essential points in accordance with the user requirements with the aim of achieving a
true interpretation of the scores. The final phase involves identifying the top three tools
and presenting them to the users.The users are given an opportunity to experiment with
the tool and one tool is selectedfor implementation.
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2.7 Critique of the Tool Evaluation and Selection Literature
In comparison to the availability of guidelines for knowledge management tool
evaluation and selection there are a myriad of general guidelines and discipline specific
guidelines (Curry and Bonner, 1983; Martin and McClure, 1983; Anderson, 1990;
Sharland, 1991; Mosley, 1992; Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996; Buckleitner,
1999; Dupuy and Leveson, 2000). For the purpose of this research, both types of
frameworks were investigated in order to incorporate any useful concepts into the
guidelines for knowledge managementtools. With regards to the generic guidelines that
are designed to be used for the evaluation and selection of any tool, the first and second
studies by Curry and Bonner (1983) and Martin and McClure (1983) both provide
details of how to go about selecting a tool but it is the responsibility of the evaluator to
identify criteria against which to evaluate the tools. The third study by Anderson (1990)
provides a list of categories that contain several criteria that can be used to evaluate
tools against. Furthermore, there is a provision within the framework for including
criteria that are specific to particular tools. However, as with the previous two studies
the evaluator decides what criteria will be included in the categories specific to different
tools.

Anderson (1990) designs an evaluation framework that is used in combination with five
different methodologies, similar to those described by Curry and Bonner (1983) and
Martin and McClure (1983) to evaluate a number of tools falling under one of three
five
the
(WordProcessing,
Spreadsheet,
The
Database).
categories
essence of
and
techniques presented by Anderson (1990) is to calculate the quality of each tool. This is
achieved either by assigning weights to the various categories within the evaluation
framework or by ordering the tools according to the assignedratings. Although it is not
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evident from the way the methodologies have been described in this research but it is
essential for the evaluator to have some mathematical ability in order to adopt any of the
techniques. In Anderson's (1990) study, the methodologies have been expressedin the
form of mathematical formulas requiring time and effort to be invested in translating the
phases of each method. With regards to the individual method, once they have been
understood mathematically, the phasesare quite straightforward to implement.

The first technique, the Linear Weighted Attribute, involves calculating the quality
using the weights and the rating. However, the decision of the weight allocated to each
category is left up to the evaluator to decide. The Linear Assignment framework appears
to be the most thorough and rigorous approach. However, due to the necessity of
deriving all of the permutations this technique is most suited where the number of tools
to be evaluated is low. For instance, four tools were used in the example that resulted in

24 permutations.By simply adding one more tool for evaluation the number of
combinationsto identify would drasticallyrise to 120. The threeremainingtechniques
are not so mathematically oriented however none of them can be considered as a robust
approach either. Justification for this theory is discussedin the following paragraph.

Maximax involves identifying and listing the tools according to the highest rating
if
is
tool
that
The
this
a
the
top.
the
received and selecting
of
at
shortcoming
one
likely
it
is
low
but
high
for
the
received a
others were exceptionally
rating
one category
that this tool will be, if not at the top, somewhere very near to the top of the list. The
Elimination By Aspects (EBA) methodology compares each tool against a list of
ordered categories and using a minimum performance rating. Although slightly more
sophisticated than the previous methodology it is possible for more than one tool to be
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identified as the highest quality tool. Furthermore, it is also possible that the `best' tool
is identified after only considering the first criterion without confirming that the tool
conforms to the minimum performance rating for the subsequent criteria. The final
methodology, Lexicographic Ordering, uses a similar approach to Elimination By
Aspects except that the list of criteria ordered according to importance is used to
identify the tool(s) with the highest performance rating. The limitation with this
methodology is opposite to one from the previous method where it was possible to
identify several tools as the best. With Lexicographic Ordering it is possible to result in
none of the tools being identified.

The final set of generic guidelines that were investigated were those proposed by
Sharland (1991). The Picture Comparison methodology that involves creating a `picture'
from
information
is
`picture'
The
tool
them.
created
using
of each
and comparing
brochures, technical manuals and other easily accessible literature. The shortcoming of
by
information
`picture'
the
is
provided
using this approach that the resultant
consists of
vendor and is likely to be subjective in nature. Furthermore, if a third party review
configures within the `picture' it is difficult to identify whether or not an objective
evaluation has been conducted. Following this, the Detailed Evaluation methodology
it
Again,
list
approaches,
as with previous
compares each tool against a
of requirements.
is left up to the evaluator to determine what evaluation criteria should be used. The third
methodology, Implemented Evaluation, entails a tool to be purchased and evaluated
until a suitable one can be identified. This obviously is extremely time consuming and
requires users to get deeply involved in the process. The final methodology, Package
Led Evaluation, is designed for use where the area for which a tool is being sought is
relatively new and unknown. The tools themselves are used in order to define and refine
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criteria. The limitation of this approach is that it can be extremely time consuming to
evaluate numerous tools. Furthermore, the resultant criteria identified can be considered
as subjective in nature.

The main purpose of investigating discipline specific guidelines was to identify concepts
and ideas that could be used during the design of the knowledge management tool
guidelines. The most prevalent difference between the generic guidelines and the
discipline specific is the emphasis on a framework against which the features of a tool
(1983)
by
McDonald
be
first
For
instance,
this
the
section
can
evaluated.
study within
was aimed at selecting a tool for use within primary health care. The design and use of
the evaluation framework was described in great detail. However, although the manner
in which the tool was obtained was briefly described the existence of an explicit
methodology was lacking. With regards to the second study on evaluating and selecting
is
framework
1994)
(Berryman
presented and
educational software
an evaluation
et al.,
the importance of a methodology is acknowledged. However, again no methodology is
explicitly described.

The shortcomings of these two studies are that although the provision of an evaluation
framework is made, the criteria within these are specific to the type of tool being
evaluated. Therefore, the more general aspectsof tool evaluation and selection such as
In
frameworks.
be
documentation,
order
these
costs, support,
evaluated using
etc cannot
to do so, it would be necessaryto adopt another framework designed for this purpose.
The final study about guidelines for CASE tools (Mosley, 1992) adopts both a
for
CASE
is
framework.
The
former
methodology and an evaluation
catered specifically
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tools and the latter is predominantly generic. However, a section of the evaluation
framework can be adaptedto contain criteria specific to the type of tool being evaluated.

Therefore, the guidelines designed as a part of this researchfor knowledge management
tools should be comprehensive in that all aspects,general and specific, of the knowledge
management tool can be evaluated. Furthermore, existing guidelines provide either a
methodology for the selection of a tool or a framework for the evaluation of a tool. In
one case these are combined (Mosley, 1992). Considering that one appearsto enhance
and support the other a combination of both methodology and evaluation framework
would be appropriate.

In addition, referring back to the studies on knowledge managementtools described in
Sections 2.4.1,2.4.2, and 2.4.3 of this chapter, it was noticed that all three studies had
inadvertently designed a classification system for knowledge management tools. This

in
be
identifying
beneficial
the plethora
the
where
could
aspart of
guidelinesasa way of
of knowledgemanagementtools the tool being investigatedfits in. Furthermore,with
the rapid rate at which new knowledge management tools are entering the software
Finally,
keep
tools.
help
track
the
taxonomy
various
market, a
of
control and
would
again the increasing speed of knowledge management tools appearing on the software
knowledge
indicates
busy
designing
implementing
developers
that
market
are
and
management tools. Therefore, it would be beneficial if they were provided with
guidance as to what is actually required by the users of knowledge managementtools.

Overall, the guidelines that will be created as a part of this research will be an
evaluation framework, a frame of reference, a taxonomy for knowledge management
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tools, and requirements for future development of knowledge management tools. The
framework will enable the evaluation of knowledge managementtools and will consist
of general and specific criteria. This will facilitate the evaluation of all aspects of
purchasing a knowledge management tool. In relation to the tool evaluation and
selection literature previously described the frame of reference can be equated to the
methodologies. However, the reasons for referring to it as a frame of reference as
opposed to a methodology is that when the term `methodology' is used it, often refers to
a rigid structure which must be followed without any deviation. However, the frame of
reference is intended as a descriptive guideline that can be adapted according to an
organisation's requirements and therefore has been referred to using more reflective
terms. The purpose of the frame of reference will be to aid the selection of a suitable
knowledge management tool. The aim of the taxonomy is to provide a classification
system for knowledge management tools. The requirements are intended to aid and
direct developers in future versions of knowledge managementtools.

Although it was previously acknowledged that during a knowledge management
initiative the components (culture, business processes,and technology) should receive
equal and combined attention it is not possible to cover all of the areas within this
focus
is
Therefore,
intention
to
this
on the technology
the
research.
of
research
be
interesting
it
to
in
isolation.
knowledge
However,
would
component of
management

have
if
knowledge
how
any
the
activities
see and
management
other componentsand
impact on the technology component when it is investigated in isolation.
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2.8 Summary
In summary, this chapter has illustrated that although the area of knowledge
management is undefined and confusing, there is some agreement within the literature
with regards to the components (culture, business processes, and technology) and
activities (generation, organisation, and sharing). The context of this researchfits within
the technology component of knowledge management, and is related to knowledge
managementtools. A limited amount of work has been undertaken in this area, and the
provision of guidelines for the evaluation and selection of knowledge managementtools
is non-existent. Although it would be possible to use one of the numerous generic
methodologies that exists these are not specific enough to cater for the features present
in knowledge managementtools. Therefore, discipline specific guidelines were analysed
in order to gain an understanding of how they work and how they were designed.

It was evident that guidelines exist in the form of an evaluation framework or a selection

methodology,althoughin one casethesewere usedin combination.Therefore,it was
concludedthat the guidelines that are developedas a result of this researchshould
consist of an evaluation framework, a frame of reference, a taxonomy, and requirements
for future development of knowledge managementtools.
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Chapter 3.

Empirical

Investigation
Management

Knowledge
of
Tools

3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstratethe empirical investigation of a sample of
knowledge management tools. The aim of the evaluation is to identify features that
could contribute as potential criteria within the evaluation framework in addition to
areas that require further development. The chapter begins by detailing the reasons for
conducting empirical evaluation of knowledge managementtools. This is followed by a
discussion of the tools selected for empirical investigation. Following this is a detailed
description of each of the knowledge management tools involved in the empirical
investigation. The features that exist in each of the knowledge management tools are
identified. Furthermore, a critique of each tool is provided focusing on its strengths and
weaknesses. The chapter concludes with a summary providing an overview of the
chapter.
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3.2 Reasons for Conducting Empirical Investigation
As established in the previous two chapters, Section 1.4 of Chapter 1 (see page 8) and
Section 2.7 of Chapter 2 (see pages 55 & 56), one aspect of the guidelines for
knowledge management tool evaluation and selection will be a framework that can be
used to evaluate knowledge managementtools. The evaluation frameworks described in
Section 2.6 of the previous chapter (Curry and Bonner, 1983; Anderson, 1990; Mosley,
1992; Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996) all consist of criteria against which the
features of a tool can be evaluated. In some cases,the criteria are divided into categories
so that weightings can be applied to the various categories. Therefore, it would appear
appropriate to follow suit and develop a framework that consists of categories and
criteria.

In order to achieve this it is necessary to identify categories and criteria that are
applicable to knowledge managementtools. Berryman et al., (1994) accomplished this

for a framework designedto evaluateeducationalsoftware by three different means.
Firstly, by analysing the literature in order to identify relevant and important points to
consider when evaluating software tools. Secondly, by conducting interviews with
educational institutes that have previously been through the process of selecting an
With
tools.
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Thirdly,
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present in knowledge management tools. The objective was to convert these features
into criteria within the evaluation framework.
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3.3 Knowledge Management Tools Investigated
The nature of this research entails that numerous knowledge managementtools should
be investigated in order to produce a comprehensive set of guidelines that would ideally
apply to all knowledge management tools. In total, 44 knowledge management tools
were investigated, however, due to time constraints it was only possible to conduct
detailed investigations of four of the 44 tools. Details of the method of evaluation used
for the remaining 40 tools are described in Section 6.3 (see page 177) of Chapter 6. This
chapter focuses predominantly on the detailed investigation of four of the knowledge
management tools.

The tools used by the institutions participating as case studies

described in Chapter 4 predominantly determined the choice of the four tools that were
investigated in detail. Therefore, the case studies use three of the four knowledge
in
is
included
fourth
investigated.
The
the empirical
tool
that
tools
management
for
because
the
available
was
software
evaluation was selected
a complete copy of
researchpurposes along with a full set of user manuals. This is unusual since evaluation

functionality.
limited
limited
have
tools
or
accessperiod
copies of software
a
usually
Furthermore, it is not common for user manuals to be provided with evaluation copies
of tools.

Moreover, as was identified in Section 2.3.2 (see page 20) of the previous chapter, a
knowledge managementtool should support one or more of the knowledge management
activities (Ruggles, 1997; Kramer, 1998; Ferran-Urdaneta, 1999). Therefore, the
selection of knowledge management tools for empirical investigation collectively
support each of the knowledge management activities. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
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knowledge management activities supported by each of the knowledge management
tools evaluated within this study.

Knowledge
Generation

Synera
AR System
Knowledge
Organisation

Consultants
KM Tool

Knowledge
Sharing
NetMeeting

Figure 3.1: Knowledge Management Activities and Evaluated KM Tools

Although the resultant framework is aimed at the evaluation and selection of
commercial

knowledge

management tools,

internally

developed

knowledge

managementtools have also been included in the empirical investigation. It is natural to
is
framework
if
from
inclusion
features
internally
developed
the
tools
the
question
of
focused towards the evaluation of commercial knowledge management tools. The
reasons underpinning this decision is that knowledge managementtools that have been
developed internally are likely to contain features that are unavailable in existing
commercial knowledge management tools. Therefore, by investigating knowledge
management tools that have been developed internally more specific criteria may be
included in the evaluation framework. Although these criteria may not be applicable to
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the current commercial knowledge management software market as more and newer
tools are commercially developed, they are likely to contain such features. Therefore, by
including the more specialised features that exist in internally developed knowledge
management tools, it is feasible that the evaluation framework will reflect the rapidly
evolving software market. Furthermore, although a wide range of software such as,
email, word processing packages,etc can be classified as knowledge managementtools
in
knowledge
be
tools
those
that
to
considered
are
only
management
explicitly claim

this study.

3.4 Tool 1: Synera (The Intelligent Exploration Suite)
During the time of evaluation, this knowledge management tool was marketed as
Synera. Since then, although the tool does not appear to have been altered in any
for
However,
Suite.
Exploration
the
Intelligent
Synera
has
been
the
manner,
renamed
purpose of this dissertation the tool will be referred to using its original name and the

is
Synera
Furthermore,
in
not
name that was use when the evaluationwas conducted.
is
Synera
by
is
being
the
a commercial
case study companies.
one of the tools that
used
knowledge management tool developed by Synera Systems and can be classified as a
knowledge generation and knowledge organisation tool. Knowledge is generatedwithin
Synera via the identification of hidden patterns, relationships, trends and associations
base.
knowledge
Synera
data
known
the
consists of a suite of
within a collection of
as
programs as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Synera
Knowledge Generation

Knowledge Organisation

Synera Explorer

Synera Loader

Synera Discovery

Synera Users
Synera Engine

Figure 3.2: Suite of Programs Contained within Synera

Classified under the knowledge generation category are Synera Explorer and Synera
Discovery. As the name suggests Synera Explorer can be considered as a vehicle that
enables the exploration of data, the manipulation of queries, the creation of reports, and
the ability to perform analysis using the knowledge base. Synera Discovery is perceived
as the `real' knowledge generation component of this suite of programs. The main
difference between the two is that Synera Discovery has the ability to extract patterns
and relationships without the need for posing a hypothesis. This means that the user
does not have to be concerned about asking the right questions.

Classified under the knowledge organisation category are Synera Loader, Synera Users,
for
importing
Synera
Synera
is
Engine.
first
Loader,
The
the
three,
and
primarily used
of
data into the knowledge base. The second, Synera Users is a mechanism for defining
accessto the knowledge base. For instance, for allocating general user or administrator
privileges. The third, Synera Engine, is the knowledge base and can be considered as the
heart of the suite of programs since all accessand retrieval occurs here.
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The first step towards using Synera is to ensure that a knowledge base exists so that
Synera Explorer and Discovery can accessit. This can be achieved in one of two ways:
if the knowledge base already exists in another format, such as a Microsoft Access
database,then it can be imported into the Synera Engine using the Import facility, or a
knowledge base can be created from within the Synera Engine. If the former method is
deployed, then the knowledge base can be imported using the Import Wizard allowing
the knowledge base to be loaded into the Synera Engine. The file to be imported can be
in one of many formats including: text files; Microsoft Access; Microsoft Excel; Fox
Pro; Paradox; Dbase; HTML; ODBC; and Lotus 1-2-3.

In order to achieve optimised data storage data is imported vertically, as opposed to the
traditional horizontal approach, so that the data can be stored at value level rather than
record level. This means that an item of data need only be stored once regardlessof the
Synera
base
knowledge
it
linked
is
In
to
to.
within
number of relations
create a
order

Engine it is simply a matter of enteringitems and attributesinto a dialog box. Unlike
traditional database systems the structure does not have to be designed beforehand.
Once the knowledge baseis in place or has been created it is possible to define users for
the knowledge base. Two types of user can be defined, Administrator and User.
Administrator privileges allow the manipulation of the knowledge base in anyway and
from any angle, it also enables the set-up of users, and, only this level of user has the

ability to shutdownthe knowledgebase.The usersare able to view the contentsof the
knowledge base in addition to inserting data, updating and managing the contents of the

knowledgebase.
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be
base
knowledge
the
accessed via
the
can
mentioned,
contents of

Synera Explorer or Synera Discovery. When the former is loaded the screen is in the
form of a Multiple Document Interface (MDI) where the left side of the screen contains

the items and the right side by respective attributes. Figure 3.3 illustrates a screenshotof
Synera Explorer using a knowledge base about the world.
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base, without the need for posing any queries, by simply selecting the option by clicking
the right mouse button. Furthermore, the results can be displayed in both, value format
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Figure 3.4: Screenshotof a Query within SyneraExplorer

The purpose of querying the knowledge base is to identify instances that match certain

criteria. The differentiation between queries in a traditional databaseenvironment and
Synera Explorer is that the latter has the ability to support incremental queries. This
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means that a query can be added to any number of times in order to refine and improve
it. Furthermore, queries are multithreaded and asynchronous, which means that several
queries can be executing at the same time and, other tasks can be performed while a

query is being executed respectively. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the structure of a query
that has been created from within Synera Explorer. In the top left window Objects has
been highlighted, which means that the whole of the knowledge base should be analysed
during this query. The window on the top right contains details about the operator and
value. In this case the equals operator has been applied in conjunction with the value

`Europe'. This means that the whole knowledge base will be searched for any
Plan
is
Query
it
is
Once
Europe.
to
the
the
the
added
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As with the statistics, results from queries can be displayed in value or graph mode as
demonstrated in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. Figure 3.5 shows that the item Continent has
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from Synera Explorer is the
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Having completed the discovery process, it is possible to view the results by right
clicking on the item in the Task Scheduler window. Figure 3.8 displays the results from
the discovery process. The window on the top right shows a graphical version of the

rules identified. These can be explored by selecting the options available by right
clicking the mouse. The window below this displays a text version of the rules that can
also be analysed further by using the right mouse button. The window at the very bottom
of the diagram displays the instances contained within the first rule that was discovered.

ShowData

Figure 3.8: Results from the SyneraDiscovery Process
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3.4.1 Features within Synera
In order to learn to use Synera a two-day training session was provided which was
attended by the researcher.During this session,details about how to install the tool and
make use of its basic functions were demonstrated. Furthermore, as previously
mentioned a full set of user manuals was provided with this software, therefore these
were used in order to gain an initial understanding of the tool. As the researcher
progressed through the user manuals, features of the tool were noted down. However,
this did not enable a true reflection of Synera to be obtained since the user manuals were
leading the evaluation. Obviously, the user manuals are designed to provide a smooth
and error free introduction to the tool.

In light of this, it was decided to develop an independent knowledge base to evaluate
Synera. The knowledge base that was created consisted of details of academic staff and
for
data
due
This
the
to
to
need
without
researchstudents.
easy access
area was selected

base
knowledge
formal
information
interviews
The
be
the
to
any
within
conducted.
included research interests, membershipof research centres, teaching duties, etc.
Although not intentional this knowledge base consisted predominantly of text based
data. Therefore, the tool was evaluated using the researchknowledge base.This enabled

the researcherto identify further featuresand weaknessesof the tool. However, the
data.
based
finding
fact
discovery
the
on numerical
that
major
of rules was only
was the
Table 3.1 summarises the features identified within the Synera suite of programs along
with a brief description. Furthermore, the features are divided according to the various
components within Synera.
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SQL Statements
Searchesbasedon
structure and content
Discovery

Non-hypothesis based
searching
Discovers patterns,
correlations,
associations
Discovery of rules
basedon numeric data
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Synera supports sub-setof the SQL SELECT commands
The search facility analysesthe structure of the repository as opposed to
simply the content
It is not necessaryto specify criteria in order to discover knowledge
The discovery process is able to identify patterns, correlations, and
associations
Rules that are discovered are basedon the numerical aspectsof the data

Loader
Import facility
Variety of import data
formats
Import wizard

The ability to import data into the knowledge base
Data can be imported in following formats: Microsoft Access, Microsoft
Excel, Fox pro, Paradox, Dbase, HTML, ODBC, Lotus 1-2-3
A facility to aid the importing of data

Import fixed text files

Allows fixed text files to be imported

Import delimited text
files
Export items
Export results
Users
Define user groups
Define accesslevels
Supports multiple users
Engine
Optimised data storage
Limited administration
High performance
despite size or
complexity
Minimum size
knowledge base
Predefine size of

Allows delimited text files to be imported
Synera can export SQL Statements,Statistics, and Analysis results
Allows results to be exported to file, printer, clipboard, or database
The ability to define different user groups
The ability to assign various accesslevels
The knowledge basecan be accessedby several users at the sametime
Data is stored at value level not record level
A low level of administration is required to support tool
Size or complexity of knowledge basedoes not effect performance

The minimum size of the knowledge base must be 12 megabytes
It is necessaryto know the size of the knowledge base beforehand
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knowledge base
Supports structured
data
Facilitates data and
metadata
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The knowledge repository supports structured data
Synera supports two different kinds of information

Table 3.1: Synera Components and Respective Features

3.4.2 Critique of Tool 1: Synera
In essence,Synera was relatively quick and straightforward to install although it takes
some time to become accustomed to the various components of the suite of programs.
Furthermore, in order to import or create a knowledge base,it is necessaryto specify the
size of the data spacesrequired which can be difficult for the novice user even though
basic guidelines are provided. Navigating Synera Explorer and Synera Discovery is
initially quite confusing and takes some getting used to due to the Multiple Document
Interface (NMI). It is difficult to remember which window should be used for a

particularpurpose.Moreover,if the userwantsto posea specificquestionit is confusing
to know which of the components,querying,analysis,or discovery,is most appropriate
and will achieve the best results.

During the use of the querying facility it became apparent that previous knowledge of
set theory and the structure of querying was desirable. Furthermore, although Synera
facilitates incremental queries (an existing query can be complimented any number of
times in order to refine and improve it) it is not possible to remove part of a query that
has already been run. Finally, Synera was evaluated using the sample knowledge base
provided with the tool and with a knowledge base created by the researcher. The
difference between the two is that the former is numerically oriented whereas the latter
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is mostly text based. During the discovery process it was determined that rules could
only be identified using numeric data. Therefore, the tool is most suited for use with
predominantly numerical knowledge bases. With further reference to the discovery of
rules within Synera it was noticed that rules could only be discovered based on one
item. For instance, the rules discovered in Figure 3.8 are based on the item Country.
However, if two or more items needed to be used in order to discover rules this would
not be possible.

Another area of Synera that appearsunnatural is related to the attributes. In order to add
an attribute to an item it is necessaryto create a new attribute and then link it to the
relevant item. It seems more natural to highlight the item and simply add the attribute
be
link
is
Synera
The
to
the
and
currently allows attributes
automatically created.
way
added it is quite possible that attributes could easily exist without being linked to any
items. Furthermore, if the type of an attribute needs to be changed it is necessary to

delete it first and then re-createit. Synerawould be much more user-friendly if the
attribute could be accessedand the type simply changed.Overall, Syneracould be a
useful and insightful tool but the more experienced user will achieve the best results.

3.5 Tool 2: Consultants KM Tool
The name of the second tool that is empirically investigated is not disclosed due to
This
for
tool.
the
the
confidentiality agreements made with
company responsible
knowledge management tool has been internally developed for exclusive use by

consultantswithin the companyand for the purposeof this dissertationwill be referred
to as the Consultants KM Tool. The use of this tool within a company is described in
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further detail in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4. The aim of the tool is to act as a hub for
information about projects, products, consulting procedures and company policies for
consultants. Consultants have the ability to add information to the knowledge repository
related to the projects they are working on. Therefore, in relation to the knowledge
management activities the Consultants KM Tool can be classified as a knowledge
organisation and knowledge sharing tool.

Since consultants are predominantly situated at client sites, the tool is accessedvia the
Internet and is in the form of a website. It is accessedthrough a Virtual Private Network
(VPN) using a series of usernamesand passwords in order to provide wide area access
with reliable security. Once accessto the tool is gained, the consultant is presentedwith
is
Knowledge
homepage
Yahoo
directories.
has
layout
the
that
to
that
a
of
a
similar
classified into various categories such as projects, policies and procedures, training, etc.
The consultant can select any of these categories that are linked to further directories

and documents.This hierarchical directory structure is familiar to the majority of
Internet users making the tool simple and easy to use. Figure 3.9 displays the structure
of the directories similar to that of the Consultants KM Tool.

The directoriesandfiles can be navigatedin two modes;as a Viewer whereall files are
read-only, and as a Manager where the directories and files can be manipulated and the
knowledge repository added to. However, consultants cannot simply change or add to
any areas of the knowledge repository that they wish unless they are adding to the area
related to a project that they are working on.
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Consultants KM Tool :
Homepage

Products
Product0l, Product02, Product03...

Projects
Project0l, Project02, Project03.
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Projects
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Methodology,
...
Training
JAVA,
...

Figure 3.9: Structure of the Consultants KM Tool

Otherwise, all submissions to the knowledge repository must go through a moderating
team. In addition to navigating and manipulating the directories, the consultants have a
facility for conducting searches and advanced searches on the knowledge repository
based on their current position within the website. A search enables a regular keyword
search to be performed and the contents of the knowledge repository are analysed for
matching occurrences. An advanced search allows the consultant to specify precisely
what to search and where to search for it. For instance, if a file related to financial
projects neededto be located and the consultant knew that it was in the form of a Power
Point presentation. Instead of having to search the whole knowledge repository the
advanced feature could be used to search for anything related to `financial projects'
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within the presentations area of the knowledge repository. With regards to projects, the
Consultants KM

Tool has a more interactive nature providing project-specific

discussion groups, information broadcasts, and virtual team rooms where consultants
can work together regardlessof location.

Discussion groups are useful when a consultant needs a specific question answeredand
cannot locate an answer within the existing knowledge repository. A question can be
posted to a discussion group and any member of the group can provide an answer that
can be viewed by all participants. Moderators monitor the discussion groups for
common questions and topics and those occurring more frequently are added to the main
directory. Another useful facility for making an announcement to a number of
consultants simultaneously is the broadcastfeature that delivers messagesvia email. The
third interactive feature, the virtual team rooms, is a closed-discussiongroup to enable a
dispersed group with related aims to have a place to discuss something asynchronously.

Finally, the ConsultantsKM Tool has a tracking facility that monitors the usageof the
tool in terms of areasvisited and accessedby each consultant.

3.5.1 Features within the Consultants KM Tool
Since this tool is not a commercial knowledge management tool but was developed
internally access for evaluation purposes was limited. A username and password
controlled access to the tool and therefore the researcher was required to conduct the
empirical evaluation at the company site. User manuals were not available with the tool
and empirical investigation was of a more explorative nature. The links to all the various
areas of the tool were investigated and any features identified were recorded. A
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summary of the features along with a description from the Consultants KM tool is
displayed in Table 3.2.
FEATURES
Designed for specific use
Search Engine Interface
Internet Platform
On-line help with tool
Usage tracking

DESCRIPTION
The tool is designed for exclusive use by consultants.
The display of the screensare similar to that of an Internet searchengine
The tool runs on the Internet
An on-line help facility is provided with the tool
The tool has a facility that monitors activity within the tool

Directory storage

The knowledge repository is organised in a directory fashion

Varying accessmodes
Variety of document
formats
Search facility
Advanced search facility
Discussions groups
Broadcasting
Virtual team rooms

The knowledge repository can be viewed either in read-only or manager
mode where the latter has complete manipulation access
Knowledge repository contains various formats of documents e.g. Word,
Power Point, Spreadsheets,source code, and video files
The ability to searchthe knowledge repository
The ability to conduct an advancedsearch
Enables an open discussion to take place
A facility for making announcements
Enables a team to work in a closed-group

Table 3.2: FeaturesDerived from the Consultants KM Tool

3.5.2 Critique of Tool 2: Consultants KM Tool
Overall, the tool is easily accessedso long as the correct username and password are

used.The interfaceis simple in designand easyto navigatebecauseof its similarity to
the layout of the Yahoo searchengineand websitesin general.Furthermore,directories
links.
The
documents
by
the
relevant
and
are effortlessly accessed simply clicking on
one area of the Consultants KM Tool that can be improved is related to the usage
tracking facility. Currently the tool has a feature that collates data about the areasof the
data
is
this
However,
by
than
usage
website accessed each consultant.
other
analysing
by
be
data
for
is
It
exploited
this
could
not used
suggested that
any specific purpose.
informing consultants of new material related to areas that they have shown an interest
in being added to the website. For instance, if the usage data demonstrates that a
consultant has been frequently viewing the area representing training coursesthen when
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details of a new training course are added to the website the consultant could be
informed of this via an email containing a link to the relevant page. This feature would
be useful because it would save the consultant from having to constantly analyse the

website searching for information about future training courses taking place.

3.6 Tool 3: NetMeeting
The third

tool is a commercial

knowledge

management tool for the purpose of

knowledge sharing and is a free product developed by Microsoft. As with the previous

tool, NetMeeting is also used by one of the case studies. The aim of NetMeeting is to
enhance real-time collaboration between groups without the need for being in the same
location, saving time and travelling costs. This is achieved through the provision of a
file
facilities
including
text
number of
a
chat, video and audio conferencing, whiteboard,
transfer, program sharing, advanced calling, Internet directory, and remote desktop
sharing. When NetMeeting is loaded a screen is displayed similar to the one
demonstrated in Figure 3.10 that shows a video conference taking place.
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Figure 3.10: Screenshot of NetMeeting

Figure 3.11: Screenshot of Chat

Interface (Microsoft, 2001)

Interface (Microsoft, 2001)
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From this screen, it is possible to invoke a number of the features previously described.
The chat facility enables a text-based discussion to take place between two or more
people. Again, the interface for this is extremely simple and intuitive, text is entered into
a messagebox the contents of which can only be viewed by the sender. Once they are
satisfied with their message,they deliver the text to the main window by selecting the
chat icon to the right of the messagebox. The messagecan now be seen by all of the
people involved in the discussion. In order to maintain a record of the conversation that
takes place the contents of the discussion can be saved to a file or printed. The chat
facility can be used on its own or in conjunction with one of the other features. For
instance, if the whiteboard facility was being used to demonstrate a diagram, then the
chat feature could be used to describe the diagram or for people to ask questions if they
require further explanations. An example of the Chat facility is provided in Figure 3.11.

The interface of the whiteboard facility is similar to that of Microsoft Paint as can be

seenin Figure 3.12. The purposeof the whiteboard feature is to enable a group of
people to work together using graphical representations.This can be considered similar
to the use of a flip-chart during a brainstorming session in a traditional meeting
environment where everyone is at the same location. The whiteboard can be accessed
and edited by any member of the group participating in the discussion while the others
can view what is being done. Furthermore, as with the chat session the contents of the
facility
later
be
for
In
to
to
the
whiteboard
whiteboard can
use.
addition
using
saved
share graphical information it is also possible to share applications. For instance, if a

member from a project team wanted opinions from the other people working on the
project about a requirements document they had written in Word then this could be
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achieved using the Program Sharing facility within NetMeeting. This facility is invoked
by simply selecting the relevant icon from the main window and entering the name of
the program to share.The owner of the document has exclusive control although control
can be granted to any member of the project team who requestsit. Therefore, one of the
project team members may feel that a number of requirements have not been included
within the document so the owner passes control of the document over to them and they
are able to add the additional requirements while others can view what is being done.
Figure 3.13 illustrates an example of a program being shared within NetMeeting.

Figure 3.12: Example of the Whiteboard

Figure 3.13: Program Sharing within

Facility (Microsoft, 2001)

NetMeeting (Microsoft, 2001)

In addition to being able to share programs within the NetMeeting environment it is also
possible to send files to one another within

the group. The traditional

method of

achieving this is via an attachment to an email. This facility has been provided so that
indicates
facility,
is
that
taking
the
somebody
while a meeting
place, perhaps via
chat
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they have a document that is relevant to what they are discussing. The other people
participating in the discussion request that they be sent this document. Normally, this
would have to be fulfilled once the meeting is finished. However, using the File

Transfer facility provided within NetMeeting this can be done whilst the meeting is
taking place. This feature is executed similar to the others, by clicking on the relevant
icon. In order to enhance meetings NetMeeting provides a video and audio feature
where it is possible to view and hear the person that you are talking to. However, in
order to exploit the video feature it is necessaryto have a camera although if this is not
the case it is still possible to speak to and hear another person even though it is not
possible to see them. NetMeeting also provides an Internet Directory making it possible
to connect to anyone listed. Another useful feature provided by NetMeeting is remote
desktop sharing which allows the user access to their office computer from home by
simply using a password.

3.6.1Features within NetMeeting
As previously mentioned,NetMeeting is available free of chargefrom the Microsoft
website (Microsoft, 2001). Therefore, no restrictions were placed on the period of time
that empirical investigation could take place. Similarly to the Consultants KM Tool,
described in Section 3.5, no user manuals were provided and therefore the tool
predominantly controlled the evaluation. However, the on-line help facility and
Microsoft

website (Microsoft, 2001) were useful for providing guidance where

in
Table
3.3
features
The
identified
NetMeeting
demonstrated
necessary.
within
are
along with a brief description.
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DESCRIPTION

Free of charge
Text chat
Video conferencin
Audio conferencing
Whiteboard
File transfer
Program sharing
Internet directory
Remote desktop sharing
Intuitive interface
Record of chat

The tool is available free of charge
The ability to chat via text
The ability to view the other erson involved in the meeting
The ability to hear the people involved in the meeting
The ability to sharea graphical representationbetween a group of people
The ability to transfer a file between people
The ability for a group of people to sharean application or program
Provides accessto other people using NetMeeting
The ability to accessdesktop remotely
NetMeeting is simple and easy to use
The ability to save and print the contents of a chat session

On-line help

NetMeeting has an on-line help facility

Website

Assistanceand further information may also be accessedvia a website
Multiple document interface meansthat the various features, chat,
whiteboard, etc can be used simultaneously.
The ability to save the contents of whiteboard for later use
The owner of a shared document has ultimate control with regards to
access
Control of meeting can be swapped any number of times during a meeting
so long as the owner grants it

MDI Interface
Record of whiteboard
Owner controlled
Shared control

Table 3.3: FeaturesDerived from NetMeeting

3.6.2 Critique of Tool 3: NetMeeting
Overall, NetMeeting is simple to download and use with the majority of features

invoked by simply clicking an icon. The only features that may require further
investigation is video conferencing and the Internet Directory. The former is restrictive
in that only one person can be viewed via the video facility at any one time. This means
that if a meeting is taking place between more than two people, then it is not possible to
be
the
feature,
to
Directory
With
Internet
there
appears
to
the
view everyone.
regards
it
However,
is
must also
to
contact
you.
risk of unwelcome attention since anyone able
be pointed out that during the installation it is possible to opt for not being listed in the
directory.
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3.7 Tool 4: Action Request System (AR System)
Action Request System (AR System) is a commercial knowledge management tool
developed by Remedy Corporation and has been designed for exclusive use by IT
Helpdesks. This tool is also used by one of the case study companies described in
Section 4.4 of Chapter 4. The aim of the tool is to manage information about submitted
requests and to enable their tracking. Furthermore, users can access solutions to
previously submitted requests saving the Helpdesk from having to repeatedly provide
the same solution to the same problems over and over again. AR System is accessedvia
one of three available modes: requester, support, or management.As the name suggests
the requester mode enables a request to be submitted. The support mode facilitates the
viewing and manipulation of submitted requests along with the submission of possible
solutions to requests. The management mode enables the approval of solutions as well
as the generation of reports.

When AR Systemis accessedusing the requestermode three options are presentedon
the screen: one for submitting a new request,another for checking the status of a
previously submitted request, and the third for completing a survey expressing the
requester's satisfaction of the handling of the request. When the first option, submitting
be
form
is
displayed
is
the
the
must
request
of
a new request, selected a
priority
where
be
identified
from
low,
high,
The
then
type
must
specified
of request
or urgent.
medium,
either from the predefined set of options or if none of these match then a new request
summary can be entered. If the former method is deployed then further details of the
details.
is
displayed
the
additional
request automatically
otherwise
requestermust enter
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Once these details are established a date must be entered to indicate when the request

must be fulfilled by. If a request, for which a solution already exists, is entered then a
`Solution Available'

button is highlighted

and the requester can select this to view

details about how to solve the problem. Furthermore, instructions about what to do if
this solution does not rectify the problem are also provided along with information
about the person whom initially

submitted the solution. Once a request has been set-up

it can be submitted to the Helpdesk by selecting the `save' button. Figure 3.14 illustrates

the screenfor submitting a request.

__J

Save

Centel

Figure 3.14: Submitting a Request
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simply refers to request for a new service, hardware or facility. A change request refers a
request for a change to an already existing service, hardware or facility.
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Subsequent to a request being submitted it is possible for the requester to check the
progress of the request using the second option button. The advantage of this feature is
that the requester does not have to call the Helpdesk when they require an update on
their request. When the `Check Status' button is selected all of the requests that have
currently been submitted are displayed in a list along with a short description of the
request, its current status, and the name of the support person handling the request. In
order for the requester to view their request it is necessaryto scroll down the list and
locate the appropriate reference number. Once the relevant request is highlighted it is
possible to view further information by selecting the `Details' button. The final option
within the Requestersview is the survey button that is used by requestersto complete a
questionnaire detailing their satisfaction of the manner in which the request was dealt
with.

When the AR System is accessedusing the Support mode, the main screen displays

severaloptionsincluding: New Request;Searchfor Request;Bulletin Board; Reporting;
first
When
in
Track
Assets
list
the
the
system.
and
along with a
of requests currently
option is selected two further choices are offered enabling the support staff to specify
In
Change
Helpdesk
be
general,
case.
the
or a
whether
new request should classified as a
the two screens are predominantly the same apart from the latter, which contains
additional details about the person/group assigned to the case. The support staff
described
in
the
form
details
to
the
the
the
manner
completes
similar
and submits
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has
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Once
returned
the
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submitted confirmation
request
detailing the name of the group dealing with the request.
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The second option, `Search for Request' is a feature that allows the support staff to
locate a request using a number of different keywords or a combination of keywords. As
with the previous option, if this option is selected then the support staff must decide
whether the request to be searched for is a change request or a helpdesk request.
Depending on the selected option, a blank screen is displayed where the support staff
can enter search criteria such as request reference number, category, type, etc. The
further
format
displayed
in
top
the
the
tabular
of
screen with
matching record(s) are
at
details of the highlighted entry along the bottom of the screen. The third facility is the
Bulletin Board that enables support staff to broadcast messagesand alert employees of
critical situations. Support staff can add messages,delete messages,and view details of
already listed messages. Although unlikely to be of any great use to an individual
member of support staff option four enables the production of reports similar to the one
displayed in Figure 3.15.

In order to createa report it is necessaryto selectan areafrom which to report from e.g.
HelpdeskCases,HelpdeskSatisfaction,AssetInformation,etc. The exampleillustrated
in Figure 3.15 uses Helpdesk Cases as the area to report from. Once the area has been
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requests passing through the system, the speed at which these are dealt with, and past

and present issuesthat have occurred.
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Figure 3.15: Example of the Report Facility
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3.7.1 Features within Action Request System (AR System)
In order to evaluate Action Request System an evaluation copy of the tool was obtained
and installed. However, there was a constraint of 30 days placed on the time available
for empirical evaluation. The researcherlearned to use AR System by initially working
through the tutorial provided with the tool. Further knowledge of the tool was obtained
by experimenting with various aspects of the tool and the included knowledge
repository. Ideally it would have been desirable if the tool could have been investigated
using a knowledge repository designed by the researcher. However, due to the
restrictions placed on the evaluation period and problems that arose during installation
this was not possible. The problems that were experienced during installation are
described in the following section. A summary of the features along with a brief

descriptionis illustratedin Table 3.4.

FEATURES
Designed for specific use
Users submit requests
Tracking of requests
Access to solutions

DESCRIPTION
AR System is designed for exclusive use by IT helpdesks
Requestscan be submitted by the users
Enables requeststo be tracked and progress status to be obtained
Users have accessto solutions for previously resolved requests

Access modes

AR System can be accessed via three modes: requester, support, and
management

Survey
Priority setting
Keyword search
Combined keyword search
Tabular display
Bulletin Board
Reporting
Track assets
Automatic confirmation
Technical support
Installation
Tutorial

Provision of questionnaire to obtain satisfaction feedback from users
Priorities for requestscan be specified: low, medium, or high
Enables a request to be searchedfor using one keyword
Enables a request to be searchedfor using a combination of keywords
The results of a searchare displayed in tabular format
Enables the broadcasting of messages
The ability to produce reports
User is sent automatic confirmation of submitted request
Vendor provides a user support group if any problems are experienced
Installation of tool was difficult and quite technical
A tutorial is available in order to learn to use the tool

Table 3.4: FeaturesDerived from Action Request System (AR System)
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3.7.2 Critique of Tool 4: Action Request System (AR System)
Problems were experienced with AR System from the outset during the installation of
the tool. Installation was attempted a number of times by the researcher without
successful completion. Therefore, a technical person was approachedfor assistancewith
installing the final part of the tool. It was a coincidence that the technical person had
prior experience with AR System. However, although this was initially perceived as an
advantageby the researcherthe installation was still unsuccessful. At this point another
person, whom had previously used AR System became involved. However, they were
not able to resolve the problem either.

After many attempts it was decided that there was no other alternative but to contact the
Technical Support group to obtain help with the last part of installation. It is natural to
question that if such a facility is available then why this step was not taken earlier. The
reason is that the evaluation copy specifies that only 3 calls can be made to the support

group beforechargesare incurred.Therefore,the researcherdid not want to wastethese
on trivial queries and waited until it was absolutely necessary.The support group was
very helpful and eventually guided the installation of the tool. However, at this point at
least seven days had already elapsed and since the initial part of the tool had been
installed the 30-day evaluation period had already been invoked. This left very little
time for the empirical investigation of the tool.

Nevertheless, once the tool had been installed the exploration of the tool was relatively
easy. The tutorial was used as an initial introduction to the tool and provided a step-bystep guide that was simple to follow. The majority of the weaknessesidentified within
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AR System are related to the use of and misinterpretation of terms. For instance, when a
user submits a query they are asked to enter a "Requested Date". This was interpreted,
by the researcher, to mean the date the request was submitted. However, it was only
evident from the tutorial that this referred to the date the request needed to be
completed. Another example is the use of a "Save" button to submit the request. It is of
the opinion that "Submit" would have been a much better term to use.

When the user is in `Requester' mode and wanting to view the status of a previously
submitted request, a list of all the requests currently being processed is displayed.
Therefore, it is necessaryto scroll down the list in order to locate the relevant request.
This is not problematic if the list of requests is short. However, if the list is long then it
could take time to identify the relevant request or there is a chance that it will not be
found amongst the lengthy list of numbers. It is believed that a search facility enabling
the user to enter the request reference number would be much more efficient.

Alternatively, searchcriteria morefamiliar to the usersuchas a combinationof first and
last names would make the tool user-friendlier. Furthermore, a search facility for the
request reference number is already available in other modes (Support and Manager)
therefore it should not be too difficult to make this facility also available in the

Requestermode.

Following on from the previous shortcoming when a user is viewing the requests list, it
is possible to view further details about their request. This is achieved by highlighting
the relevant request number once it has been located within the list and clicking the
`Details' button. Once the current status of the request has been obtained the window is
closed and the user is taken straight back to the main window. This is not problematic if
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the user only wants to view the details of one request. However, if the status of more
than one request needsto be viewed then it is necessaryfor the user to move through the
series of windows again before reaching the further details.

3.8 Summary
In summary, the selection of knowledge management tools that was chosen for
empirical investigation collectively supported all of the knowledge management
activities. In total, detailed analysis was conducted of four knowledge managementtools
and all features noted along with the strengths and weaknesses of the tools. The
intention of this was to convert the features into criteria to contribute to the evaluation
framework. The aim of the following chapter is to support and enhance the findings
from the empirical investigation using casestudies.
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Chapter 4.

Case Studies

4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter, Chapter 3, demonstrated the evaluation of four knowledge
management tools carried out by the researcher.However, due to the subjective nature
of this approach case studies are used to support and enhancethe findings from Chapter
3. Therefore, the main aim of this chapter is to present the case studies that were
undertaken as a part of this study. The objectives of the case studies are twofold. Firstly,
to identify the features present in knowledge managementtools. Secondly, to investigate

the factors and issues taken into considerationduring the selection of a knowledge
managementtool. The chapter begins by providing some background information about
the case study strategy and data collection and analysis techniques. Following this is a
description of each of the four case studies and their respective findings. The chapter
concludes with a summary providing an overview of the chapter.
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4.2 The Case Study Strategy
As established in Section 1.5 of Chapter 1, the strategy selected for conducting the
research is the case study approach. There are many variations of what a case study
entails and how they should be executed (Galliers, 1990; Yin, 1994; Silverman, 2000).
However, for the purpose of this research,one of the most frequently referenced authors
of the case study strategy, Yin (1994) is adopted as a guideline. According to Yin (1994)
a case study can be defined as, "... an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident and in which multiple sourcesof evidence are used".

In essence,the aim of a case study is to constitute a fair representation of the data that
has been gathered during empirical research. In relation to this research, the main
objective is to investigate the issues surrounding the evaluation and selection of a
knowledge managementtool. In particular, issues investigated include: the features that

exist in knowledgemanagementtools; the steps and factors taken into consideration
during the evaluation and selection of a commercial knowledge managementtool; if the
knowledge management tool was developed internally were any commercial tools
considered; and requirements for the further development of knowledge management
tools.

Furthermore, within this strategy, it is possible to adopt either a single or a multiple-case
study technique. As the name suggests,the former consists of conducting one case study
and drawing conclusions based on that single case. Theoretically, this variant of case
studies could be adopted although this would not achieve the objective of drawing
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together the experiences of several cases.In addition, the resultant guidelines would be
particularly biased towards the institution involved in the case study. In light of this the
latter variant, the multiple-case study approach, is deemed most suitable. Furthermore,
in line with Yin (1994), the assumption is that the underlying principle of the case study
strategy, whether single or multiple, is the same. Therefore, four case studies are
undertaken to constitute a multiple-case study strategy. The number of case studies
included within this research is simply attributed to the studies that could feasibly be
secured and undertaken in the time available. Furthermore, Eisenhardt, (1989) suggests
that the number of studies used should be between four and ten. However, more recently
Creswell (1998) has claimed that the number of casestudies should not exceedfour.

Two of the institutions used as case studies have purchased and are using a commercial
knowledge management tool whereas the other two have developed a knowledge
management tool internally. The former are directly applicable to this research in that

both studies have been through the processof evaluating and selectinga knowledge
managementtool. In contrast,the contribution of the latter studiesmay not appearso
been
has
first
knowledge
However,
tool
obvious at
management
glance.
studies where a
developed internally were also considered valuable since a wider range, and more
in
is
features
The
be
that
theory
cases
this
specific,
concept supporting
could
captured.
where a knowledge management tool has been developed internally suggests that no
commercial tool exists that adequately meets their requirements. Therefore, a
knowledge managementtool was developed that includes these additional features.
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Another factor that needs to be taken into consideration before undertaking the case
study is to decide the type of data that is required in order to addressthe researchareas.
Since this research focuses on discovering how institutions go about obtaining a
knowledge management tool the resultant data is likely to be predominantly of a
qualitative nature. Having established that this study will adopt a multiple-case study
strategy with emphasis placed on the collection of qualitative data it is possible to
proceed with the actual collection of data. The following section describes the methods
adopted for the gathering of data for each of the case studies.

4.2.1 Data Collection
In order to obtain information about each of the case studies multiple sources of
evidence are used. This is referred to as data triangulation and is believed to be a major
strength of the case study strategy because findings and conclusions are likely to be
more accurate due to converging lines of enquiry (Yin, 1994; Silverman, 2000).

Moreover, each individual data collection techniquehas its associatedstrengthsand
weaknessesand therefore the more sources of evidence that are employed and used in
combination the more robust the results. This particular researchmakes use of three data
collection methods including: documentation; interviews; and direct observation. Table
4.1 illustrates the strengths and weaknessesof each of the three approaches.

The first method of data collection that is employed is the obtaining of any
documentation related to the case study. The primary purpose of this is to acquire some
background knowledge about the case studies involved in the research.The documents
consist of white papers, annual reports, media articles, journal/conference papers, and
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information from each of the case studies websites. However, it is important to
acknowledge the possibility that the material being presentedwithin these documents is
likely to be biased and has been written with a specific audiencein mind. In light of this,
the information gathered from these documents was used to create areas of further
investigation during subsequentphasesof data collection. Furthermore, the documentary
evidence is used to corroborate and augment findings from other data collection
methods.

Source of Evidence
Documentation

"
"
"

"
Interviews

"
"

Direct Observation

Weaknesses

Strengths

"
"

Stable - can be reviewed
"
repeatedly
"
Unobtrusive - not created as a
"
result of the casestudy
Exact - contains exact names,
"
references,and details of an
event
Broad coverage - long time span,
many events, and many settings
Targeted - focusesdirectly on
"
case study topic
Insightful - provides perceived
"
"
causal inferences
"
Reality - covers events in real
time
Contextual - covers context of
event

"
"
"

"

Retrievability - can be low
Biased selectivity, if collection is
incomplete
Reporting bias - reflects
(unknown) bias of author
Access - may be deliberately
blocked

Bias due to poorly constructed
questions
Responsebias
Inaccuracies due to poor recall
Reflexivity - interviewee gives
what interviewer wants to hear
Time consuming
Selectivity unless broad coverage
Reflexivity - event may proceed
differently becauseit is being
observed
Cost - hours neededby human
observers

Table 4.1: The Strengths and Weaknessesof the Three Data Collection Techniques
(Source: Yin, 1994)

The second method for data collection is interviews. Initially, it was planned to conduct
two rounds of interviews at each of the case study sites. The reasoning behind this was
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based on the fact that the area of research is relatively new and therefore it would be
However,
being
idea
to
the
necessary gain some
correct path was
pursued.
of whether
due to the restricted time available from each of the case study sites it was only possible
to conduct one round of interviews. Consequently, questionnaires were utilised in order
to obtain the information that was originally planned to be gathered during the first
round of interviews.

The value and quality of using questionnaires has been debated for some considerable
time (Dillman,

1978). However, since the questionnaires will

be coupled with

interviews the associated shortcomings will be avoided. The process of designing a
is
deal
takes
thought,
not simply a matter of
and
practice,
questionnaire
and
a great
of
listing a series of questions. Furthermore, factors such as the possible influence of the
into
be
following
to
taken
consideration.
the
need
previous question on
question
According to Czaja and Blair (1996) and Youngman (1982) the task of designing a

questionnairebegins with the identification of the goals that the questionnaireaims to
is
to
the
With
the
questionnaire
to
this
of
main
goals
achieve.
regards
particular research
obtain information about the following:

1. The features present in various knowledge managementtools
2. The process adopted by institutions for evaluating and selecting a commercial

knowledgemanagementtool
3. The factors contributing to the internal development of a knowledge management
tool
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The purpose of the first goal is to derive a list of common features available in
knowledge management tools in order to contribute to the evaluation framework. The
aim of the second goal is to establish the phases undertaken in order to evaluate and
select a commercial knowledge managementtool. The outcome of this goal is intended
to contribute to the frame of reference outlining the steps that need to be taken into
consideration during the selection of a commercial knowledge management tool. The
objective of the third goal is to investigate if any commercial knowledge management
tools were considered prior to one being implemented internally and why they were
deemed unsuitable. The results from this are likely to contribute to both, the evaluation
framework and frame of reference. In light of the three goals that have been identified, it
appearsthat three different groups of people need to be approachedincluding: users of
knowledge management tools; people that have been involved in the evaluation and
been
have
that
knowledge
tool;
people
and
selection of a commercial
management
involved in the internal development of a knowledge managementtool.

It is possible that one questionnaire is designed in order to accommodate the three
different groups of people. However, this idea was immediately dismissed, as the
discourage
lengthy
be
respondents
and
may
extremely
resultant questionnaire would
from completing it. Therefore, three separatequestionnaireswere designed,one for each
of the groups. The foundations of the questions were the same across the three groups
but were slightly altered to accommodate their situation. For instance, one of the base
`Are
The
level
tool.
the
asked,
were
users
questions was about the
of satisfaction with
'
Whereas
the
knowledge
that
tool
using?
the
you satisfied with
you are
management
knowledge
involved
in
the
people
evaluation and selection of a commercial
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management tool were given the variation, `Are you satisfied with the knowledge
management tool that was purchased?' The group where the knowledge management
tool has been developed internally had the question, `Are you satisfied with the
knowledge management tool that was developed?' The final versions of the three
questionnaires along with the basequestions are provided in Appendix A.

However, before the questionnaires could be completed by the various people involved
within the case studies it was necessaryto pre-test the questionnaire as recommendedby
Youngman (1982). The first draft of the three questionnaires was distributed to various
colleagues and their task was to evaluate the instructions, the questions, and the
responsesystem. The feedback from colleagues was incorporated into the questionnaires
and the new version was given to a consultant from one of the case studies who had
kindly offered to go through the questions. In light of the feedback received, the
questionnaires were updated and distributed amongst the participants within the case

studies.

Once the completed questionnaires were returned, the responses were analysed and
points for further investigation were noted and interview questions created. Similar rules
1993;
(Foddy,
interview
to
the
the
apply
creation of
questionnaires
questions as with
Oppenheim, 1996). Furthermore, similarly to the questionnaires, and perhapseven more
59
In
interview
total
the
so,
questions were predominantly of an open-ended nature.
people were involved in the questionnaires and follow-up interviews across four
different institutions. Where possible, the interviews were conducted at the site of the
case study using a face-to-face technique. However, with regards to two of the case
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studies, one of which is partially and the other which is completely situated overseas,it
was necessary to conduct the interviews over the telephone. Since questions for the
interviews had been derived as a result of the responses from the questionnaires, the

interviews were of a structurednature.However, thesewere conductedin an informal
manner. In order maintain the flow of the interviews without having to constantly stop
to take notes, to save time, and have a precise record of the interview each of the
interviews were taped with permission of the interviewees and the case studies. The
interviews were transcribed and combined with the data from the questionnaires and
documentation ready to be analysed.

4.2.2 Data Analysis
According to Yin (1994) the data analysis aspect of case studies is the most difficult
since the theory for this is least developed. To add further to the confusion, no common
techniques exist for the purposes of data analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994). In

addition, eachstudy is uniqueand thereforerequiresan individual approachof analysis
(Patton, 1990). In order to addressthis, Patton (1990) suggeststhat it is necessaryfor the
1990).
(Patton,
to
that
their
technique
researcher adapt an existing
suits
requirements
Therefore, the first stage of conducting analysis is to decide the manner in which the
case studies will be viewed. Yin (1994) suggests two ways of achieving this. Firstly,
there is within case analysis whereby analysis is conducted for each case involved in the
research. Therefore, if four case studies were used as part of a research project,
data
four
in
analysis.
conducting within case analysis would result
separate units of
Secondly, there is cross case analysis in which the data is pooled from each of the case
studies, combined and subsequentlyanalysed.For instance, again if four case studies are
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included in a researchproject, then in order to analyse the data the results from the four
cases would be combined and then analysed as a single unit. In essence,within case
analysis enables the context of the data being analysed to be taken into consideration.
Cross case analysis means that the data is removed from its context and analysed in
isolation.

If the purposes of this research had simply been to identify the features that exist in
knowledge management tools then cross case analysis would be the most appropriate
method to adopt becausethe context of the source would not be relevant. However, one
of the concerns of this research is to investigate how institutions undertake the task of
evaluating and selecting a knowledge managementtool. The purpose of this is to obtain
data to contribute to a frame of reference that will specify the factors and issues to take
into consideration when selecting a knowledge management tool. Therefore, it is
important to identify whether the evaluation and selection process resulted in a

satisfactoryknowledgemanagementtool for eachcasestudy.In order to achievethis, it
is necessaryto consider the content of each case study individually. Therefore, the
within case analysis or case analysis as it is referred to by Patton (1990) is adopted for
this research.

According to Patton (1990) case analysis involves three phases.The first is concerned
with ensuring that the data for each caseis as complete as possible. The secondincludes
merging all the sources of data to create a case record. The final phase entails

constructingthe casestudy.The caseanalysistechniqueresultedin a descriptiveversion
of the case study to be obtained. However, in order to identify the features common in
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knowledge management tools a more structured approach that would enable the
extracting of features was required. Subsequent to analysing numerous data analysis
techniques and the many variations of each it was concluded that content analysis most
closely matched the requirements of the researcher.

However, content analysis itself involves many variations from simply counting the
data
from
the
themes
to
to
emerge
occurrence of certain words enabling categories and
(Insch et al., 1997; Denzin and Lincoln, 1998; McNeese-Smith, 1999; Silverman, 2001).
Furthermore, content analysis can be utilised to analyse data in both a quantitative and a
qualitative manner (Nandy and Sarvela, 1997). However, for the purposes of this
Counting
frequency
in
deployed
falls
the
the
of
the
middle.
research,
method
somewhere
features that were identified could be utilised. For instance, if the feature `supports
databasequerying' was identified during data analysis, then the number of times this
feature is highlighted by a participant could be counted. However, this research is

focusedsimply on capturingthesefeaturesand thereforecountingthe frequencywould
from
information
knew
Furthermore,
was
required
the
what
serve no purpose.
researcher
the data and therefore the questionnaires and interviews were designed based on this.
Therefore, the categories that would be used to organise the data had also been
data
light
being
In
this,
a
using
of
carried out.
considered prior to the case studies
be
data
from
the
would
themes
to
emerge
analysis technique that enables categories and
useless.

Patton's (1990) view of content analysis was employed and adapted for the purposes of
this research. This involves three phases including: reading through the data making
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notes about how the various parts of data could be utilised; identifying the categories;
and labelling the data according to the categories. Therefore, the case record that was
created as part of the case analysis technique whereby all sources of data are combined
was used for the first phase.The categoriesthat were used to extract the relevant parts of
the data were focused on issues related to the features of the knowledge management
tools. These include the features and the associatedpositive and negative aspects.The
remainder of this chapter describes each of the case studies using case analysis and
content analysis.

4.3 CaseStudy I: CASM
The first case study is that of a simulation research group called CASM (Computer
Aided Simulation Modelling) that is based in the Information Systems and Computing
Department at Brunel University. The objectives of the group are to contribute to
simulation modelling in terms of high quality research, teaching, and consultancy. In

addition, the researchgroup focusesspecifically on problemsrelatedto discreteevent
due
be
first
This
to
the
conducted
computer-basedsimulation modelling.
case study was
to familiarity with the group and therefore access was not constrained in any way.
Furthermore, all three of the data collection techniques were to be exploited therefore
this would be a good opportunity to develop and refine data collection skills prior to
been
has
The
selected to
the
the
undertaking
case studies.
research group
remainder of
participate in this study because a sub-set of its members is using a commercially
available knowledge management tool to create simulation models. However, although
this does not appear to be unusual in any manner, the fact that the modellers are located
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in different parts of the building, country, or even across the world makes this an
interesting case study.

In total nine people participated in the case study and from this one person was
responsible for selecting the knowledge managementtool and the other eight are users
of the tool. As previously mentioned all three of the data collection techniques
(documents, interviews, and observation) were utilised during this case study. Data in
the form of documents include published papers that describe the research group's use
of a knowledge management tool and reviews of the tool. Subsequent to all of the
participants from this case study completing the questionnaire interviews were
conducted in a face-to-face manner. During these interviews they were asked to
elaborate on the answers that they had provided in the questionnaire. This also provided
an opportunity to gain a deeper insight into the research group, the tool they use, and
their opinions. For instance, the responses from the questionnaire illustrated that a

keyword searchon the web was usedto identify potentialknowledgemanagementtools
and from this two tools were short-listed. However, the questionnaire was unable to
keyword
identified
information
how
the
tools
of
capture
as a result
were
such as:
many
search, the names of the tools, and the reasons for short-listing only two of the tools
from the search. Therefore, the interview was deployed to obtain such information.

In order to further enhance the understanding of the case study, direct observation was
also utilised as a method of data collection. This included observing one of the group
members using the knowledge management tool during the design of a simulation
model. In addition, a conference and a workshop was attended where the group
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demonstrated how they use the knowledge management tool to develop simulation
models when the modellers are remotely located. The remainder of this section
describesthe case study in relation to the knowledge managementtool.

4.3.1 Acquiring the Knowledge Management Tool
The need for a tool was prompted by the requirement to, "share a simulation
application's visual display via a remote computer" and for communication during
collaborative design. Furthermore, since the case study is part of a research group, the
ability to create simulation models remotely was being investigated by its members with
the aim of introducing this concept into industry. Therefore, the objective of the required
knowledge managementtool was to support low cost collaboration between members of
a modelling team. More specifically, features that were required by the knowledge
management tool included: conferencing via the Internet; application sharing; easy
installation; and most importantly of all, at a low cost.

The process used for locating such a tool was a keyword searchon the term `groupware'
using the World Wide Web (WWW).

This resulted in numerous knowledge

management tools being highlighted. At this stage the users of the intended tool were
involved. Their role was to empirically evaluate the various tools and provide feedback.
Subsequent to this, two tools were short-listed including NetMeeting and Eroom.
Thereafter, NetMeeting was selected as the knowledge management tool to be utilised
becauseits features matched the requirements specified previously by the group namely:
conferencing via the Internet; application sharing; and the deciding factor is that it is
available free of charge.
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4.3.2NetMeeting and CASM
In relation to this particular case study, the knowledge managementtool NetMeeting is
used to aid the design of simulation models in circumstances where the modellers are

remotely located.When a model needsto be developedall membersof the modelling
team connect to the same NetMeeting session.This enableseach group member to have
the same view as the person controlling the session.Therefore, each member is able to
view the simulation model in question via the application sharing facility. The members
are also able to discuss the model using the chat facility. Furthermore, one person has
control over the model and can highlight areas that are being discussed for the other
members to see. However, if one of the other group members would like to illustrate a
point then control can easily be transferred to them.

As previously mentioned the budget available for the tool was extremely limited and
therefore cost was a major factor during the evaluation and selection of a tool.

Fortunately,NetMeeting can be obtainedfree of charge from the Microsoft website.
Furthermore, if difficulties are experienced during the use of the tool, the main sources
of assistanceare obtained from the on-line help that comes with the tool and from the
89%
is
interface
for
NetMeeting.
that
In
of
the
the
website
opinion of
user
general,
respondentsfeel that it is easy and simple to use. It was believed that previous versions
of NetMeeting appearedcluttered, however the current version is small and simple yet
effective. Furthermore, its likeness to other Microsoft products increased its usability
and makes it intuitive. However, although the tool itself is relatively small, once other
applications are opened within NetMeeting it is difficult to manage the multitude of
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windows. In this particular case training was not provided or necessaryto learn to use
the tool.

NetMeeting has many features that are utilised by the simulation research group. These
are illustrated in Table 4.2 along with the positive and negative aspects highlighted by
the participants of the case study. With regards to ways in which NetMeeting could be
improved only two suggestions were made. Firstly, 44% of the participants were of the
opinion that the video conferencing feature needsto be enhancedso that more than two
people are able to participate in a meeting. Secondly, 10% of the participants believed
that although NetMeeting enables a record of a meeting to be saved this feature would
be further enhancedby providing a way of cataloguing and annotating these.

4.3.3 Reflections of the Evaluation and Selection Process
All of the participants in this study are satisfied with the tool that was selectedalthough
it is generally acknowledged that NetMeeting is not `perfect'. Nevertheless,according to
NetMeeting
free
in
limitations
inherent
"despite
the
the
software
one of
participants,
was the most able application overall providing the greatest number of collaborative
knowledge
If
management
tools".
the
selecting
a
and
working
exercise of evaluating
tool were to be repeated,exactly the same processof using a keyword searchon the web
is
input
be
deployed.
Furthermore,
vital
the
process
the
evaluation
within
would
users
and is likely to result in greater user acceptability.
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FEATURES
Video

Conferencing
Conferencing

109

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

POSITIVE ASPECTS
See and hear the person you are talking to

Application

The ability for numerouspeople to share a
cyberspaceenvironment in real-time
Supports collaborative design environment

Sharing

Attendees have access to same application

Email

Can be used in conjunction with email

Real-time
Messaging
Remote Desktop

Allows a chat in real-time to take place
Supports collaborative design environment

Sharing

Allows another attendeeto view and take

Record of
Session

control over another members desktop
Save details of all communication that
takes place during meeting

Poor quality

Restricted to 2 people
Not ideal for large meetings
Poor quality

Translate to minutes
File Transfer

Communication

Save details of all communication that
takes place during meeting
Ability to send simulation models
Internet available to majority of people

via Internet
Low Cost

Ability to conduct meeting via the internet
It is free of charge

Poor quality

Easy to Use

Simple interface
Intuitive
Ability for people to collaboratively

Lack of functionality

Drawing Tool

work

on a diagram
ILS Directory

A directory of people using NetMeeting

Can attract unwelcome attention

O tion for not being included in directory
NetMeeting is prone to crashing

Frequently
Crashes
Licence

No licensing restrictions

On-line help
Website help

Can be very useful
Good when assistancecannot be obtained
from on-line help

User Interface

Easy and simple to use

Microsoft
Interface
Training

Increased usability
Intuitive
Not necessary

Difficult to managewith MDI

Table 4.2: Featuresand Associated Positive and Negative Aspects of NetMeeting

4.4 Case Study II: Computer

Centre

The secondcase study that was undertaken is that of the helpdesk of Brunel University's
Computer Centre who are responsible for providing hardware, networking, printing, and
for
investigation
This
facilities.
particular case study was chosen
centralised software
for this research for two main reasons. Firstly, and most importantly of all, the helpdesk
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in question uses a commercial knowledge management tool called Action Request
System (AR System) in order to support helpdesk activities. Secondly, the
proximity of
the location for the case study and the flexibility with regards to the levels of access
granted made it a suitable choice. However, the familiarity with this case was not as
great and the accessibility was not as flexible as in the previous case study.

Similarly to the first case study, all three data collection techniques were used in order
to obtain information. Documentation was in the form of white papers and technical
reports available from the case study website. Interviews were conducted in the same
format as the previous case study, that is questionnaires followed by interviews. The
interviews were of a face-to-face format and were conducted at the case study site. This
is a bigger institution than the previous case study, 22 people were interviewed; more

than double the numberthat participatedin the previouscasestudy.Of these22 people,
one was involved in the evaluation and selection of the tool and the remaining 21 are
daily users of the tool. Observation of the tool being used was also used to enhancethe
knowledge gained through the documentation and interviews. This consisted of
spending a day with the helpdesk and recording how various users used the tool.

4.4.1 Acquiring the Knowledge Management Tool
A knowledge managementtool was sought after due to the number of staff and students
at the university increasing at a rapid pace. This was making it difficult to keep a record
and track helpdesk tasks that could not be resolved immediately. In order to achieve
this, a set of business objectives was specified. These included: faster turn around of
calls to support services; better audit trail handling; statistical data gathering; and a good
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front-end to the end-user. In light of these objectives, the required knowledge
management tool should be capable of tracking a task between service groups (user
support, PC support, systems,and networks) within the helpdesk in order to maintain an
audit of the work that has been undertaken. Furthermore, the tool should be capable of
gathering statistical information so that the number of tasks coming into the system can
be monitored and details of the handling groups recorded. Most importantly of all, the
tool should facilitate the organised storage and retrieval of knowledge, i. e. a knowledge
base,so that the same task does not need to be solved over and over again.

Once the business requirements for the tool were specified, the technical requirements
were identified. Consequently, a Unix server based system that had clients available for
Sun workstations, Windows 3.1 machines, and NT workstations was required.
Furthermore, the system was also required to interact with email as this was the
dominant communications medium. In addition, it was important that the Computer
Centre could do any changes that needed to be made to the tool. In order to go about
locating a suitable knowledge management tool, the first task was to contact the
University and Colleges Information Services (UCISA). The Software Group within

UCISA had conducted a survey on the various tools available for a helpdesk
environment. In light of the results of the survey coupled with the businessand technical
requirements, three knowledge management tools were short-listed for further
investigation including, AR System, RMS Helpdesk, and RedBox. At this stage
potential users of the tool were included in the evaluation and selection process. Their
main task was to ascertain ease of use of the tool. Furthermore, demonstrators were
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supplied from each of the vending companies and sites where the tools were already in
use were visited.

As a result of further investigation, the latter two knowledge management tools were
considered unsuitable. RMS Helpdesk was ruled out since email was not yet available
and any changes needed could only be made by the vending company. RedBox was
discarded simply becauseit was far too expensive. AR System was selected becauseit
install,
locally,
it
be
it
to
was
easy
was available at a reasonablecost, could
configured
very flexible, good support was provided, and at the time the vending company was a
key market player and is now currently one of the major providers.

The initial cost of purchasing AR System was £17 000 and included a server package,
basic
Furthermore,
the
initial
time.
training and some consultancy
clients, manuals,
license package was included in addition to five extra licenses. Additional costs were
incurred for the purchase of extra user licenses and ARweb package totalling just over
£7 000. ARweb is the web interface for AR System however problems were
However,
being
is
during
installation
utilised.
therefore
not currently
experienced
and
is
System
AR
include
Computer
Centre
hoping
this when a new version of
the
to
are
installed. Once the tool was purchased it was necessaryfor the tool to be adapted in
It
Centre.
Computer
the
was strongly
to
to
the work practices of
order
conform
emphasisedthat they required a tool that could be moulded into their system rather than
the tool dictating working practices. The main changesthat were made to the tool were
to the escalatorsand information flow, which was found to be relatively easy.
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4.4.2 AR System and the Computer Centre
In relation to this particular case, AR System is used to support a Computer Centre's

helpdesk. In essence,a task enters the system and is assignedto one of the four
appropriate groups (user support, PC support, systems, and networks). Through the
process of the task being resolved details of its progress are constantly logged into the
system. If further information is required by the helpdesk, then the task has a "Pending
Information" status. Once the task has been resolved the job is `closed' and removed
from the task list. It is important to point out that the Computer Centre use AR System
slightly differently to what was intended by the tool vendor and as was described in
Section 3.7 of Chapter 3.

The tool has been designed so that general computer users can submit a request via the
tool and view its status. However, the Computer Centre does not provide access to
users, University staff and students, in this manner. Instead the user is required to
submit their request to the Computer Centre via email, telephone, or in person.
Following this, a member of the Computer Centre's helpdesk logs the request in the AR
System. However, the user is sent confirmation detailing that their request has been
logged and a reference number should they require further information. If this should be
the case then the user cannot view the status as intended by the tool vendor. In place of
this the user must contact the Computer Centre again via email, telephone, or in person
and ask for a report on the progress of the request. The reasonsfor not granting general
users access was due to the need for the software to be installed on every single
machine, which was considered to be impractical. Furthermore, it was also thought that
allowing general users accessto the system in order to submit requestswould hinder the
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quality of the service provided by the Computer Centre. This conclusion is basedon the
assumption that the users may not provide all of the required details when a request is

submitted. Consequently,support staff would have to spend time chasing up the
additional details and this would mean that requeststake longer to fulfil. However, if the
support staff is responsible for submitting a request, then they can ensure that all the
relevant information is available prior to the request being submitted. In essence,this
avoids the system being clogged up with requests that are waiting for additional
information.

The unanimous opinion about the interface for the tool is that there is room for
improvement. Issues with the interface include the confusion over the multiple
document interface being too difficult and confusing to navigate quickly enough.
Furthermore, the tool needs to be more intuitive since the method for specifying a
Boolean query is not immediately obvious. If the support staff experience any problem
55%
Firstly,
for
of the
the
tool,
then there are several options
using
seeking assistance.
participants claimed that user manuals can be consulted however, these are of most use
to the programmers within the team. The second source of assistanceis the on-line help
that comes with the tool that was identified by 73% of the participants. Failing these,
41% of the participants suggestedthat colleagues are consulted for advice, particularly
those that have attended a training course.

For 77% of the support staff training was not provided and learning to use the tool was
achieved using documentation and colleagues that had attended the training course.
However, 68% of the participants were of the opinion that training should have been
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provided since self-teaching was time consuming and inefficient. 86% of the
participants have a positive attitude towards the tool although many caveats were

included within the comments.For instance,it was suggestedthat althoughthe tool is
useful, it is important that continuous maintenanceand development is undertaken. The
features that were identified by the case study participants along with the positive and
negative aspectsthat apply are demonstratedin Table 4.3.

A number of suggestionswere made as to how AR System could be improved for future
development. Firstly, the ability to filter information within one window would be
extremely useful. Currently, it is necessaryto open a multitude of windows to view the
various tasks being carried out. Furthermore, comparison would be made easier if all of
the tasks could be viewed at the same time. Another suggestion that was made was to
enable the users accessto the system so that they can view the status of their request.
This would omit the need for helpdesk staff to look up the status of a task for a user. In
addition, this would ensure that time was spent completing tasks as opposed to
providing progress reports.

The querying aspect of AR System could also be considered during future versions of
be
it
in
is
base
knowledge
Currently
that
the tool.
can only
restricted
searching the
fields
been
has
it
fields.
that
Therefore,
all
search
on
a
suggested
searchedusing certain
should be supported with optional pattern matching. Furthermore, as opposed to simply
searching using fields, it should be possible to conduct a general keyword search that
AR
base.
knowledge
the
would search the existing problems and solutions within
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System would also benefit from reporting and improved printing facilities. Currently
only a selection of the fields can be printed and the format is not always correct.
FEATURES
Task Tracking

ý-,

POSITIVE ASPECTS

-"-

NEGATIVE ASPECTS "` n"`e

Ability to track task throughout system
Ability to see why task has been held up
Difficult to add more information in the
field list

Flexibility
Performance
Indicators

Statistics about number of tasksresolved

Macros

The ability to run commands
Can create semi-completed forms or

Could often be inaccurate

queries
No User
Access
Authentication

Users cannot view progressof task
Increasedworkload for helpdesk
Enables security

Log of Calls

A databasefacility that logs caller details

Action
Request

The ability to assign appropriate group to
task

Task Logging

The ability to record tasks currently
being resolved

Knowledge
Base

Record of tasks and solutions previously
resolved

Database
Capabilities

Can use databasequeries to locate
information
Can create/customiseforms

Time
Scheduling
Adaptability
Updating

Ability to record time taken to resolve
query
Ability to specify hours of work and
holidays taken into account during
calculation of performance
Ability to adapt and customise tool
Ability to build own applications from
scratch
Ability to add additional information

Complexity
Email Facility

Automatic email for callers

Controlled
Access
Monitoring

Everyone can view task log but only
authorised people can changeit
The progress of a task can be
automatically monitored
Relevant person is notified of any
chances in statusof task

Notification

Not all tasks are logged
Two people can edit same log
simultaneously
Takes too long to complete form
Searchingfor previous tasks is very slow
Only allows searchingof certain fields
Too large and difficult to maintain

Too many windows
Query and submit often confused

MDI
Time Logging

Independentto similar databases
Incorrect details

Adapting tool is very difficult

Tool is quite complex
Too many categoriesto handle
Cannot be cancelled or edited
Contains unnecessarydetails
Sent too frequently

Table 4.3: Featuresand Associated Positive and Negative Aspects of AR System
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Since AR System is being used as a helpdesk tool to support the computer system of a
university the users predominantly consist of students and staff. Therefore, the
university administrations department has a database containing various details about
students and staff that must be kept updated at all times. The Computer Centre also has
a separaterepository of user details so that should it be necessaryto contact a user the
details can be obtained. However, it is often the case that the details are outdated and
time has to be invested in tracking down the user. In order to addressthis it has been
suggestedthat if AR System could be linked to the university databasethen a great deal
of time would be saved and there would be no need to have two copies of essentially the
same data.

4.4.3 Reflections of the Evaluation and Selection Process
Overall, 90% of the participants are satisfied with AR System because it provides a
useful method of keeping track of problems and their associatedsolutions enabling staff

in different locationsto work on a problem.Furthermore,the tool is usefulfor handling
development
In
lost
in
the
being
the
tasks
addition,
system.
and managing
without any
for
be
is
data
knowledge
that
other
the
the
can
used
that
collected
of
repository means
for
having
data
to
the
the
need
purposes such as statistical analysis and reports without
be collated separately.

AR System does meet the requirements that were specified prior to purchasing the tool.
Furthermore, if the evaluation and selection process were to be repeated only minor
history
helpdesk's
how
involve
investigating
the
be
This
changes would
would
made.
data can be extracted and imported into a new tool. Furthermore, additional input from
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the day-to-day users of the tool would also be obtained. It was useful to have the users
involved in the selection processbecauseit was useful to know what individuals thought

of the tools on offer. Moreover,they can raise important issuesthat the selectionteam
may not have considered. Another important factor for the users being involved in the
selection process is that it leads to greater user acceptance.

Finally, the advice that would be given to anyone wishing to undertake a similar task is
to ensure that working practices are clearly defined and to find a tool that fits into or can
be moulded into current working practices. When viewing vendor demonstrations it is
Ensure
inflexible.
it
is
that
be
influenced
find
by
to
that
to
tool
easy
an attractive
only
the selection team has good knowledge of their businessand are able to ask the relevant
questions. Furthermore, ensurethat all relevant staff are involved in the selection team.

4.5 Case Study III: Content Management Consultancy
This third case study is that of a company where a knowledge managementtool is used
in order to aid consultants that are based at client sites. The tool, the Consultants KM
Tool, was described in detail in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. The knowledge management
tool was developed internally and consists of an intranet. One of the conditions that was
details
that
keep
by
the
may
any
to
and
the
company
requested
was
case study company
indicate their identity confidential. Therefore, the names of the tool and company have
not been disclosed. This case study consists of 21 participants of whom six were
involved in the development of the knowledge managementtool and the remaining 15
are users. However, seven of the participants were based overseastherefore telephone
interviews needed to be adopted in these instances. Of the number of participants
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located overseasfour were developers and three were users. Therefore, with regards to
the participants of the case study that are basedwithin the UK the three methods of data
collection were deployed. In the case where the respondents were situated overseas
documentation and telephone interviews were used as the data collection techniques.

Documentation consists of the Annual Report from 2001 along with information
obtained from the company website. Subsequent to responsesfrom the questionnaires
further questions were identified for interview purposes.Participants from the UK were
interviewed using a face-to-face manner and were conducted at the case study site. The
overseas participants were interviewed using the telephone. With regards to the
observation aspect of data collection, this consisted of observing a consultant from the
UK using the tool.

4.5.1 Developing the Consultants Knowledge Management Tool
Several disparate knowledge managementtools already existed prior to the development
of the consultants' knowledge management tool. However, in addition to these being
disparate the tools were difficult to navigate, contribute content to, project information
data.
light
key
In
these
did
the
tracking
of
was not searchable, and
of
enable
not
problems a new system to combine and refine the current knowledge managementtools
was required. Therefore, the aim of the tool was to provide a central point where
consultants are able to locate any information about past and present projects along with
resourcesand product details at any time, from any location. The assumption is that if
this could be achieved then consultants would spend less time attempting to track down
the relevant information and this time could be better utilised trying to improve
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customer service. Furthermore, a central repository of all project related information
would omit the need for having to `re-invent the wheel' as well as saving on costs.

1.
2.

STEPS
Problem Definition
Identify Relevant Fields

3.

Identify Field Experts

4.

Create Vendor List

5.
6.

Gather Product Information
Create Initial Supplier List

7.

Contact Suppliers

8.

Meet Suppliers

9.

Compare Proposal and
Product Information
Identify Initial
Requirements
Identify Shortcomings
Supplier Short-list
Contact Suppliers

10.
11.
12.
13.

14. Select Supplier
15. Negotiate Contract

DESCRIPTION
What problem needsto be solved
Identify the areasthat are related e.g. knowledge management,
content management,etc
Find out about current state of the art, who the key players in the
field are, and their associatedstrengthsand weaknesses
Build list of potential suppliers of software basedon
research/researchanalysts
Collect information about the product from the supplier
This consists of building a list of suppliers that need to be contacted
for further information
This involves sending suppliers document detailing high level
problem definition and asking them to write a proposal specifying
how their product addressesthe problems
Arrange a meeting with the supplier with the aim of receiving their
proposal
Cross check the details provided in the proposal with product
information
This involves identifying initial requirements for the solution
Identify any supplier/product shortcomings from cross check
Build final list of potential suppliers
Contact suppliers regarding initial requirements and issuesraised
during cross check (may involve prototypes/proposalsbeing built be
each supplier)
Make final decision of supplier
Negotiate a contract that is agreeablefor both supplier and
urchaser

Table 4.4: Steps for Selecting a Commercial Software Tool

In order to go about acquiring a suitable knowledge management tool, purchasing a
due
However,
briefly
to the costs of purchasing and
tool
commercial
considered.
was
the effort required in investigating and customising such a tool this idea was

immediatelydismissed.Furthermore,since the consultantsare developersby trade and
their software tools enable them to build such a tool, this was considered the most
be
to
knowledge
if
However,
tool
were
suitable option.
management
a commercial
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purchased then the company would use the strategy outlined in Table 4.4. This is a
generic guideline and can be used for the purchase of any tool. However, the strategy

would be adaptedaccordingto the type of tool being purchased.Unfortunately,since
purchasing a commercial knowledge managementtool was ruled out from the outset the
ways in which the strategy would be adapted to address issues specific to knowledge
managementtools was not considered.

Since a commercial knowledge managementtool was not to be purchased,the company
had to consider how to go about developing their own tool. This was achieved by firstly
exploring the existing, disparate, knowledge management tools and the concepts from
each of these were combined. Furthermore, through a series of meetings, attended by
senior employees and a selection of end-users, ideas and discussions were eventually
translated into a detailed document that explained the envisaged knowledge
management tool along with its requirements. This was then distributed to all of the
for
further
input.
knowledge
be
tool
the
consultants who would
management
using
Additional feedback was incorporated into the document and the process of developing
the tool commenced.

The knowledge managementtool was developed by a team consisting of consultants and
therefore would be users of the final product. Furthermore, throughout the development
process other users, not involved in the development team, were asked for their
feedback. Their role was to evaluate the user interface and contribute to the information
content within the tool. In addition, as a part of their training new consultantsjoining the
company were asked to develop parts of the tool. The assumptionsfor the high level of
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user involvement was that since the consultants are to be the ones to use the knowledge
management tool they know what is required and are more than capable of developing
it. If the users do not have any input in its development there is a chance that they will
not use it and therefore the tool would be unsuccessful.

4.5.2 The Consultants Knowledge Management Tool
In essence, the Consultants Knowledge Management tool is a repository from which
consultants are able to accessinformation about past and present projects that have been
be
found
by
description
detailed
tool
A
the
the
can
actual
undertaken
of
company. more
in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. In general, 86% of the users of the Consultants Knowledge
Management tool appear to be satisfied and comments range from, "Like it", to, "The
by
is
because
time
to
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reusing other
and
they
project areas are great
are easy use
improving
thus
customer
sites
and
peoples efforts - speeding up engagementsat client
Management
Knowledge
tool,
Consultants
The
features
the,
satisfaction".
of
main
identified by its users are outlined in Table 4.5 along with the associatedpositive and
negative aspectswhere applicable.

In addition to the existing features, opinions on the features that the tool does not
for
Suggestions
from
having
have
but
benefit
were also obtained.
currently
would
improvement were predominantly based on improving the search facilities. Currently
the tool only searches the contents of the knowledge repository however it has been
suggestedby 52% of participants that the search should be expanded to analyse other
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to
Another
that
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taken a stage further where individuals are notified of new content that may be
particularly relevant to them. Furthermore, separateareasfor `most popular' documents
and `important issues' may also be useful.

Various tracking abilities included issue tracking, time tracking, task tracking, and team
tracking were also recommended as features to consider for inclusion during future
developments of the knowledge management tool. Another suggestion that was made
was to enable a user to create more personalised views of the knowledge repository so
that content that is not relevant to them can be filtered out. It was also believed that a
cross-referencefacility to connect related pieces of information would prove useful and
would save the need for this to be done manually. Finally, it was proposed that having a
person that could be contacted should any problems arise with the tool would be quicker
and easier than having to search through the various documentation in the attempt of
rectifying the problem.

4.5.3 Reflections of the Development Process
Overall, 81% of the consultants are satisfied with the knowledge managementtool. The
knowledge
high
for
the
is
to
the
within
this
of
content
main reason
quality
related
repository. However, it has also been strongly emphasised that the search capabilities
The
is
before
be
developed
deal
to
achieved.
need
a satisfactory standard
a great
Consultants KM Tool as it currently stands, does not fully meet the business objectives
specified by the company. However, since the tool is an on-going development the
fully
is
be
is
business
tool
the
company confident that the
objectives will
achieved once
developed.
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Familiar User
Interface
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Project
Repository
Easy to

POSITIVE ASPECTS
ý
Similar to Yahoo searchengine interface
Limited amount of learning to use tool
Simple user interface
Contains information about all client
roiects
Clean design

Navigate

Simple and eas to use

Upload
Functionality

Download
Functionality
Search Facility

Virtual Team
Rooms
Recording
Discussions
Directory
Structure

File
Management
Information
Sharing
Flexibility
Security

Ability to load data to knowledge
repository
Adding information to the tool is simple
Self-explanatory
Ability to save contents of knowledge
repository locally
Easy to use
Enables the searchof archived technical
emails and online technical system
Is quick
No need to enquire elsewherefor
documents

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Too rigid - it is necessaryto know the
project, filetype, part of project, etc
Number of clicks required to reach
desired destination is excessive

It is difficult to add information the first
couple of times
Slow at times

Not robust enough
Difficult to locate documents
Functionality is limited which makes
searchingtime consuming
Not wide enough - only searchessmall
area

The ability for geographically distributed
teams to meet and collate information
Enables one to trail discussionsand the
conclusions reached
Directory structure used to organise
content
Well organised
Easy, obvious, and quick
Enables files to be organised and
managed
As a company information can easily be
shared

Usernameand passwordrequired to
accesstool

Not possible to move documentsbetween
projects - it is necessaryto reload data
_Username
and password frequently being
changed and not told to users

Table 4.5: Featuresand Associated Positive and Negative Aspects of the Consultants
Knowledge Management (KM) Tool

If the task of developing a knowledge management tool were to be repeated then the
unanimous opinion was that only minor changes would be made to the process. These
include increasing management support for the initiative, considering a corporate wide
solution as opposed to one for consultants only. Furthermore, it was highlighted that
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even if a tool is going to be developed internally it is wise to investigate commercial
knowledge management tools. This would enable a general understanding of what

commercialtools have to offer and ideasthat could be incorporatedinto the developed
tool. The high level of user input in the development of the tool was considered to be
essential becauseif the users do not like the tool then they will not use it. However, with
this case, the period of user involvement was limited due to other project commitments.
Therefore, there were no `dedicated' users involved in the development of the tool from
start to finish. Furthermore, it is believed that involving the users in the development of
the tool has resulted in greater user acceptancebecausethey own the content.

The main advice that would be given to anyone that was considering undertaking a
knowledge management exercise is to obtain management support. However, this
should not consist simply of the go ahead,rather full backing with the relevant resources
allocated should be obtained. Furthermore, users should definitely be involved in the
evaluation process since this is the key to the successof the tool. Finally, the company
feel that it is important to ensure a plan for management is in place for when the
knowledge management tool is launched. For instance, if a librarian is required then
they should be involved in the processfrom the beginning.

4.6 Case Study IV: IT Consulting and Software Services Company
The final case study that was conducted was that of an IT consulting and software
services company basedoverseas.As with the previous case study, one of the conditions
of undertaking the study was that the name of the company remains confidential.
Furthermore, unlike any of the other case studies that are carried out access to their
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knowledge management tool was not possible. This case study consists of seven
participants although in total 47 people were approached about participating in the

study. Of the seventhat did participatethree were involved in the developmentof the
knowledge managementtool and the remaining four are daily users. Since the company
is located overseasonly two of the three data collection techniques could be utilised.

Documentation was in the form of white papers and information from the company
website. Subsequent to the questionnaire being distributed interviews were conducted.
However, the geographic location of the company made it difficult to conduct face-toface interviews therefore telephone interviews were utilised. Unfortunately, the
geographical constraint restricted the observation of the knowledge managementtool in
use. However, a workshop was attended during which the Principal Knowledge
Manager from the case study company gave a presentation describing their knowledge
managementinitiative. This enabled the gathering of background information about the
company and context surrounding the use of the knowledge managementtool.

4.6.1 Developing the Knowledge Management Tool
Prior to the introduction of the concept of knowledge management, several tools were
already in existence within various organisational pockets. Towards the end of the
1990's the decision to create a company-wide knowledge managementtool was made.
The company climbing the value curve initiated the need for a company-wide solution,
as opposed to the existing disparate knowledge management tools. Therefore, an
effective medium for rapid and efficient consolidation of expertise was essential. This
was envisaged to be in the form of a knowledge repository that would be at the disposal
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of each and every employee. It was anticipated that employees would share their
knowledge with one another by contributing to the knowledge repository. In this manner
employees would be able to learn from and re-use the experiencesof others with the aim
of reducing cycle times, enhance productivity, and increase quality. With this in mind
the objective of the knowledge managementtool was defined as, "to serve as a central
knowledge sharing platform for all employees". Furthermore, requirements for the
knowledge managementtool were:

I. Accessibility of the system to all employees (10,000+)
2. Easy to use interface for both sharing and re-using knowledge
3. Integrate diverse forms of knowledge spread across the company and owned by
different groups
4. Provide incentives through technology-driven methods
5. Built-in mechanisms for regulating the quality of the content
6. Personalisation features

Purchasing a commercial knowledge managementwas ruled out from the outset for two
main reasons.Firstly, with the expertise available in the company it did not make sense
to purchase a commercially available tool. Secondly, the knowledge managementtools
available on the software market were considered to be generic and would require
customisation. Furthermore, factors including: the inability to interface with the existing
systems; restrictive customisability; stringent licensing norms and costs; challenges of
moving employees to a new system; and the lack of confidence in sustained product
support made this a poor option. Since the company is a consultancy and software firm
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this was also seen as a good opportunity to acquire knowledge management tool
development skills should these be required for future client projects.

Therefore, with the requirements already established the hardware and software issues
were considered. Finally, the decision to develop an intranet based knowledge
management tool was selected due to performance, cost and usefulness. A team of
developers was formed and the knowledge managementtool created. The users of the
tool had some contribution in the development of the tool during the requirements
gathering phase and just prior to its final release. Randomly selected users were given
accessto the tool and asked to provide feedback.

4.6.2 The Knowledge Management Tool
With regards to this particular case study a knowledge management tool is used as a
instance,
For
knowledge.
to
technical
one of the
place
collate and obtain various
for
information
topics,
"...
mostly
a
about various
participants uses the tool to,
glean
preliminary understanding of the latest technologies available". The opinions on the
knowledge managementtool are varying from, "needless over-engineering at the cost of
basics", to "It's really nicely designed. Truly professional". In essence, 86% of the
for
is
is
there
room
tool
satisfactory although
participants are of the opinion that the
improvement. Furthermore, 71% of the participants are generally positive about the user
interface although it was believed that the right balance of the level of information
displayed needs to be achieved. For instance, the interface was described as "clutter
breaking" by one participant whom contradicted this statement by also suggesting that
the layout of the interface gives the impression that a lot of spacehas been wasted.
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Training to learn to use the tool was provided but only to a certain extent. However, it
was also suggestedthat getting started with the tool was the most difficult part but the
training was able to demonstratehow easy the tool was to operate and use. Furthermore,
it was also suggestedthat training was not required becausethe tool is extremely user
friendly. The main features along with the associated positive and negative aspects
identified by the participants of this casestudy are illustrated in Table 4.6.

There are many features that were suggestedthat do not currently exist in the knowledge
management tool used by this case study. As with the previous case study these were
by
100%
it
Firstly,
facility.
to
of
the
mainly related enhancing
was acknowledged
search
the participants that the existing search facility is not robust enough and needs to be
have
is
for
improving
this
to
One
a search
made more efficient.
of the suggestionsmade
facility where a particular topic can be entered and all documents relating to this are

located.Furthermore,it was suggestedthat the results of a searchcould also display
links to similar documents.To develop this still further, searchresults could also
include details of documents read by other people whom also read this document.
Finally, it was also suggestedthat supporting searchesusing author or date would be
very useful.
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Reward Scheme

Personalisation
Upload Feature
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POSITIVE ASPECTS
Guides submission of document to
knowledge repository
Document is submitted to right place
Makes locating documentseasy
Tree structure makes searchingeasy
Keyword searchavailable
Suggestsother related documents
Automatically rewards contributor to
knowledge repository
Technology driven
Encouragesusersto submit documents
Enables user to design own interface
Adding information to knowledge
re

sito

Ensures that the knowledge repository
consist of high quality documents
Enables various topics to be discussed
Organisation of knowledge repository
enablesdocuments to be easily located

Free Text
Search
Topic Search

Helps to narrow searchcriteria

Newsgroups
Content

User Friendly
Visual Interface

Complex

Too many fields to complete

is easy

Reviewing
Submissions
Chat Room
Classification

Expert Locator

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Enables documents to be searched
basedon topic
Enables easy accessto expert in
specified area
A good place to ask specific questions

Too many classifications and subclassifications of content
Cumbersometo manage
Not smart enough - relies on user
specifying all the relevant areas
Dependent on how well author has
defined topics

Infrequently used
Content of knowledge repository is
lacking on mainframe documents
A certain level of knowledge is assumed

Easy to use
Enables usersto searchcontent using a
graphical representation
,

Table 4.6: Featuresand Associated Positive and Negative Aspects

Another suggestionthat was proposedwas to specify the degreeof difficulty for each
document so that a user is able to identify whether the document is suitable for their
level of knowledge. In addition, this would save valuable time from being spent
downloading the document only to find that it is too simple or too complex. Other more
general suggestions that were made by 29% of the participants include making the tool
more interactive, self-explanatory, and user friendly. Furthermore, one of the
participants believed that the addition of more and more features has made the tool
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difficult to use. Moreover, this problem could easily be rectified with a little thought and
consideration. The final suggestion was to enable the archiving and searching of

previousdiscussionthreads.

4.6.3 Reflections of the Development Process
The overall satisfaction of the tool appears to be divided with 42% of the participants
being happy with the tool, 29% of the participants being dissatisfied with the tool, and
the remaining 29% a combination of the two. Satisfaction with the tool is attributed to
user friendly searching capabilities, the arrangementof topics in a hierarchical manner,
and incentives for submitting to the knowledge repository. It is believed that these have
led to a good level of acceptancefrom the users. Dissatisfaction with the tool is related
to the tool requiring greater promotion within the company. Although the facility is
available it is felt that many people do not utilise it. Another area where dissatisfaction
with the tool was expressed was with the lack of functionality with the search facility.
The instances where mixed opinions were given with regards to the satisfaction of the
tool are predominantly related to the content. It was felt that although material from the
knowledge repository could be easily and quickly retrieved the results were not exactly
business
fully
is
had
the
The
they
that
the
tool
meets
as
company satisfied
anticipated.
feel
fact,
In
that
development
the
the
tool.
the
company
objectives specified prior to
of
the "response to the tool was tremendous" and the "use of the tool has been rapidly
rising and the knowledge repository growing at a steady pace".

If the company were given an opportunity to repeat the process equipped with the
knowledge acquired from undertaking the task the first time, then minor changeswould
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be made. This would include considering how the tool will have an impact on scalability
and requirement change since this causedsome problems further on in the process.The

usersrole within the processwould definitely be increasedasopposedto only during the
requirements gathering and evaluating the tool prior to its final release.If the company
were asked to give advice based on their experiences with developing a knowledge
management tool they would strongly recommend that the requirements are clearly
defined. Furthermore, the tool, whether purchased or developed, should align with the
knowledge management strategy as opposed to defining the strategy based on the
resultant knowledge managementtool.

4.7 Summary
In summary, in order to draw on the experiencesof several institutions a multiple case
study approach was adopted. These consisted of a research group, a computer centre, a
content managementconsultancy, and an IT consulting and software services company.
Data regarding the issues surrounding the selection and development of a knowledge
management were gathered through a combination of documentation, interviews, and
observation. Since the context of the data were relevant to this researchthe data for each
case study were analysed separatelyfor each case using content analysis. The main aim
of the analysis was to identify the features and associatedpositive and negative aspects
of the knowledge management tools. Furthermore, the steps taken during the
selection/development of the tool were also derived where applicable. The following
two chapters describe how the data obtained as a result of the work undertaken in
Chapters 3 and 4 was used in order to provide evaluation and selection guidelines for
knowledge managementtools.
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Chapter 5.

An Evaluation

Framework

Frame
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Reference
Tools
for
KM
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5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to present a framework and frame of reference for the

evaluation and selection of knowledge managementtools. The chapter begins by
introducing the evaluation framework. Following on from this is a description of how
the evaluation framework was designed. The actual evaluation framework along with a
description of the categories and associated criteria follows this. The chapter then

demonstrateshow the evaluation framework could be used to evaluate knowledge
management tools. The chapter then proceeds by justifying the need for a frame of
reference for the selection of knowledge management tools. A description of how the
frame of reference was designed and a demonstration of the actual frame of reference
follow this. The frame of reference section of this chapter concludes by discussing how
the frame of reference may be applied. The chapter concludes with a summary of the
chapter.
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5.2 An Evaluation Framework for Knowledge Management Tools
The lack of any formal techniques that can be used to evaluate the features present in

knowledgemanagementtools meansthat the processof evaluatingone is entirely the
responsibility of the purchasing organisation. This entails time, money and effort to be
invested that could be utilised elsewhere, if some form of guidelines were available. In
order to address this a framework is designed to provide a basis for evaluating and
comparing commercial knowledge management tools. The framework consists of a
series of categories that contain numerous criteria that can be used to capture
information in order to evaluate commercial knowledge managementtools.

As previously acknowledged in Section 2.6.1 of Chapter 2, numerous guidelines relating
to the general aspectsof tool evaluation already exist (Curry and Bonner, 1983; Martin
and McClure, 1983; Lynch, 1985; Breslin, 1986; Klein and Beck, 1987; Anderson,
1990; Le Blanc and Jelassi, 1991; Sharland, 1991; Montazemi et al., 1996). Therefore, a
framework that consists of criteria specific to knowledge management tools would
suffice so long as it is used in conjunction with one of the existing generic techniques.
However, this would require an organisation to become accustomed to two different
formats. Furthermore, comparing the tools may prove difficult and is likely to cause
confusion if results from a variety of frameworks need to be compared. It may be the
case that certain areas of generic frameworks may be more applicable to knowledge
management tools than others. Consequently the evaluation framework designed as a
part of this research is comprehensive and can be used independently to evaluate all
aspects of knowledge management tools including generic areas such as support and
training.
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5.3 Designing the Evaluation Framework
In order to go about designing the evaluation framework existing techniques within

other disciplines were analysed.For instance,Section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2 described
frameworks designed for evaluating educational tools and primary health care tools
(Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996). These frameworks consist of numerous
criteria that are relevant to their respective areas. Therefore, in addition to the generic
criteria the evaluation framework should contain criteria that are specific to knowledge
management tools. In order to obtain such criteria a number of methods were deployed
including analysing the literature, the empirical investigation of knowledge management
tools, and most importantly of all from conducting interviews with users of knowledge
managementtools.

Two main areas of literature were analysed in order to obtain criteria, including
knowledge management literature and existing tool evaluation literature. Knowledge
management literature was investigated in order to identify possible categories and
criteria for the evaluation framework. For instance, a large proportion of the literature
acknowledges that knowledge management consists of the activities: generation;
organisation; and sharing (Ruggles, 1997; Angus and Patel, 1998; Kramer, 1998;
Ferran-Urdaneta, 1998; Jackson, 1999; Macintosh, 1999; Zolingen et al., 2001).
Furthermore, it is also recognised that any knowledge managementtool should support
one or more of the knowledge managementactivities (Zolingen et al., 2001). Therefore,
the knowledge managementactivities are likely to be incorporated within the framework
either as categories or criteria. Literature related to both generic and discipline specific
frameworks were used to aid in the design of the evaluation framework for knowledge
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management tools. Firstly, generic frameworks were useful for identifying criteria that
can contribute to the more general side of the framework (Curry and Bonner, 1983;

Martin and McClure, 1983; Lynch, 1985; Breslin, 1986; Klein and Beck, 1987;
Anderson, 1990; Le Blanc and Jelassi, 1991; Sharland, 1991; Montazemi et al., 1996).
These may include criteria such as costs, documentation, training, etc. Secondly,
discipline specific frameworks were used to gain an understanding of the issues that
were considered during its construction and how these could be applied to this
evaluation framework (Parnas et al., 1990; Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996;
Buckleitner, 1999; Dupuy and Leveson, 2000).

The other technique that was used to identify criteria for the evaluation framework is the
empirical investigation of knowledge management tools. The purpose of this was to
explore the tools in order to establish the features and facilities of each tool.
Consequently, the features and facilities identified contributed to the evaluation
framework in the form of criteria. Chapter 3 described the detailed evaluation of four
knowledge management tools and the following chapter, Chapter 6, describes the
investigation of an additional forty tools. However, since the results obtained from the
methods thus far could be considered as subjective a way of substantiating the results

wasrequired.

In order to determine the validity of the framework and its criteria a number of
interviews were conducted. The purpose of the interviews was to establish the features
and facilities considered important by various people involved with knowledge
management tools. Interviewees were selected from three different groups. The first
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group consists of institutions that have previously been involved in the evaluation of
commercial knowledge management tools. This enabled the identification of features

and facilities consideredimportant by the team responsiblefor the evaluation and
selection of a knowledge managementtool.

The second group consists of institutions that have been involved in the development of
a knowledge management tool.

Although the framework is designed specifically to

evaluate commercial knowledge managementtools, this group is included in the study.
The reason for this is that during the initial process of obtaining case studies it was
evident that institutions had previously investigated the knowledge management
software market and were unsuccessful in finding a tool that adequately met their
requirements. Therefore, they developed their own knowledge management tool that
includes the additional features and facilities. Hence, additional, and in some cases,
more specific criteria for the framework.

The third group consists of users of both, internally developed and commercial,
knowledge managementtools. Although the two groups mentioned previously are likely
to have a good deal of knowledge about the tool in question, if they do not use the tool
Therefore,
based
for
day
day
basis
it
is
difficult
them
to
to
on experience.
on a
comment
it was believed that the users would be able to provide an insight into the features and
facilities of the tool that are actually used, which were found to be most useful, and not
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5.4 The Evaluation Framework
The results obtained from the three sources of information were collated and combined
in order to create the evaluation framework. Figure 5.1 demonstratesa high-level view
of the evaluation framework including the sections and categories. The evaluation
framework consists of two sections. The aim of the first section is to enable the
evaluator to evaluate the more general aspects involved in purchasing a software tool.
Therefore, this section could be used to evaluate any tool regardless of whether it has
been designed to be used within a specific discipline or is a general-purposetool. The
section consists of several categories including financial aspects, training, support,
documentation, usability, technical aspects, vendor, and client view of vendor. Each
category contains a set of general criteria that can be used to derive and capture
information about the various features supportedby the tool.

The second section has been specifically designed for the purpose of evaluating features
that are common to knowledge management tools. This part of the evaluation
framework consists of four main categories including general criteria for knowledge
for
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for
knowledge
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criteria
tools,
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criteria
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Chapter 6. Furthermore, a general category also exists within each of the latter three
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categories. Each section along with the associated categories and criteria are discussed
in depth subsequent to Figure 5.1.

EvaluationFrameworkfor Knowledge
ManagementTools

SECTION 1

SECTION2

Generic Criteria

KM Criteria

GeneralCriteria

Criteriafor

Criteriafor

Criteriafor

for KM Tools

Knowledge
Generation Tools

Knowledge
Organisation
Is

Knowledge
Sharing Tools

Financial
Aspects

General

General

General

Training

Knowledge
Capture

Knowledge
Storage

Knowledge
Collaboration

Knowledge
Discovery

Knowledge
Monitoring

Knowledge
Transfer

Support

Documentation

Usability

Technical
Aspects

Knowledge
Retrieval

Vendor

Client View

of Vendor

Figure 5.1: High-Level View of Evaluation Framework
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However, prior to describing each of the sections it is necessaryto explain the structure
of the diagram in Figure 5.1. The reason for representing the categories within Section 1

in a vertical manner is simply the order in which they occur within the evaluation
framework. However, this does not mean that this is the order that must be followed
during evaluation. Furthermore, one category does not have to be completed before
moving on to the next. In fact, all categories can be completed in parallel including
those from Section 2.

Since Section 2 of the evaluation framework contains categories with sub-categories,it
is displayed in a slightly different format. The four main categories are presented in a
horizontal manner with sub-categories branching from the latter three in a vertical
fashion. The former are presented horizontally becausethree of the categories, criteria
for knowledge generation tools, criteria for knowledge organisation tools, and criteria
for knowledge sharing tools, represent the order in which knowledge management is
believed to occur (Ruggles, 1997). However, as before this is not reflective of the order
in which the categories should be completed. The sub-categories of the four main
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5.4.1 Section 1 of the Evaluation Framework
As previously

mentioned

Section

1 of the framework

is designed to enable the

evaluation of general aspectsof purchasing a software tool. It contains eight categories,
each of which consists of a set of criteria designed to extract certain information about
the tool. Table 5.1 displays the first category from Section 1. The `Financial Aspects'
category is important becauseit determines whether the tool is affordable according to
the allocated budget. This is achieved by determining if the tool falls within, or exceeds,
the allocated budget and if any additional features are included in the cost of the tool.
Furthermore,

details about a multiple

issues
licensing
discount
are also
and
copy

captured.

Financial Aspects
CRITERIA
Cost
Additional
features
Bulk discount

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

OPTIONS
Within budget
Exceeds budget
Q Support
Installation
Q Other
Training
Details:
Documentation
....... ........
Details:
Yes
...............

Q

No

Additional

Q
Q
Q

1-50
51 - 100
Available

Licences

Q

Not Available

Number of
licences

Q
101 - 150
Q
150 +
Cost:
..................

DESCRIPTION
Does the cost of the tool fall within
the allocated budget?
Are any additional features included
in the cost of the tool?
Is there a discount if multiple copies
of the tool are purchased?
How many licences are included in
the cost of the tool?
Are additional licences available? If

so, at what cost?

Table 5.1: Financial Aspects Category and Criteria

The objective of the `Training' category, as shown in Table 5.2, is to derive information

identifying
by
facilities.
This
is
whether
achieved
about the provision of training
training is required in order to be able to use the tool. Furthermore, the evaluation
framework establishes if the tool vendor provides training and if so whether or not this
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is included within the cost of the tool. If the tool vendor does support training the
evaluation framework determines the options for the location of where the training can

take place, how long it lasts, and the number of people that can be accommodated
during a training session.

Training
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

OPTIONS

Required

Q
Q

Yes
No

Is training required in order to be
able to use the tool?

Provided

Q

Yes

Does the tool vendor provide

Q

No

training?

Q

Included

Is training included in cost of tool ?

Q

Q
J
Q

Cost
Location

Q
Q

Duration

Q
Q
Q

Additional
On site
Vendor site
1 Day
2 Days
Upto 5 people

Q

6- 10 people

Q

Q

11-15 people

Q

Session Size

Cost:
..................
Q Training Centre
Upto 1 Week
Upto 2 Weeks
16 - 20 people

21 - 25 people
25+

If additional, what is the cost?
What are the options for the
location of the training?
What is the duration of the training
required?
How many people can be

accommodatedduring a training
session?

Table 5.2: Training Category and Criteria

In essence,the purpose of the `Support' category, displayed in Table 5.3, is to derive
information about the support provided prior to, during, and subsequent to purchasing a
tool. This part of the evaluation framework attempts to discover information

such as

Furthermore,
it.
if
for
tool
is
the
provides
the tool and
vendor
whether support required
information about whether support is included within the cost of the tool or is additional
is also important. Other issues related to the support aspect of purchasing a software tool

includes the forms of support provided, the duration of the support contract, and daily
hours that support is available. Finally, if the support contract needs to be extended is it
possible and if so the costs that are involved.
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Support
CRITERIA

OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Required

J
Q

Yes
No

Is support required for the tool?

Provided

Q
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Included
Additional

Does the tool vendor provide
support?
Is support included in cost of tool?
If additional, what is the cost?

Q
Q

1 Year
2 Years

Formats

Q
Q

Telephone
Email

Availability

Q
Q
Q

24 X7
Local Office Hours
International Office Hours

Extension

Q

Yes

Q

No

Cost
Duration

Cost:

..................

What is the duration for the

Q3
Years
Q 5+ Years
Q Internet Website
Q On-line in tool

Cost:

provision of support?
In what format(s) is support
available?

When is direct support available?

Can the support period be extended

...............

if required? If so, what is the cost?

Table 5.3: Support Category and Criteria

The `Documentation'

derive
5.4,
is
designed
in
Table
demonstrated
to
category,

information about the availability and usability of user manuals. This is achieved by
instance,
For
its
documentation
for
the
target audience
the
complexity.
establishing
and
if the documentation caters for only a technical person then it is unlikely that general
users will be able to efficiently utilise this resource. Furthermore, the number of copies
be
is
is
documentation
to
if
is
important
used
of
since only one provided and expected
by 50 users again this would not be an appropriate option.

Documentation
CRITERIA
Provided
Cost
Content
Standard
Target Audience

Q

Yes

DESCRIPTION
Is documentation for the tool

Q

No

available?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Included
Additional
Yes
No
Basic
Medium

Is documentation included in cost
is
If
cost?
tool?
what
additional,
of
Is the content of the documentation
sufficient?
What is the standardof the
documentation?

Q

Users

What group(s) is the documentation

Q

Managers

suitable for?

Q

Technical

OPTIONS

Cost:

Q
Q

..................

Difficult
Too Complex
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Examples

Q

Copies

Q1
Copy
Q According to number of licences
Q Other
Details:
................

Availability

Q
Q

Are sufficient examplesprovided
within the documentation?

Yes
No

Yes
No

How many copies of the
documentation are provided?

Would the documentation be easily
available to everyone?

Table 5.4: Documentation Category and Criteria

The `Usability' category, illustrated in Table 5.5, is concerned with the actual use of the
tool. Therefore, the category determines to establish information such as how easy it is
to learn to use the tool. The findings from one of the case studies presented in Section
4.5 of Chapter 4 suggests that the similarity of the user interface with that of an Internet

is
Therefore,
it
this
the
category
to
criterion
one
of
within
searchengine makes easy use.
designed to capture whether or not the user interface is similar to any other that the user

is familiar with. Another criterion within this category aims to derive if the interface of
the tool is visually appealing. This refers to the combinations of colours used and the

layout of the interface. Other criteria include how easy it is for the user to find their way
around the tool and general easeof use of the tool.
Usability
CRITERIA
Learning

OPTIONS
Q Difficult
Q Too Difficult

DESCRIPTION
How easy is the tool to learn`?

Q
Q
Q

Easy
Average
Yes

Q

No

familiar to any other?

Visual

Q
Q

Yes
No

Is the interface of the tool visually
appealing?

Navigation

Q

Yes

Is the tool easy to navigate?

Easeof use

Q
Q

No
Yes

Is the tool easy to use?

Q

No

Q
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Yes
No

User Interface

Crashes
Personalisation

Is the format of the interface

Details:

...............

Did the tool crash at any point? If
details.
provid
so,
Does the tool enable the user to
design their own interface?

Table 5.5: Usability Category and Criteria
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Technical Aspects
CRITERIA
Functionality

Tailorability
Feasibility of
Tailorability

Q

Yes

Does the tool do what you want it to

Q
Q
Q

No
Yes
No
Yes

do?
Can the tool be adaptedif
necessary?
Is it feasible to tailor the tool?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows

Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Windows 95

Q
Q
Q

Windows 98
Windows 2000
Windows XP

Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Yes

Q

No

Q
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Yes
No

Macros

Q
Q

Yes
No

Security

Q

Yes

Q

No

Compatibility

OS Problems
Performance

Cost
Integration
Development
Upgrades

DESCRIPTION

OPTIONS

No
95
98
2000
XP

Q
Q
Q
Details:

Windows NT
Mac OS
Unix

................

Q

Windows NT

Q
Q

Mac OS
Unix

Details:

...............

What Operating Systems is the tool
compatible with?

Are there any known problems with
specific Operating Systems?
On which Operating System(s), if

any, does that tool perform best?

Are there any differences in cost
depending on the OS?
Can the tool be integrated with

other software tools?
Details:

Details:

...............

........... ....

Is any development of the tool
planed for the near future?
Will free upgrades be provided with
new versions of the tool?
Does the tool facilitate macros?

Are there any known security issues
with the tool?

Table 5.6: Technical Aspects Category and Criteria

The `Technical Aspects' category, shown in Table 5.6, is designed to extract all of the
To
this
criteria
tool.
extent,
issues
software
technical
a
new
the
of
purchase
surrounding
is
does
required of
determine
tool
what
the
actually
whether
within this category aim to
is
It
feasible.
is
be
also
it. Furthermore, if the tool needs to
adapted this possible and
important to ensure that the tool is compatible with existing hardware and software
determine
the
designed
operating
to
In
the
are
criteria
within an organisation. addition,
increased
is
a
if
with
is
particularly
and
performance
systems the tool
with
compatible
if
there
framework
to
are
The
establish
aims
also
certain operating system.
evaluation
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any known problems associated with any of the operating systems. This category also
attempts to discover whether it is possible to integrate the tool with other software and

securityissues.
Vendor'CRITERIA
Reputation
Stability

No. of Clients
Client
Companies

Service
Installation
Modifications

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
0
Q
0
Q
0
Q
Q
0
Q
Q
Q

OPTIONS
U Good
0 Excellent

Unknown
Bad
Stable
Unstable
Unknown
1-10
Q 21-30
Q 41-50
0 31-40
11-20
Q 50 +
Small Companies
Medium Companies
Large Companies
Unknown
Bad
Q Medium
0 High
Low
Yes
No
Yes
No

DESCRIPTION
What kind of reputation does the
tool vendor have?
Is the tool vendor stable?

How many clients does the tool
vendor have?
What term is most reflective for the
majority of the vendor's clients?

How would you rate the quality of
the service provided by the vendor?
Will vendor help to install tool?
Is vendor willing to make
modifications to the tool?

Table 5.7: Vendor Category and Criteria

The purpose of the `Vendor' category, displayed in Table 5.7, is primarily to determine
that the vendor of the software tool is reputable and reliable. Therefore, this portion of
the evaluation framework aims to establish the vendor's position within the software
market and details about current clients. Furthermore, information about the quality of
service provided by the vendor is also recorded. This category also extracts information
about whether the tool vendor is willing to make modifications to the tool if necessary.

The `Client View of Vendor' category, illustrated in Table 5.8, is aimed at attempting to
capture the client view of the tool vendor. Therefore, a client, or more if required, can be
contacted in order to obtain their view of the vendor. Information that is gathered
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through the criteria include the client's opinion of the service provided by the vendor
and any bugs that the client is aware of that exists within the tool. The evaluation

framework also attempts to establish if the client believes that the tool could be
improved in any way and if so, what they would suggest.

CRITERIA
Vendor Service
Delays
Bugs
ResponseTime
Improvements

Client View of Vendor

OPTIONS
Q Medium
Q High
Details:
...............

Q Bad
Q Low
Q Yes
Q No
Q Yes
Details:
...............
Q No
Q No Response
Q Average
Q Slow
Q Fast
Q Yes
Details:
...............
Q No

°"
==ký
DESCRIPTION
What is the general opinion of the
service provided by the vendor?
Were any delays encountered?
Were any bugs discovered within
the tool?
What is the general opinion for the
responsetime to queries?
Do the clients suggestany
improve ents for the tool?

Table 5.8: Client View of Vendor Category and Criteria

5.4.2Section 2 of the Evaluation Framework
Section 2 of the evaluation framework contains categories and criteria that are specific
to knowledge managementtools. It consists of four main categories, three of which are
sub-divided into further categories. The remainder of this section describes and
illustrates each of the four categories and associated criteria. The first category is the
`General Criteria for Knowledge Management Tools' as displayed in Table 5.9. This
category can be used to evaluate the more general aspects of any knowledge
managementtool. The criteria within this category are used to extract information such
as the knowledge managementactivities supported by the knowledge managementtool
being evaluated. Furthermore, details about whether or not the tool has been designed to
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be used in a particular application area is also obtained. Additional information captured
by the criteria within this category includes whether the knowledge management tool
caters for structured or unstructured knowledge, or even both. Furthermore, the formats
of data the knowledge managementtool supports such as numeric, graphics, text, etc are
also derived. One of the case studies presented in Section 4.6 of Chapter 4 has
successfully incorporated a knowledge management tool into the organisation. One of
the success factors is attributed to a reward scheme for any contributions to the
knowledge repository that is built into the tool. Therefore, one of the criteria determines
whether the knowledge managementtool has an in-built reward system.

General Criteria for Knowledge Man agement Tools =r-°ýý"

CRITERIA
Type

Purpose
Type of
knowledge
Format of data

Reward Scheme

OPTIONS
Q Generateknowledge
Q Organise knowledge
Q Share knowledge
Q General
Q Specific
Details:
...............
Q Structured
Q Unstructured
Q Audio
Q Numeric
Q Visual
Q Text
Q Graphics
Q Yes
Q No

DESCRIPTION
Which of the knowledge
managementactivities does the tool
accommodate?
Has the tool been designedfor a
specific area?E. g. Helpdesk
What type of knowledge does the
tool facilitate?
What format(s) of data does the tool
facilitate?
Does the tool accommodatethe
deployment of a reward scheme?

Table 5.9: General Criteria for Knowledge Management Tools

The second category is `Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools' and is displayed in
Table 5.10. As the term suggests the aim of this category is to evaluate knowledge

managementtools or the parts of a knowledgemanagementtool that are designedfor
knowledge generation. The category is divided into four further categories the first of
how
for
It
includes
is
this
type
tool.
as
such
criteria
which
a general category
of
knowledge is generatedand the formats in which it can be displayed.
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Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools`
CRITERIA

OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION
General

Generation

Display Format

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Capture
Discovery
Retrieval
Text
Graph

Q

Table

What aspect(s)of knowledge
generation does the tool facilitate?
Q
Q

Database
Graphic

In what format(s) can the generated
knowledge be displayed?

Knowledge Capture
Functions

Performance
Indicators
Time
Scheduling
Log Caller
Details
Time Logging
User Input
Input Wizard
Ease of Input

Functions
Discovery Data

Output

Functions

Database
Querying
Browsing
Similar
Documents
Easeof Search
Results of
Search

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

User Profiling
Web Spider
Expert Profilin
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Are details about an individual's
performance captured?
Does the tool enable individual
schedulesto be captured?
Does the tool capture contact details
about caller?
Does the tool capture the time taken

Q

No

to complete a task?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Is there a facility for an average
user to submit to the repository?
Does the tool guide the user when
they are submitting to repository?
Is it easy for the user to submit to
the knowledge repository?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Knowledge Discovery
Q Data Mining
Agents
Q Text Mining
Clustering
Q Audio
Numeric
Q Visual
Structured Text
Q Graphics
Unstructured Text
Patterns
Rules
Knowledge Retrieval
Natural LanguageProcessing
Meta Data Management
Application Integration
Full Text Search
Image/Video Search
Structured Search
Unstructured Search
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

What functions are used in order to
capture knowledge?

What functions are used in order to
discover knowledge?
Is knowledge discovery basedon
particular type of data?
In what format(s) is the discovered
knowledge displayed?
What functions are used in order to
retrieve knowledge?

Can databasequeries be used to
locate knowledge?
Does the tool provide a browsing
facility?
Does the tool suggestothers
documents that may be relevant?
is it easy to searchfor what you
want?
Are the results of the searchas you
expected?

Table 5.10: Categories and Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools
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The remaining three categories within the `Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools'
category reflect the way in which knowledge is generated. Furthermore, these are the

same categories identified for the knowledge managementtools taxonomy described in
Section 6.4 of Chapter 6. The first of these is the `Knowledge Capture'
category that is
concerned with the obtaining of knowledge. Criteria within this category aim to
determine the methods used for capturing knowledge, the types knowledge
of
captured,
and the provisions made for users importing knowledge to the repository. The second of
these is the `Knowledge Discovery' category that is designed to evaluate knowledge
management tools that support the locating of knowledge that is unknown to exist. As
with the previous category, the criteria are designedto extract information about the way
in which knowledge is discovered, any restrictions placed on knowledge discovery,
and
the presentation of the knowledge that is discovered. The third and final category within
the `Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools' is the `Knowledge Retrieval' category.
The criteria within this category are designed to derive information about the methods
used to retrieve knowledge, how easily this is achieved, and the results of the retrieval
exercise.

The third category within Section 2 of the evaluation framework is `Criteria for
Knowledge Organisation Tools' as demonstrated in Table 5.11. This category is
designed to enable the evaluation of the organisation, storage, and monitoring aspectsof
a knowledge management tool. This category is divided into three further categories
including one for general aspectsfor knowledge organisation tools and the other two for
knowledge storage and monitoring. The general category contains criteria that attempt to
derive the aspectsof knowledge organisation the tool supports.
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Criteria for Knowledge Organisation ToolsCRITERIA

OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION
General

Organisation

Functions

Display Format

Import Facility
Import Formats

Creation of
Repository
Optimised
Storage
Size of
Repository
Cost
Task Logging
Task
Knowledge
Base
Update
File
Management
Directory
Structure

U
O

Storage
Monitor

What aspect(s) of knowledge
organisation does the tool facilitate?

Q
U
Q
Q
Q
a
Q
O
U
O
U
O

Knowledge Storage
Manual Categorisation
Automatic Categorisation
Document Management
Visualisation
Central Interface
Text
Q Database
0 Graphic
Graph
Table
Yes
No
U Paradox
Text Files
Q Lotus 1-2-3
MS Access
Q HTML
MS Excel
Dbase
0 ODBC
Q Other
Fox Pro
Details.....
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Size:
....................
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Can the knowledge repository be
created from within the tool?
Does the tool store data in an
optimised manner?
Is there a limit to the size of the
knowledge repository?
Is cost dependenton the size of the
knowledge repository?
Does the tool facilitate the storage
of tasks currently being carried out?
Does the tool facilitate the storage
of details of previous tasks?

U
0
U
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Is the tool easy to update and add
information to?
Is it easy to managefiles within the
knowled e repository?
Is a directory structure used to
organise content of repository?

Q
Q
0
0
O
Q
Q
Q
U
0
U
O
a
O
U

What functions are used in order to
store knowledge?

In what format(s) can the
knowledge repository be displayed?
Is it possible to import an already
existing knowledge repository?
If an import facility is provided
what formats can data be imported
in?

Knowledge Monitoring
Functions
Tracking
Automatic
ProgressReport
User Navigation

U
O
Q

Channels
Notification
Yes

Q

No

Q
0
0
Q

Yes
No
Yes
No

What functions are used in order to
monitor knowledge?
Is it possible to perform tracking?
Does the tool automatically inform
on progressof a task?
Is it possible to track a user's
navigation through a website?

Table 5.11: Categories and Criteria for Knowledge Organisation Tools
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The second category `Knowledge Storage' is designedto capture information about how
knowledge is stored and manipulated within the knowledge repository. This is achieved

by establishingthe methodsused for storing and displaying data. Furthermore,the
criteria determine whether the tool supports a knowledge repository to be imported from
another source and possibly in another format. This category also aims to discover if a
knowledge repository can be created from within the tool and whether the data within
the repository is stored in an optimised manner. Further criteria involve how the data
within the knowledge repository is structured and how easy it is to update.

The third category within the `Criteria for Knowledge Organisation Tools' category is
`Knowledge Monitoring'. The purpose of this category is to evaluate aspects of a
knowledge management tool that monitors a knowledge repository. Criteria within this
been
has
knowledge
determine
the
the
taken
category
repository
once
actions that are
monitored. Essentially the category attempts to extract the types of monitoring that the
knowledge management tool facilitates. For instance, one of the criterion determines
whether a user's navigation is monitored as they view a website.

The final category within the evaluation framework is `Criteria for Knowledge Sharing
Tools' as shown in Table 5.12. As with the previous category this is also divided into
three categories the first of which being the general category. The general category is
designed to establish how the knowledge management tool shares knowledge. This
knowledge
by
`pushing'
be
the
across an
could
either through collaborative work or
organisation.
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Criteria for Knowledge Sharing Tools,,,
CRITERIA

OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION
General

Sharing

0
0

What aspect(s)of knowledge
sharing does the tool facilitate?

Collaboration
Transfer
Knowledge Collaboration

Functions

Records
Quality of
Collaboration
Video
Conferencing

Q Communities

What functionsareusedin orderto

Q Virtual Teams
Q Conferencing
Q Chat
Q Bulleting Board
Q Whiteboard
Q Messaging
0 Yes
Q No
Q Bad
U Low
Q Yes
Q No

support knowledge collaboration?

Q Medium
Q High
Details:
...............

Q
U
Q
Q

Knowledge Transfer
Application Sharing
File Transfer
Yes
No

Download
Facility

0
0

Yes
No

Knowledge
Sharing

Q
0

Yes
No

Functions
Upload Facility

Are records of collaborative work
automatically created?
How would you rate the quality of
the collaborative environment?
Can more than two people
artici ate in video conferencing?

What functions are used in order to
transfer knowledge?
Does the tool enable data to be
loaded to the knowledge
repository?
Does the tool enabledata to be
downloaded from the knowledge
re ositor ?
Does the tool allow knowledge to
be sharedeasily?

Table 5.12: CategoriesandCriteriafor KnowledgeSharingTools

The second category `Knowledge Collaboration' should be used to evaluate the features

Criteria
knowledge
this
that
within
work.
tools
collaborative
of
support
management
For
information
determine
derive
work.
collaborative
to
about all aspects of
category
instance, one of the criterion establishes whether a record of work carried out in a
collaborative environment is automatically recorded. Another criterion establishes
whether it is possible to conduct video conferencing with more than two people.
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The third and final category is the `Knowledge Transfer' category. The purpose of this
category is to extract information about any knowledge transfer facilities a knowledge
management tool may posses. This is achieved by obtaining information such as
whether an upload and download facility exists that enables users to display and obtain
knowledge respectively. Furthermore, the criteria also attempt to determine whether or
not knowledge can easily be shared.Having described the evaluation framework and the
various categories and criteria that exist it is possible to demonstratehow the evaluation
framework could be used.

5.5 Applying the Framework
The evaluation framework presentedin Appendix B can be used in one of three ways in
it
its
in
be
it
Firstly,
knowledge
as
entirety
to
can used
order evaluate
managementtools.
is presented in Appendix B to capture the maximum amount of information about a
knowledge management tool. Secondly, the evaluation framework can be used as a
template as a basis for which to evaluate selected features of knowledge management
hierarchical
be
Finally,
framework
to
tools.
create a customised
the
manipulated
can
The
be
framework
criteria.
to
certain
associated with
evaluation
allowing priority
in
different
describes
three
the
methods which the evaluation
remainder of this section
framework can be applied in order to evaluate knowledge managementtools.

5.5.1 Entire Evaluation Framework
Firstly, the framework can be used in its entirety in order to gather information about
be
This
knowledge
adopted where an
tools.
approach may
various
management
be
knowledge
tool
to
is
the
management
the
organisation
requirements of
unsure of
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purchased. Alternatively, it may be used to gain a general idea of what is available on
the knowledge managementsoftware market and the features and facilities provided. If

the evaluationframeworkwereto be usedin this mannerthen the evaluatorshouldwork
through the framework checking off the relevant options for each of the criteria that are
applicable. The outcome should be a collection of completed evaluation frameworks
containing various information about the knowledge managementtools that can be used
as a vehicle for comparing the tools. This can lead to either further investigations of the
tools that have been short-listed from the initial evaluation or, if sufficient information
has been captured in order to make an informed decision, then a suitable knowledge
managementtool may be selected.

5.5.2 Template Evaluation Framework
Secondly, if the organisation is confident about what they require from the knowledge
management tool to be purchased then the evaluation framework can be used as a
template as a basis for evaluating the knowledge management tools. This approach
involves going through the evaluation framework, prior to evaluating any knowledge
managementtools, and checking the criteria that match the requirements for the desired
knowledge management tool. The result is an evaluation framework that depicts the
features and facilities that need to be supported. This can then be used as a basis from
.
which to ascertain whether or not the knowledge management tools that are evaluated
match the requirements in terms of features. In essencethe evaluator works through
each knowledge management tool confirming if the checked criteria are supported.
Therefore, this method of using the framework enablesthe evaluator to test exactly what
they want and omit the parts of the framework that are irrelevant. Furthermore, it is
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possible to establish the extent to which each of the knowledge management tools
matches the requirements and order them accordingly. It may be obvious subsequentto
this form of evaluation, which of the evaluated knowledge management tools is most
suitable. In this instance it is possible to proceed with further investigations. However, it
is also likely that the results from the evaluation depict that the majority of the tools
closely match the requirements and hence the choice of tool is not so evident. In this
situation an option could be to perform the evaluation using the hierarchical framework.

5.5.3 Hierarchical Evaluation Framework
Thirdly, if the situation is such that certain features are crucial and others desirable in
the knowledge managementto be purchased,then the parts of the framework that match
the requirements can be extracted and ordered to create a customised hierarchical
evaluation framework. The difference between this and the previous evaluation
framework is that the sequenceof the criteria can be manipulated to reflect the order of
importance for the criteria. For instance, using a very simple example, it is crucial for
the purchased knowledge managementtool to be compatible with a Mac OS (Operating
System) and it is desirable that the cost of installation is included in the overall cost of
the tool. Therefore, the criteria at the top of the evaluation framework would confirm
that a Mac OS is supported and the following criteria would determine whether
installation was included within the cost of the tool. It also enables the evaluator to
then
the
large
if
tools
depth
there
that
of
volume
the
the
are
a
control
evaluation so
of
including
initial
decide
one or two
only
to conduct an
evaluation perhaps
evaluator may
inis
Once
then
a
more
tools
the
the
manageable
of
number of
criteria that are crucial.
depth evaluation can be conducted using additional criteria.
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It is also important to emphasise that the framework does not necessarily have to be
used in the order it is presented. For example, if a tool that facilitates unstructured

knowledgewas requiredit would be sensibleto confirm this through the first question
of the evaluation. It would be pointless and time consuming to work through the
evaluation as it is demonstrated in Appendix B to find out mid-way that the tool does
not facilitate unstructured knowledge. It must also be stressed that the framework has
been designed in such a way that as new, more advancedknowledge managementtools
are developed, and more tools are evaluated the framework can be updated easily and
new categories added if necessary.

5.6 Frame of Reference for the Selection of Knowledge Management Tools
The former part of this chapter highlighted the lack of any guidelines detailing criteria
that could be used for the evaluation of knowledge management tools. Therefore, an
formal
Similarly,
issue.
framework
designed
this
no
to
evaluation
address
was
techniques currently exist outlining the factors and issues that need to be taken into
It
knowledge
tool.
during
management
the
consideration
selection of a commercial
would be possible to use one of the numerous generic techniques that exist (Curry and
Bonner, 1983; Martin and McClure, 1983; Lynch, 1985; Breslin, 1986; Klein and Beck,
1987; Anderson, 1990; Le Blanc and Jelassi, 1991; Sharland, 1991; Montazemi et al.,
1996). However, these would need to be adaptedto accommodatecharacteristics present
in knowledge managementtools. Furthermore, other disciplines including education, the
health service, the military, etc can make use of such guidelines designedspecifically for
their areas (Parnas et al., 1990; Berryman et al., 1994; McDonald, 1996; Buckleitner,
1999; Dupuy and Leveson, 2000).
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Therefore, it appears feasible, to make available, a similar facility for the selection of
knowledge management tools. In light of this, a frame of reference that illustrates the

factors and issues that can be taken into considerationduring the selection of a
knowledge management tool was designed. It is important to note that the frame of
reference is not intended as a rigid structure that must be followed without any
deviation. In fact the opposite is true, the frame of reference is intended as a guideline
and aid that can be adapted according to the requirements of the individual organisation.
The following section describes how the frame of reference for knowledge management
tool selection was designed.

5.7 Designing the Frame of Reference
The information, in order to create the frame of reference, was obtained predominantly
from three different sources.The first was from conducting interviews with people that
have already been involved in the process of selecting a knowledge management tool.
The purpose of the interviews was to find out how institutions had undertaken the task
of selecting and purchasing a knowledge managementtool. The users contribution to the
frame of reference is to confirm whether or not the knowledge management tool
purchased is satisfactory. If the users are satisfied with the tool then the experiences
from the associatedinstitutions selection process can be incorporated into the frame of
into
be
incorporated
is
the
However,
if
then
this
the
can
reference.
outcome negative
frame of reference as issues to be aware of. More specific details about the interviews
and the numbers involved were discussedin Chapter 4.
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The second source of information was from existing methodologies designed for the
selection of software. These include two different types: generic methodologies that can

be usedfor the selectionof any softwaretool; and specific methodologiesintendedfor
the selection of discipline specific tools (Curry and Bonner, 1983; Martin and McClure,
1983; Anderson, 1990; Sharland, 1991; Mosley, 1992; Berryman et al., 1994;
McDonald, 1996). An example of the latter is a methodology that is designed
specifically for the selection of educational tools and therefore considers educational
requirements (Berryman et al., 1994). This type of methodology was investigated to
establish how the task of designing a discipline specific methodology is undertaken and
how issues that need to be addressed,with regards to the particular area, were obtained.
Furthermore, methodologies designed for areasalready existing within the discipline of
information systems and computing such as simulation (Hiupic, 1997; Nikoukaran et
al., 1998) and computer aided software engineering (Forte, 1992; Mosley, 1992) were
also analysed. The reasons underlying this was that, being classified under the same
discipline parts of the methodology may also apply to knowledge management tool
selection. Further details of existing methodologies can be found in Section 2.6 of
Chapter 2.

The third and final source of information was obtained by consulting the literature
factors
identify
knowledge
The
the
to
this
to
was
related
purpose of
management.
specific to knowledge managementtools that need to be taken into consideration during
the selection process. The results from the three different avenues of information were
collated and combined in order to create a frame of reference for knowledge
managementtool selection. The case studies that participated in this researchwere then
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asked to evaluate the usability of the frame of reference. This resulted in the general
opinion that had such a facility been available when they had been going through the

processof investigatingthe purchaseor developmentof a knowledgemanagementtool
then the frame of reference would have been a good place to start.

Furthermore, it was indicated that the frame of reference did not allow for the
consideration that a knowledge management tool would be developed. In addition, it
was suggestedthat the frame of reference would be further enhancedif it catered for the
various sectors within industry. For instance, if a financial institute is using the frame of
reference in order to select a knowledge management tool then the factors that they
should consider may be different to what a healthcare provider would need to consider.
Another suggestion that was made was that the frame of reference should be extended to
provide frames of reference for the organisational and human aspects.In this manner the
frame of reference could be considered as an entire knowledge management strategy.
This concept was further substantiated in the discussion of the current literature in
Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 (see page 16) that stated that the knowledge management
components should receive equal and combined attention (Borghoff and Pareschi, 1997;
Davenport, 1997; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Milton et al., 1999; Trauth, 1999; Vaas,
1999, Duffy, 2001, Stewart, 2002).

Therefore, the feedback from the case studies was incorporated into the frame of
reference where feasible. This included various stageswithin the frame of reference that
would allow the consideration of developing a knowledge managementtool internally if
a commercial one could not meet the requirements. The suggestionabout developing the
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frame of reference so that it would consider the various factors
according to industrial
sectors was believed to be out of the scope of this research and therefore was not

pursuedany further within this study.However,this would be an ideal areafor further
researchto be conductedin. Unfortunately,the final suggestionabout developingthe
frame of reference to create a knowledge managementstrategy frame
of reference could
not be pursued in its entirety since this is also beyond the boundaries of this research.
However, the frame of reference was enhancedto suggest that organisational (business
processes)and human issues (cultural) must also be taken into consideration during a
knowledge managementdeployment.

5.8 The Frame of Reference
The frame of reference, illustrated in Figure 5.2 has been designedto aid the selection of
knowledge management tools and can be classified under the `Technology' component
of knowledge management.However, Figure 5.2 demonstratesthat the `Organisational'
and `Human' components have also been included within the frame of reference. The
justification for this is to further substantiate the theory that a knowledge management
deployment must take into consideration the three components, in combination, as
opposed to one in isolation (Duffy, 2001). The frame of reference consists of five main
phases,each of which requires several intermediate stagesto be undertaken. In essence,
the frame of reference involves: identifying requirements; creating a short-list of
suitable knowledge management tools; evaluating the tools; conducting pilot tests; and
finally purchasing a tool. Section 5.9 provides a detailed account of each of the five
phasesand the associatedintermediary steps.
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Figure 5.2: Frame of Referencefor Knowledge Management 1'001Selection
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5.9 Applying the Frame of Reference
As mentioned in Section 5.6 of this chapter the frame of reference is not intended as a
rigid structure that cannot be deviated from. In fact, an organisation wishing to utilise
this frame of reference in order to select a knowledge managementtool should cater it to
their needs. For instance, an organisation may not be in a position to establish a budget
for the knowledge managementtool at the stage of where it is demonstrated within the
frame of reference. They may wish to obtain an idea of what is available by viewing
vendor demonstrations of tools before a budget is determined. Therefore, they should
alter the frame of reference accordingly. In essence,the frame of reference should be
customised and used in any manner desired. The aim of the frame of reference is to
provide guidance as to the issues that could be considered during the selection of a
knowledge managementtool.

5.9.1PhaseI
In order to achieve PhaseI, Identify Requirements,it is necessaryfor a selection team to
be formed. The team should consist of a variety of representativesfrom all levels of an
organisation (McDonald, 1996). Ideally this would include; a Chief Knowledge Officer
(CKO), Technical staff, Managers, Knowledge Librarians, and potential users. The
Chief Knowledge Officer, or equivalent, should be a part of the team becausetheir role
is to ensure that the knowledge that exists within an organisation is captured and utilised
to its maximum potential (Bonner, 2000). The purpose of technical staff being present
is
tool
that
that
the
Firstly,
to
is
the
they
ensure
on
twofold.
need
selection team
eventually selected is compatible with the existing infrastructure. Secondly, since they
are the ones that will be supporting the tool, their input and advice is vital. The
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involvement of Managers within the selection team is crucial since they have a global
view of the particular area that they manage enabling them to specify broader

requirementsfor the tool in question.It is also importantto identify and include, in the
selection team, the people that will be maintaining the knowledge once the tool is
installed, usually referred to as Knowledge Librarians. Finally, a number of users should
figure in the selection team since, ultimately, they are the ones who will be using the
tool on a day-to-day basis (Montazemi et al., 1996).

Once a satisfactory team has been formed their first task is to identify both businessand
technical requirements (Curry and Bonner, 1983). The former entails specifying the
business objectives that need to be achieved, the manner in which each will be
addressed,and a description of the role of the tool that is to be purchased.For instance,
a businessobjective for an organisation may be to improve customer service. A possible
way of addressing this is to reduce the time taken for the Helpdesk to resolve a query.
This could be accomplished by having a system whereby the solutions to queries that
have previously been resolved can be easily accessedand used, omitting the need for the
same query to be solved time and time again. In light of this, the knowledge
management tool required needs to facilitate the storage and retrieval of Helpdesk
queries and their respective solutions.

The identification of the technical requirements consists of establishing what hardware
and software currently exists in order to ensure that the purchased knowledge
management tool is compatible (Martin and McClure, 1983; Mosley, 1992). Another
decision that needs to be considered at this point is if a commercial knowledge
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management tool would be purchased if it required adapting in order to meet the
organisation's requirements. If tools that require adapting are not to be considered, then

these need to be discardedfrom the list of potential tools wheneversuch a tool is
identified. There is no one single point in the frame of reference that facilitates this
consideration since the necessity to adapt may be evident at any numbers of stages.If
the purchasing organisation is prepared to adapt a commercial knowledge management
tool then a number of issuesneed to be taken into consideration. These include the party
responsible for adapting the tool (the vendor or the purchasing organisation) the amount
of adaptation required, etc (Martin and McClure, 1983). If the purchasing organisation is
relying on the vendor to adapt the tool then it needs to be confirmed that the vendor is
capable and prepared to do this. If the purchasing organisation have decided to adapt the
tool themselves then they need to ensure that they have the resources and expertise in
order to achieve this.

Once the requirements have been established,the next stage involves identifying which
by
(Ruggles,
knowledge
be
the
tool
the
to
of
supported
management activities need
1997; Kramer, 1998; Zolingen et al., 2001). This may include one, two or, all three of
the knowledge management activities. For instance, referring back to the Helpdesk
knowledge
involved
be
knowledge
are
that
example, the
would
management activities
by
facilitated
be
to
former
knowledge
The
organisation and
activity will need
sharing.
the tool in order to store and allow the manipulation of queries and their respective
knowledge
for
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identified the knowledge managementactivities that the tool is required to facilitate it is
necessaryto determine the budget available for purchasing the tool.

In the process of considering this, it is also important to establish whether or not the
budget, in addition to the cost of purchasing the tool, will include costs for training,
installation, licences, etc (Mosley, 1992). Once the requirements have been identified,
the type of tool required, and the budget, the software market needs to be scoured in
order to identify knowledge managementtools that meet these criteria. Therefore, prior
to preceding to Phase II a list of all of the knowledge management tools that could
potentially be purchased should be created. At this stage it may be indicative that the
software market does not provide a knowledge managementtool that adequately meets
the criteria specified within Phase I. Therefore, it may be decided that the most
appropriate option would be to pursue the development angle (Martin and McClure,
1983). This may involve developing the knowledge management tool internally if the
expertise and resources are available. Alternatively, a software development company
may be utilised to create the required knowledge managementtool. Following this route
entails a separatestudy and therefore is not included within this frame of reference. The
boxes in Figure 5.2 representing the decision to develop are denoted using a dotted line.

5.9.2 Phase II
The aim of Phase II is to take the list created as a result of Phase I of the frame of
is
This
knowledge
tools.
management
reference and produce a streamlined short-list of
achieved by carrying out a sequenceof four stepsthe objective being to refine the shortlist of knowledge management tools with each additional step. The first step involves
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obtaining an overview and a general idea of the features provided by each of the tools in
the short-list. In order to accomplish this documentation from brochures, user manuals,
and reviews should be gathered and carefully analysed (Sharland, 1991). The tools that
are considered unsuitable should be discarded from the list and the remaining tools
should be further investigated.

The second step consists of collating information about the actual vendors of the tools.
The main aim of this is to ensure, as much as it is possible, that the vendors are
McClure,
(Martin
have
and
the
reputable and
software market
a stable position within
1983). The level of information gathered during this step dependson the circumstances
be
is
if
instance,
For
to
installation
tool
for
the
the
tool.
the
of
and support required
installed, maintained, and supported by the purchasing organisation then the role of the
vendor is limited and therefore basic information about the vendor will suffice.
However, if the vendor is required to have a major contribution subsequentto the tool
being purchased then a more thorough investigation is required. There are a variety of
background
including
the
for
information
be
the
vendor
areas
which
collated about
can
of the company, contact information, and quality of service.

It is important to have some general knowledge about the vendor's background and
in
is
a position to
industry
and
the
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that
to ensure
vendor
current stance within the
information,
involve
high
This
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when
such
gathering
provide a
may
quality service.
the vendor was established, whether it is part of another company, and a current list of
clients. The list of clients can be extremely indicative of the vendor since an association
(Martin
implies
and
to
service
the ability
provide a good
with reputable customers
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McClure, 1983). However, it is important to emphasisethat the decision of selecting a
vendor should not solely be based on the client list. Another way of determining the
quality of the vendor by using the client list is to actually contact the vendor's clients
and gather their views on the tool and the vendor.

Contact details for the company includes where the vendor is based and the person
whom is the main point of reference. The location of the vendor may be important if
training is to be conducted at the vendor's site. Consequently the costs of sending
employees for training need to be taken into consideration and budgeted for. If possible,
it is important to communicate with the same person representing the vendor since this
gives the two companies an opportunity to establish rapport. Moreover, the vendor's
representative can form a clear idea about the purchasing organisation's requirements
(Curry and Bonner, 1983).

The quality of the service provided by the vendor should be continuously recorded, as it
is crucial that the purchasing organisation is satisfied and comfortable with dealing with
the vendor. Another useful method, recommended by Curry and Bonner (1983), of
is
the
to
from
to
write a
vendor
the
the
request
separating
ones
weaker
stronger vendors
proposal detailing how their particular tool and company can address the purchasing
high
(1983)
Bonner
Curry
According
quality and
to
and
organisations requirements.
for
to
proposals and should
to
experienced vendors are accustomed responding requests
do so within a given timeframe (specified by the purchasing organisation). Those that do
not respond can be discarded from the short-list.
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The third step involves taking the further refined short-list and visiting the vendors of
each of the knowledge managementtools in order to view a demonstration. Ideally, the
demonstration should take place at the vendor site since this provides the purchasing
organisation with the opportunity to obtain further insight about the vendor (Curry and
Bonner, 1983). During the demonstration of the tool it is important to ask the vendor to
illustrate how to perform functions similar to the ones that the tool is intended to be
used for. The responses to these requests can assist the purchasing organisation with
determining whether the tool is able to support their needs and the competence of the
vendor with the tool. As a result of this step the tools that appear inappropriate or the
vendor weak should be discarded from the short-list.

The final step within PhaseII involves contacting the actual users of the tools using the
clients list that should have been obtained as a part of the second step. The clients
details
by
be
the
of
vendor and
should
questioned about the quality of service provided

any problemsencountered.They shouldalso be askedfor their opinionswith regardsto
the actual knowledge management tool and Martin and McClure (1983) suggest
be
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to develop a knowledge managementtool may be considered.
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5.9.3PhaseIII
Phase III of the frame of reference is concerned with obtaining a trial copy of the tool

andconductingevaluation(McDonald, 1996).Therefore,eachof the vendorsassociated
with the knowledgemanagementtools containedin the short-list should be contacted
and a trial copy obtained. These are usually based on a variation of a limited period of
time with accessto all features or no time limit but restriction placed on certain features.
Once the tool has been installed it can be explored and experimented with. Trial copies
usually come with a tutorial therefore this is a good place to start becoming accustomed
with the tool. Once a certain level of confidence is achieved a structured and systematic
evaluation of the tool should be conducted. For comparison purposes it is advisable to
use a framework against which each of the knowledge management tools can be
evaluated. The evaluation framework designed as another part of this research and
described in the former half of this chapter is ideal for this. The framework is designed
to evaluate all aspects of purchasing a commercial knowledge management tool
including areas applicable across all software tools e.g. costs, training, interface, etc.
Once each of the tools contained in the short-list has been evaluated using the
framework those tools that are considered inappropriate should be discarded. The
remaining tools should be listed according to the order of preference.The short-list now
becomesa list of `CandidateTools' as demonstratedin Figure 5.2.

5.9.4 Phase IV
This phase involves taking the knowledge managementtool positioned at the top from
the list of candidate tools and conducting a pilot test (McDonald, 1983). This involves
installing the tool in the environment the purchased tool is intended to be used. A
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selection of users should use the tool for a period of time determined by the purchasing
organisation, as though it is a replacement for the existing system. It is probably best

that whenevera pilot test is beingconductedto useold datafrom the existing systemso
as not to have a negative impact. However, it is important to note that while pilot testing
is being undertaken the old system should continue to support the organisation. In many
cases the installation of a knowledge management tool will be a completely new
initiative. Under these circumstances the tool should be installed and used by people
who are intended to use the tool that is finally purchased.If the data for the tool does not
exist or is unavailable then representativetest data needsto be created.

Once the time limit for the pilot test is reached then the users must be questioned about
their views and opinions on the tool (McDonald, 1983). If the outcome is positive then
the final selection can be made. However, if the outcome of the pilot test is negative
then it is necessaryto consult the candidate list of tools created as a result of Phase III
and the next tool on the list should be pilot tested. If the results from the pilot test
indicate an equally divided outcome then it may be worth extending the testing period
and perhaps involving a few more users in the evaluation. This process should be
be
final
is
identified
repeateduntil a suitable tool
selection can made.
and a

Having selected a tool that is approved by both selection team and users it is possible to
(1983)
McClure
Martin
the
provide a
approach
and
vendor to negotiate a contract.
detailed discussion of what factors to consider when drawing up a contract. In summary,
the contract should cover issues such as support, warranties, licences, etc. Furthermore,
the contract is likely to be biased towards the vendor. Therefore, it is important to
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negotiate new terms that favour both parties (Martin and McClure, 1983). If the vendor
disagreesto draw up a new contract then the purchasing organisation should re-consider
carefully another vendor or tool, or both, if necessary.If another suitable vendor that
supports the required tool cannot be found or suitable terms and conditions agreed then
another tool may be considered. This involves selecting the next tool from the candidate
list produced during PhaseIII. Once an appropriate knowledge managementvendor and
contract have been achieved then the tool can be purchased which is the final phase,
PhaseV, of the frame of reference.

5.9.5 Phase V
Purchasing the knowledge managementtool. is the objective of this frame of reference

and once this is achievedthe procedureconcludes.However, at this stagean entirely
if
involves
tool,
begins
This
the
for
necessary,
the
new procedure
adapting
organisation.
installing, and integrating it into the organisation. This may be done by the organisation
itself or the tool vendor. Regardlessof who the responsible party is this can be a long
drawn-out process that may require numerous cycles of testing. Once the knowledge
managementtool has been integrated, it is necessaryto monitor the tool and ensure that
it is functioning in the desired manner. It is important to note that this is an extremely
brief version of activities that may take place subsequentto the knowledge management
tool being purchased. However, this introduces a whole new research area altogether
and therefore the discussion of what happens subsequentto a knowledge management
tool being purchasedconcludes here.
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5.10 Summary
In summary, this chapter has used the data gathered as a result of conducting empirical
evaluation of knowledge management tools, described in Chapter 3, and undertaking
case studies, described in Chapter 4, and developed an evaluation framework and a
frame of reference for knowledge managementtools. The evaluation framework can be
used for evaluating the features that exist within knowledge management tools.
Furthermore, the evaluation framework can be applied in three different ways including:
in its entirety; as a template; and in a hierarchical manner. The purpose of the frame of
reference is to describe the factors and issues that need to be taken into consideration
during the selection of a knowledge managementtool. The frame of reference consists
of five phases including: identifying the requirements; producing a short-list of tools;
following
The
finally
tool.
tool;
tool;
evaluating a
purchasing a
pilot testing a
and
chapter describes additional guidelines that were developed as a part of this research.
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Chapter 6.
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6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present a taxonomy for the classification of knowledge

management
tools andrequirementsfor further developmentof knowledgemanagement
tools. The chapter begins by presenting taxonomies that already exist for the purpose of
knowledge management tools. This is followed by a description of how the taxonomy
was designed as a part of this researchalong with details of the tools that were included.
The chapter goes on to illustrate the taxonomy along with a description of the categories
that are contained within the taxonomy. In addition, the functions associated with the
categories from the taxonomy are also identified. The chapter concludes by proposing a
set of requirements that could be incorporated into future versions of knowledge
management tools. Furthermore, the relationship between the requirements and the
categoriesfrom the taxonomy are also demonstrated.
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6.2 Taxonomy for Knowledge Management Tools
Several attempts have been made to develop a taxonomy for knowledge management
tools (Ruggles, 1997; Angus and Patel, 1998; Jackson, 1998). However, the currently
existing taxonomies appear to be designed to classify either the actual knowledge
management tools themselves or by the functions commonly present in knowledge
management tools. Consequently, the only information that can be obtained from the
two types of taxonomy, tool based and function based, is either the category for the
knowledge managementtool or the category for the function, respectively. This is more
effectively illustrated diagrammatically. Table 6.1a shows an example of a taxonomy
that is used to classify knowledge managementtools whereas Table 6.1b demonstrates
an example of a taxonomy where the various functions of knowledge managementtools
have been classified.

GENERATION

ORGANISATION

SHARING

Tool A

Tool B

Tool F

Tool C

Tool E

Tool D

Table 6.1a: Taxonomy for Knowledge ManagementTools

GENERATION

ORGANISATION

SHARING

Clustering

Visualisation

Chat

Web Spiders

Automatic Categorisation

Conferencing

Table 6.1b: Taxonomy for Functions of Knowledge ManagementTools

Therefore, using Table 6.1a as a taxonomy for knowledge managementtools it can be
determined that Tool C can be used for generating knowledge. However, it is not
possible to ascertain what method is used to generatethe knowledge. On the other hand,
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the taxonomy in Table 6.1b suggests that a knowledge management tool that has a
clustering function can be used to generate knowledge but the tools that facilitate this
are not specified. In light of this, the taxonomy designed as a part of this research
combines the two methods to provide a novel perspective.The purpose of the taxonomy
is to provide a classification system to aid the clarification of the numerous knowledge
managementtools that exist on the software market (Angus et al., 1998). By combining
the two existing techniques for classifying knowledge management tools the
information provided will include details of both, the category of the knowledge
managementtool and its associatedfunctions.

6.3 Designing the Taxonomy
In order to design the taxonomy as a part of this research a number of methods were
deployed to gather the relevant data. These include the analysis of literature related to
existing knowledge management taxonomies, conducting interviews with users of
knowledge management tools, and the empirical

investigation of

knowledge

management tools themselves. Existing taxonomies for knowledge management tools,
discussedin Sections 2.4.1,2.4.2, and 2.4.3 of Chapter 2, were investigated in order to
determine the current state of the art. This led to the finding that the existing taxonomies
facilitated either the classification of tools or the functions, never both.

The secondmethod of gatheringthe relevantinformation was conductinginterviews.
Further details about how the interviews were conducted and the numbers involved are
specified in Chapter 4. The objective of the interviews was to identify the purpose of the
knowledge management tool and details about how the tool performs its tasks. The
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theory supporting this is that the former should indicate the types of categories that
could exist within the taxonomy and the latter should provide an indication of the
various kinds of functions. For instance, again using the example of a helpdesk, if the
purpose of the tool is to store and provide information about previously solved queries
then the categories for the taxonomy could include knowledge storage and sharing.
Furthermore, if solutions to previously solved queries are retrieved using a search
facility then this could be considered as one of the tool's functions falling under the
storage category. Another example would be where the sender of the query is kept
informed of its status using email. Therefore, email would be considered as another
function that could be classified as part of the sharing category.

The final, and, most important, form of gathering data to create the taxonomy is the
design
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investigation of each of the knowledge management tools. However, due to time
constraints and the limited number of tools that could be investigated in this manner,
this method was deemed unsuitable. Therefore, the picture comparison method
described by Sharland (1991) and developed by Holloway and Bidgood (1991) was
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this
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is
for
description
A
the
method
comparison
this particular case.
appropriate
of
picture
provided in Section 2.6.1 of Chapter 2 (seepage 43).
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Therefore, four levels of investigation were carried out in order to gather the
information to create the taxonomy using 44 knowledge management tools in total. 40
of the 44 knowledge managementtools included in the investigation were selected by
conducting a search on the Internet. The concept underpinning this is that one of the
case studies used this method in the search for a suitable knowledge managementtool.
Therefore, the tools used within the investigation would be reflective of the tools that an
organisation is likely to encounter. The first level of investigation involves a detailed
investigation knowledge of management tools. As previously mentioned, this method
would not be effective to evaluate all 44 tools becauseof the time required and the large
number of tools involved. However, since a detailed evaluation of four knowledge
management tools had already been conducted, as described in Chapter 3, as another
part of this researchthe information was utilised.

The second level of investigation consisted of conducting a high-level investigation of
the tools using evaluation copies where available. Surprisingly this turned out to be
extremely low and consisted of only seven tools. Nevertheless, each of the seven tools
was scanned to identify functions and possible categories for the taxonomy. The third
level of investigation included tools that, instead of having an evaluation copy of the
software, had a non-interactive demo of the tool. From the remaining 33 tools three had
non-interactive demonstrations available that were viewed and functions and possible
categories analysed. Therefore, the 30 remaining tools were investigated using
brochures and reviews. The names of the knowledge managementtools along with the
functions and categories identified are displayed in Table 6.2. The tools are listed in an
order according to the level of investigation carried out. Therefore, the first four tools
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shaded the darkest represent tools where a detailed investigation was conducted. The
following seven tools, shaded slightly lighter than the previous tools, indicate that
a
high-level investigation was employed using evaluation copies of the software. The
three tools shadedthe lightest are where a non-interactive demo of the tool was used for
the evaluation. The remaining tools that are unshadedare where product brochures and
reviews were used for the evaluation.

In addition to the names of the knowledge managementtools and details about the type
of investigation conducted, Table 6.2 illustrates the categories and functions present in
each tool. In total, seven categories were identified that are representative of the
characteristics present across the range of knowledge management tools including:
capture; discovery; retrieval; storage; monitor; collaboration; and transfer. For instance,
NetMeeting, the third tool listed in the table supports the collaboration and transfer of
knowledge. The categories supported by each knowledge managementtool are denoted
using a solid black circle. Furthermore, the functions used in order to facilitate these
characteristics are also specified. For example, NetMeeting collaborates and transfers
knowledge via providing functions such as application sharing, central interface, chat,
conferencing, file transfer, messaging, virtual teams, and whiteboard. The functions
supported by each knowledge managementtool are denoted using a cross. The results
from the investigations were used to create a taxonomy for knowledge management
tools and specify associatedfunctions and knowledge managementtools.
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6.4 The Taxonomy
The categories identified during the investigations of the knowledge managementtools
described
knowledge
be
to
the
three
appear
management activities
connected to one of
in Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2. Therefore, the two were combined in order to create the
taxonomy for knowledge management tools illustrated in Figure 6.1. The taxonomy can

be considered as a hierarchy of layers where the uppermost layer representsthe whole
range of knowledge managementtools and subsequentlayers reflect the various groups
6.1
in
Figure
is
The
hierarchy
this
using structure and shading.
within
range.
represented
Therefore, the darkest and top-most point is the top layer. The three boxes attached to
this of a slightly lighter shade and positioned further down constitute the middle layer.
The lightest boxes connected to each of these and located at the bottom make up the
lowest layer of the taxonomy

identified
the
categories
and consist of

investigation of knowledge management tools. The following

during the

sections discuss the three

layers and provide a description for each category.

Knowledge Management Tools

Tools
Management
for
Knowledge
Figure 6.1: Taxonomy
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As previously mentioned, the top layer encompassesall knowledge managementtools.
Therefore, all 44 knowledge managementtools listed in Table 6.2
would fall under this
layer. The middle layer then divides knowledge managementtools into three areasthat
are representative of the knowledge management activities: knowledge generation;
organisation; and sharing. As the name suggests, the knowledge generation tools
category is intended to representknowledge managementtools that generateknowledge.
This could include tools such as those that obtain new knowledge by searching the
Internet or one that creates new knowledge using information that already exists within
the organisation. The second category within the middle layer is the knowledge
organisation tools category. This is concerned with knowledge management tools that
facilitate the creation and manipulation of knowledge repositories including the manner
in which the knowledge is stored and whether or not it is monitored. The third and final
category from the middle layer is the knowledge sharing tools category. This represents
knowledge management tools that allow people to share knowledge in an easy and
efficient manner.

The third layer of the taxonomy subdivides each of the categories from the middle layer
a stage further. Therefore, the knowledge generationcategory is divided up into a further
three categories for knowledge management tools: capture; discovery; and retrieval.
Knowledge capture tools represent those tools that obtain knowledge. This may involve
monitoring email and employee activity on systems and trawling the Internet to locate
relevant information. The knowledge discovery category is associatedwith tools that are
designed to uncover connections and relationships in data that an organisation may not
be aware exists. The final category within knowledge generation is knowledge retrieval
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tools. As opposed to the previous case where the organisation is unaware of the
existence of such knowledge, retrieval tools are designed to search for specific
knowledge that is known to exist.

The knowledge organisation category is divided into two further areas of knowledge
management tools. The first is knowledge storage tools and as the name suggests is
concerned with the manner in which knowledge is stored and presented. The second,
knowledge monitoring, is related to tools that monitor the knowledge within the
repository and may trigger an alert accordingly. The knowledge sharing category from
the middle layer is also subdivided into two types of knowledge management tools
including knowledge collaboration tools and knowledge transfer tools. The former
category reflects the knowledge managementtools that enable a group of people to work
together in a collaborative manner. The latter concerns the transfer of knowledge within
and outside of a collaborative environment.

Having established a taxonomy, it is possible to use this to classify the functions of
knowledge management tools and the actual tools themselves. This was achieved to
for
functions
tool
in
Table
6.2
were
each
the
and
some extent
categories
where
identified. However, the table does not depict the functions that are associatedwith each
functions
between
6.2
illustrates
the
Figure
Therefore,
the
the
of
relationship
categories.
and categories from the taxonomy.
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Figure 6.2: The Taxonomy Showing Associated Functions

6.4.1 Knowledge Capturing Tools
The functions associated with the first category, knowledge management tools that
capture knowledge, include user profiling, web spiders, and expert location. User
profiling was used as an example in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2 (see page 20) where a
user profile is created according to the areas of a website that have been visited. Each
time the website is visited, the user is presented with customised content according to
their user profile. In addition to capturing user navigation routes, this function also
includes the monitoring of work submitted by individuals, work reviewed, and querying
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habits. This information may then be imported into a knowledge discovery tool where
certain patterns and relationships may be gleaned.

The web spider function is designed to trawl the Internet and Intranets in order to
capture webpagesabout a relevant topic or area.Although search terms are used in order
to capture the webpages and therefore this function can technically be classified under
the retrieval category, it has been categorised within the capture part of the taxonomy.
The reason for this is that there is no way of predicting what may be captured during a
trawl. With a retrieval tool the knowledge is known to exist and the aim is just to locate
it. However, having said this, this function could then also be classified under the
discovery category of tools since such tools are characteristic of `discovering'
knowledge that is not known to exist. Nevertheless, the justification for including the
web spider function under this category is that the webpagesreturned as a result of the
web trawl may not all be relevant and therefore cannot be utilised. In essence,the
knowledge
before
information
be
filtered
any
gathered
and vetted
would need to
discovery could take place.

The final function within the knowledge capture category is the expert profiling
function. The purpose of this function is to capture as much information as possible
about an employee's skills and expertise. There is some overlap with the user profile
function in the way in which this knowledge is captured. In addition, employees are
required to undertake various tests the results of which are used to assesstheir abilities
in certain areas. The profiles that are created can then be searched in order to locate
experts in the required area. Again, theoretically this function could be classified under
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the retrieval category. However, since the primary aim of such a function is to capture
the skills and expertise of individuals, it was considered most suitable to be placed

underthe capturecategory.

6.4.2 Knowledge Discovery Tools
The functions associated with the second category, knowledge discovery, include:
agents; clustering; data mining; and text mining. The reasonsfor their inclusion within
this category is that they discover knowledge that may not necessarily be known to exist.
Agents are similar to web spiders in that they gather information about a topic specified
by the user. However, the web spider will collect everything related to the topic
regardlessof whether it is relevant or not, whereas an agent performs a more intelligent
search and therefore the results of a search are more likely to be applicable and avoid
information overload.

The clustering function is used to identify common themes or patterns in a collection of
text documents. However, this is achieved automatically and it is not necessary for
search criteria to be predefined. The results of clustering are usually displayed using a
graphical representation. Therefore, it is easy to view the connections between the
various clusters and the numbers involved. This function is useful, especially where
large volumes of material are involved and reading through it would be impossible.
Clustering would group the material according to themes and topics derived from the
by
interest
be
the
document.
It
to
of
areas
view
content of each
possible
would then
cluster.
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Data mining is similar to clustering in that its aim is to uncover trends and patterns in
large volumes of data. However, in contrast to clustering that discovers patterns in a

variety of text documents,data mining has a structured databaseas its source of
information. Again, text mining is similar to data mining in its purpose. However, text
mining identifies patterns and relationships in a collection of material of various
different formats including documents, email, databases,and webpages.Moreover, the
format of the collection of material is of an unstructured manner. Some people may
argue that data mining and text mining belong in the retrieval category alongside the
other search functions. However, this is not the case becausethe searchcriteria for data
and text mining are not as specific as those required for the functions falling under the
retrieval category.

6.4.3 Knowledge Retrieval Tools
The functions within the knowledge retrieval tools category consist predominantly of
functions that search for and retrieve knowledge. However, these appearto focus on one
The
being
format
two
the
searched.
of
material
areas:either the
of the searchcriteria; or
first function falls under the former and is that of natural language processing. This
function enables search criterion to be entered in a format that is characteristic of
languagethat is used in everyday life. Furthermore, as opposed to other searchfunctions
that only match keywords, natural language processing retrieves knowledge based on
is
format
the
The
focuses
the
meta
function
criteria
the
search
that
of
context.
on
other
data management function. It is referred to as this becauseit enables documents to be
retrieved using search criteria that are related more to the administrative side of
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documents. Therefore, search criteria may include using the date of the document, its
author, etc.

The remaining functions within this category focus on the content being searched.The
application integration function enables searchesto be conducted across a wide variety
of applications including databases,mails, documents, and webpages.Whereasthe full
text search function scans all of the text contained within a document in order to
ascertain its relevance. The contents of the next function consist of images and videos
and use a pattern matching technique in order to locate suitable results. The structured
search function enables the retrieval of knowledge from structured formats such as
databasesand data warehouses. Finally, the unstructured search function allows the
including:
documents
based
email;
text
the
content of
search to consist of a variety of
webpages;presentation slides; text documents; and user profiles.

6.4.4 Knowledge Storage Tools
The functions classified under this category are concerned with the storage of
knowledge, often referred to as a knowledge repository. The idea based around this type
be
it
then
in
is
if
knowledge
is
can
easily
tool
that
of
organised an appropriate manner
located. The first function, manual categorisation, enables the knowledge within the
function,
The
human.
by
be
automatic
second
repository to
a
organised manually
knowledge
tool
the
is
management
that
this
to
categorisation,
except
similar
document
function,
The
management,
third
predominantly performs the organisation.
has been designed specifically for an environment that handles large volumes of text
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based documents. This function facilitates features such as
version control so that the
history of a document as it evolves can be monitored.

The visualisation function is different in comparison to the
retrieval functions
mentioned so far. It uses graphical representationin order to depict the organisation and
content of a knowledge repository. In this manner the relationships within the
knowledge repository are easier to identify. The final function within this category,
central interface, is also related to the visual aspect and is concerned with allowing the
user to view numerous applications via one interface.

6.4.5 Knowledge Monitoring Tools
As the name suggests, knowledge monitoring tools monitor the knowledge within a
knowledge repository and react accordingly. The first function, channels, consists of a

seriesof links to datasources.As the datais updatedand new dataarrivesthe links are
automatically updated. The second function, notification, works in exactly the same
manner except the user is notified when any changesor updateshave been made.

6.4.6 Knowledge Collaboration Tools
This group of tools consists of functions that enable a group of people to work in a
collaborative manner. The communities function enables people with common interests
to form groups and allows them to share knowledge. The next function, virtual teams, is
aimed at groups working together but whose members are geographically separated.
This differs from the previous function in that only invited people can participate and
accessthe files. The remaining functions are often used within a virtual team to aid and
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enhancetheir working environment. The first of these is the conferencing function that
enables a meeting to be conducted by a virtual team. Conferencing enables the use of
audio and video so that group members can view and hear one another. Another
function is chat that enables real-time discussions to take place between a group of
people. The bulletin board function is similar to the chat function except that the format
of the discussion is asynchronous. The whiteboard function is similar to that of a
drawing pad where documents can be loaded up and edited and at the same time group
members can view the changes that are being made in real-time. The final function
within this category is messaging. This is similar to the chat function except that
messaging can be used to exchange files and receive an immediate response to a
question.

6.4.7 Knowledge Transfer Tools
This category of knowledge managementtools facilitates the transfer of knowledge. The
first function within this category is the application sharing function. This is particularly
useful where a team are working on a project in a virtual manner as described in the
previous section. For instance, one of the team members has been working on an aspect
of the project individually and would like to demonstrate their work to the other team
is
been
However,
has
this
to
work
of
piece
that
the software
members.
used produce
specialised and none of the other team members have it installed on their machines. The
it
to
function
the
with
share
the
software
application sharing
person with
would allow
the others so that the work could be viewed. Furthermore, control of the application
could be passed between team members to allow them to make and demonstrate
recommendations.
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The secondfunction within this category is file transfer. This function is concernedwith
the physical transfer of files. Therefore, referring back to the previous example of a
virtual team sharing an application to produce some work. However, at the end of the
sessionthe updated version of the work would only be stored on the computer where the
application is actually installed. The file transfer function would enable the relevant file
to be transferred to the other team members.

Having established the functions that are related to each of the categories within the
taxonomy the relationship between the knowledge managementtools and the taxonomy
can be investigated. In contrast with the functions Table 6.2 does illustrate the categories
that are supported by each of the knowledge management tools. Furthermore, the
functions could be divided using the categories relatively easily. However, it is not as
deal
is
there
knowledge
tools
of
this
a
great
clear cut as
since
with the
management

tools arerelatedto the
how the knowledgemanagement
overlap.Table 6.3 demonstrates
categorieswithin the taxonomy.

As is evident from Table 6.3 very few knowledge managementtools can be classified

likely
four
fact
In
the
from
are
three
categories
of
of
underone category
the taxonomy.
to be applicable. Furthermore, it is apparentfrom Table 6.3 that the categories supported
by the knowledge managementtools are widely dispersedacrossthe various knowledge
C-business
tool
knowledge
For
the
management
management activities.
example,
Server facilitates knowledge capture and discovery from the generation category,
from
the
from
transfer
sharing
the
and
storage
collaboration
category,
and
organisation
category.
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Table 6.3: Categories Supported
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Overall, a taxonomy for knowledge managementtools as displayed in Figure 6.1
was
created using the information gathered during the investigation of knowledge
managementtools the results of which were demonstratedin Table 6.2. The connections
between the functions commonly present in knowledge management tools were linked
to the taxonomy as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The links between the taxonomy and
knowledge management tools were displayed in Table 6.3. In
essence,a taxonomy for
knowledge management tools was created and its association with both functions and
the tools themselves have been demonstrated.The remainder of this chapter discusses
requirements for the future development of knowledge managementtools.

6.5 Requirements for Further Tool Development
One of the objectives of this research was to identify requirements for future
developments of knowledge management tools. These were obtained during the
empirical investigation of knowledge managementtools described in Chapter 3 and as a
result of conducting the case studies described in Chapter 4. It is important to note that
the requirements collated are specific to the knowledge management tools contained
within this research. However, the findings are written in such a way that it is possible
to apply the suggestions and recommendationsto future developments of similar tools.
The requirements identified are presentedin Table 6.4.

REQUIREMENTS
1. Improved interactivity
2. More intuitive
3. Consideration of userfriendliness
4.

Archiving previous
discussion threads

DESCRIPTION
Increased interactivity would increaseusability.
Using the tool needsto be made easier and more intuitive.
The constantly increasing functionality of a tool can compromise the
user-friendliness and therefore this needsto be taken into
consideration.
In a collaborative environment many issuesare discussedusing a chat
facility and although thesecan be recorded it is time consuming to
follow a certain thread within the discussion.
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5.
6.

Searchingprevious
discussion threads
Improved retrieval
facilities

7. Commandsearch
8.

Indication of related
documents
9. Links to documents that
were viewed by people
who had also viewed this
document
10. Author search
11. Date search
12. Identify complexity of
document
13. Central interface
14. Task tracking for clients
15. Tool wide search
16. Pattern matching
17. Improved output
18. Automatically updated
contact information
19. Context search
20. Multiple video
conferencing
21. Editing meeting records
22. Search engine
23. Increased on-line help
facilities
24. Automatically generated
'what's new' area
25. Personalisation
26. Issue tracking
27. Time tracking
28. Task tracking
29. Team tracking
30. Improved searching
31. Helpdesk
32. Cross reference facility
33. Tag facility
34. Most popular area
35. important area
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If the previous requirement was supported then a searchfacility
enabling the searchingof discussion threads would also be useful.
Current retrieval facilities are not sufficient.

Particularlyapplicablein programming.Enablesinformationon how

to use programming commandsto be located.
The results from a searchshould also have links to related documents
- similar to the way a searchengine's results are presented.
The results from a searchshould also have links to documentsthat
were also viewed by people who viewed this document. This is
similar to the Amazon on-line bookshop 'people who bought this
book also bought these'.
It should be possible to locate a document within the knowledge
repository searchingusing the name of the author of the document.
It should be possible to locate a document within the knowledge
repository by using the date as the searchcriteria.
Indicating the complexity of the document enablesthe user to
immediately identify if the document is applicable to them.
This would savehaving to open and navigate numerous windows to
locate relevant information.
This would enableclients to seethe progress on their job.
A search facility that searcheseverything as opposed to a select few
areas.
The abili to discover unknown patterns.
Correctly and easily formatted reports for printing purposes.
A facility that automatically updatescontact information of clients
would be extremely useful.
The ability to perform a searchbasedon context as opposedto simply
keywords.
More than two people should be supportedduring video
conferencing.
Should be possible to catalogue and annotate the details of meetings
conducted in a collaborative environment.
A facility similar to a searchengine would be useful - current
searching facilities can be restrictive.
This would save the necessityto constantly refer back to guides.
This would save having to browse through large volumes of material
trying to identify new additions.
The ability for the user to format the interface as they wish.
The ability to track and trace issuesthrough a system.
Enables the recording of time taken to complete task, etc.
Enables task to be tracked throughout system.
The ability to locate a team of people and their progress.
The increasing levels of data call for an efficient searchtool.
Someoneto contact should there be a problem.
To connect related documents.
Enables user to 'tag' areasof interest so that relevant documentscan
be identified.
Links to most popular documents.
An area where important issuescan be highlighted.

Table 6.4: Requirements for Further Development of Knowledge ManagementTools
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Having identified all of the requirements suggested for future developments of
knowledge management tools it is possible to see how these may be incorporated.
Theoretically, it is possible to include all of the suggested requirements in a newly
developed knowledge management tool. However, this is unlikely to serve any useful
purpose and could hinder the performance of the tool. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify how these requirements could be taken into consideration during future
developments of knowledge management tools. In order to achieve this, the
requirements have been divided according to the type of knowledge managementtool it
would be most beneficial for. This is achieved by utilising the categories identified as a
result of the taxonomy for knowledge management tools described in the previous
section. Therefore, Table 6.5 illustrates how the requirements are linked to the various
categoriesof knowledge managementtools.

In addition to the categories from the knowledge management taxonomy, there is a
`general' category in Table 6.5. This has been included because the requirements
does
be
tool
to
not
and
this
contained within
any software
applied
section can
necessarilyhave to only be restricted to knowledge managementtools. The requirements
contained within this category are generally focused on improving the usability and
providing better help facilities for the tool.
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TAXONOMY
CATEGORIES
General

Retrieval

Storage

Monitor

Collaboration

Transfer

"
"

REQUIREMENTS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT TOOL
Improved interactivity
More intuitive

"
"

Considerationfor user-friendliness
Increasedon-linehelpfacilities

"
"
"
.
"
.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Helpdesk
Indication of related documents
Links to documentsthat were viewed by people who had also viewed this
document
Identify complexity of document
Most popular area
Important area
Pattern matching
Cross reference facility
Improved retrieval facilities
Command search
Author search
Date search
Tool wide search
Context search
Searchengine
Improved searching
Central interface
Personalisation
Automatically updatedcontact information
Task tracking
Issue tracking
Time tracking

"

Teamtracking

"
"
.
"
"
"
.
"

Automatically generated`what's new' area
Tag facility
Archiving previous discussion threads
Searching previous discussion threads
Multiple video conferencing
Editing meeting records
Task tracking for clients
Improved output

"
"
"

Capture

Discovery
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Table 6.5: Requirements linked with the Categoriesfrom the Knowledge Management
Tool Taxonomy

The second category, Capture, contains requirements that are related to the capturing
and provision of certain information. These predominantly consist of providing
additional information along with the results of a search.For instance, it was suggested
that when the results from a search were displayed it would be useful to also identify
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and provide links to related documents. This is similar to the facility provided by
Internet search engines whereby the results of a search each have a `Similar pages'
option attached. Another requirement similar to this was where the results of a search
also indicated the other documents that were viewed by those who had viewed this
document. This is akin to a facility provided by Amazon the online bookshop. When
further information about a particular book is obtained the customer is presentedwith an
option to view other books that were purchasedby people who also bought the book in
question.

It was also proposed that specifying the complexity of a document within a knowledge
repository would be a useful feature to have. The concept underlying this is that time
and effort could be saved from having to trawl through numerous documents. The
system would be far more efficient and user-friendly if the complexity of the document

was indicated prior to the documentbeing accessed.This would enable the user to
decipher whether the document was suitable for them. The other two suggestions were
to capture and provide an area where the most popular documents and important
documents could be highlighted. Again, this would save having to browse or search
through large volumes of data.

The third category, Discovery, contains requirements that are concerned with the
discovery of knowledge. The first requirement suggestedwithin this category is that of
data
in
for
identifying
trends
be
This
relationships and
pattern matching.
useful
would
that may not be obvious. Although this facility is already available in many knowledge
management tools it is evident that there is an increasing need for such a feature. The
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second requirement within this category is the provision of a cross-referencing facility.
This involves discovering and displaying relationships between documents. This may
appear similar to the `indication of related documents' requirement in the previous
category. However, the differentiating factor is that indication of related documents
would be done manually and the cross-referencing would be achieved automatically by
the tool. Hence, the reason for this requirement being included within the discovery
category.

The Retrieval category contains the maximum number of requirements and these are
predominantly focused on improving search options. Although the first of the
requirements does not specify how retrieval facilities may be improved, it suggeststhat
there is a need for improvement. The second requirement entails providing a search for
commands. For instance, if searchesare performed using a language similar to database

querying, then commandsfor this may easily be forgotten. In such circumstancesit
would be necessaryto refer to user manualswhich would be time consumingand
inefficient. However, if it were possible to conduct a search based on commands then
the relevant information could be obtained instantly. This feature could also be useful in
a programming environment.

Other suggestions include being able to perform searchesusing the name of the author
knowledge
from
became
document
document
the
date
the
the
available
of
when
and the
repository. Further requirements include being able to perform a search where all
aspects are investigated as opposed to a few select areas. To further enhance search
capabilities, it was suggested that searchesshould be able to be performed based on
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context as opposed to simply keywords. This would enable search results to be more
meaningful and would avoid information overload. Another suggestion was to provide
searchfacilities similar to Internet search engines as opposed to rigid keyword searches
that are currently used. The final requirement is to improve search facilities since
increasing levels of data mean that a more efficient tool is necessary.

The Storage category consists only of three requirements and these are mainly related to
presentation aspects. The first of these suggests that there is a need for a central
interface where many windows can be viewed at the same time. Currently it is necessary
to switch between several windows that can cause a great deal of confusion and has
often led to mistakes being made. The second requirement is concerned with enabling
the user to choose what they want to see and how they want to view it. Again, this is
concerned with providing a user-friendlier environment and omitting unnecessary
information. The final suggestion within this category is that of ensuring that contact
information is automatically updated. For instance, if it is essential for a user to speak to
the author of a particular document within the knowledge repository, it is often the case
that although they are still with the organisation their contact details on the system are
is
information
facility
have
Therefore,
be
it
contact
to
whereby
outdated.
a
useful
would
down.
be
track
to
trying
a
person
automatically updated and time would not
wasted

The Monitor

increasing
involve
that
category mainly consists of requirements

being
first
four
that
able to
For
instance,
the
propose
monitoring options.
requirements
track tasks, issues, time, and teams would be beneficial. The ability to track a task
would enable the immediate identification of its progress. Furthermore, if a task was
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being held-up somewhere in the system then it would be possible to identify where and
who is responsible. The difference between task tracking and the following requirement,
issue tracking, may appear blurred. However, the distinction is that the former is usually
related to one task or job whereas the latter may spread across several tasks. For
instance, if it has come to light that many tasks are not being completed, then issue
tracking would enable the problem to be located and identified. The third requirement is
that of time tracking and as the term suggestsis concerned with being able to track the
time taken to complete tasks. This would enable statistics such as the number of tasks
being completed by day, week, etc to be derived. The fourth tracking requirement is
related to the ability of tracking teams. For instance, if a group of people is working
collaboratively on a project then this facility would enable the tracking of their progress.

The final two requirements within this category are related to the monitoring of the
content of the knowledge repository. The first of these is concernedwith monitoring the
content in order to locate any new documentsin the repository. Any new documentsthat
are found are presentedin a common area so that a user can go straight there. This saves
individuals from having to browse through large volumes of material. Furthermore,
there is no guarantee that all of the new documents would be located. The final
is
that
The
facility.
this
is
tag
concept underlying
requirement within this category the
users are able to `tag' the areas and topics that they are interested in. The system then
be
documents
for
knowledge
that
of relevance and
the
may
monitors
repository
highlights them for the user.
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The collaboration category contains requirements that are related to the chat and
conferencing facilities common in such tools. The first two requirements within this
category are related to the former. Many collaboration tools provide a chat facility in
which it is possible to save the conversation that has taken place. However, in order to
follow a certain thread across one or more discussions that have taken place via a chat
facility it is necessaryto read through the whole document. If a particular thread spans
acrossseveral chat sessionsthen it would be necessaryto read the recordings from all of
these. Therefore, the ability to archive previous discussion threads has been suggested.
Moreover, if these were searchablethen the feature would be further enhanced.

The final two requirements within this category are related to the actual meetings aspect
of collaborative work. The first of these is the video conferencing facility that enables
two people to view and hear one another during a meeting. However, it is suggestedthat

this featurewould be far moreusefulif more than two peoplecould participatein video
details
from
that
The
final
although
this
conferencing.
categorysuggests
requirement
from a meeting can be captured, it is difficult and complex to edit or annotatethese and
therefore such a facility would be found useful.

The final category is related to the transfer of knowledge and consists of two
is
for
The
first
an extension of a
tracking
task
these,
clients,
requirements.
of
requirement suggested in the monitoring category that is related to tracking a task.
However, if the clients were able to track their own tasks then a great deal of time could
be saved. Furthermore, this may increase the quality of service since clients are able to
seefor themselves the progressbeing made on the task.
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6.6 Summary
In summary, although taxonomies currently exist for the classification of knowledge
management tools, these are either tool or function based. The former refers to a
taxonomy that specifies the knowledge managementactivities (generation, organisation,
and sharing) that a tool supports. The latter type of taxonomy illustrates the knowledge
managementactivities that a function supports. Therefore, it is only possible to identify
the actual tool or the function that supports a particular knowledge managementactivity.
In light of this, 44 knowledge management tools were evaluated with the aim of
identifying the type of activities and the functions each support. The activities were used
to create categories for the taxonomy, which was subsequently used to classify the
knowledge managementtools and functions.

The final contribution from this chapter was the gathering of requirements for further

developmentof knowledgemanagementtools. In essence,the requirementsreflect the
features that need to be included and improved for future versions of knowledge
management tools from the viewpoint of the user. The requirements were organised
according to the categories from the taxonomy to demonstrate where in the myriad of
knowledge managementtools the requirements would be most beneficial.
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Chapter 7.

Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide closure for this particular researchand provide
some thoughts with regards to how this researchmay be developed for future research

projects.The chapter begins by providing a summaryof the researchthat has been
undertaken for this study. Following this conclusions that have arisen as a result of this
researchare identified along with the contributions from this research. This is followed
by a discussion of the limitations of this research and details of areas for further
research.
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7.2 Summary of Dissertation
Chapter 1 of this dissertation provided an introduction to the research being undertaken

for this study.The chapterbeganby discussingthe increasingpopularity of knowledge
managementdespite the area being surrounded by vaguenessand ambiguity. This was
followed by a brief discussion of reasonswhy the area has failed to achieve a common
definition or concept.

Furthermore, it was suggested that software vendors have

exploited this position by overwhelming the software market with a variety of
knowledge management tools. This presents a problem when trying to find a tool that
adequately meets a set of requirements particularly since no guidelines for evaluation
and selection currently exist. Therefore, the aim of this researchwas to provide a set of
guidelines for the evaluation and selection of knowledge managementtools. In light of
this a set of research objectives were identified and described along with a brief
description of the contribution of this research.Following this, it was established that

casestudieswould be adoptedasthe researchstrategyto carryout this research.

Chapter 2 presented literature relating to the researchbeing undertaken with the aim of
demonstrating the context of this research. The chapter began by describing the
key
become
has
knowledge
the
knowledge
evolution of the
age and as a result managing
to an organisation's survival. This led to the discussion of knowledge managementand
in particular its activities and components. The chapter then demonstrated that this
knowledge
is
management.
of
technology
the
component
research
classified under
Following this a discussion of knowledge managementtools was provided along with a
description of three studies related to this area. The purpose of including the three
studies was to demonstrate the research that has already been undertaken in this area.
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Therefore, each of the studies was critically analysed and directions for further research
were identified. The second part of Chapter 2 investigated guidelines that already exist
for tool evaluation and selection. Firstly, generic guidelines that can be applied to any
software tool were described. This was followed by the analysis of guidelines that have
been developed with the aim of being used on a particular type of tool designed for a
specific discipline. The chapter concluded with a critical analysis of the existing
guidelines along with a description of what the results of this research should strive for
in light of this.

Chapter 3 described the empirical investigation of four knowledge management tools.
Justifications for adopting this approach were provided along with a brief illustration of
how the tools investigated relate to the knowledge management activities. Following
this a description of the empirical investigations of the four knowledge management

tools carried out by the researcherwas described.This included identifying the main
featuresof the tool and a critique of the tool illustrating its weaknesses.

Chapter 4 presented four case studies in order to support and enhancethe findings that
by
describing
began
the research
3.
The
Chapter
were achieved as a result of
chapter
describing
the
In
to
in
this
addition
research.
strategy that was used order to undertake
data
data
describing
involved
analysis
the
and
collection
case study strategy, this
techniquesthat would be adopted.Following on from this, a description of the four case
by
followed
introduction
brief
an
the
to
Each
case
studies was provided.
consisted of a
account of how the knowledge managementtool was acquired or developed. The case
studies concluded with a description of how the knowledge managementtool was used
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and the main features identified by its users. The positive and negative aspectsof the
features were identified

along with

suggestions for

requirements for

future

developmentsof knowledge managementtools.

Chapter 5 demonstrated an evaluation framework and frame
of reference that was
created as a result of undertaking this research. Firstly, the chapter described the
techniques that were used in order to design the evaluation framework. Following on
from this, the evaluation framework was presentedand described
according to section
and category. This part of the chapter concluded by outlining the various ways in which
the evaluation framework could be applied. The second part of the chapter then focused
on the frame of reference. This began by describing how the frame of reference was
designed. Following this the actual frame of reference was illustrated along with a
description of how the frame of referencemay be applied.

Chapter 6 presented a taxonomy for the classification of knowledge managementtools
along with requirements for the future development of knowledge management tools.

The chapterbeganby introducingthe work that hasalreadybeencarriedout in relation
to taxonomies for knowledge managementtools. Furthermore, the shortcomings of these
were identified. Following on from this, the design of the taxonomy was discussed
including a description of how 44 knowledge managementtools were evaluatedin order

to createthe taxonomy.The chapterthen demonstratedthe taxonomyand provideda
description of the categories within the taxonomy. The taxonomy part of the chapter
concluded by illustrating how the taxonomy can be used to classify knowledge
managementtools. The second part of the chapter shifted focus to the requirements for
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future developments of knowledge managementtools. This involved identifying and
describing the requirements specified by the various participants in this research. The
requirements identified were then related back to the categories contained within the
taxonomy in order to identify the type of knowledge management tool that would
benefit most from such a requirement. The chapter concluded with a description of each
of the requirements in relation to the respectivecategory from the taxonomy.

7.3 Conclusions
As a result of conducting this research a number of conclusions were drawn. The first
conclusion was that the literature suggeststhat the area of knowledge managementhas
no clear definition or concept. It was also concluded that in order for a knowledge
management deployment to be successful it is necessary to consider all of the

knowledgemanagementcomponentsof culture,businessprocesses,and technology,in
combination,acrossthe entire organisation.This also leads onto the third conclusion
that knowledge managementis an organisation-wide deployment. The fourth conclusion
is that the existing research that has been undertaken in the area of knowledge
management focuses almost entirely on the organisational and human aspects of
knowledge management,not the technical aspects.The fifth conclusion is that very little
research has been undertaken in the area of knowledge management tools. The sixth
conclusion states that no guidelines currently exist for the purposes of evaluating and
selecting knowledge managementtools. The seventh conclusion came about due to the
practical aspects of the research and suggests that the empirical investigation of a
knowledge managementtool by a third party is unsuitable to enable a true picture of the
knowledge managementtool to be obtained. The eighth conclusion is that the empirical
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investigation of a knowledge managementtool by a third party often results in a highlevel perspective of the tool. A summary of the conclusions are demonstrated in Table
7.1.

CONCLUSIONS
i.

The subject of knowledge managementis vague and ambiguous

ii.

The componentsof knowledge managementmust all be addressedin combination acrossthe
whole organisation

iii.

Knowledge managementis an organisation-wide strategy

iv.

Existing literature on knowledge managementfocuseson the organisational and human aspects

v.

Very little researchhas been carried out in the areaof knowledge managementtools

vi.

No guidelines currently exist for the evaluation and selection of knowledge managementtools

vii.

Empirical investigation of knowledge managementtools by a third party does not enablea true
picture of the knowledge managementtool to be obtained

viii.

Empirical investigation of a knowledge managementtool by a third party often results in a highlevel perspective

Table 7.1: Summary of Conclusions

As a result of this research there are four main contributions to the area of knowledge
Firstly,
knowledge
in
a
management.
the
technical
managementand particular
aspectsof
framework was designed for the purposes of evaluating commercial knowledge
managementtools. Secondly, a frame of referencewas developed to enable the selection
in
Thirdly,
knowledge
taxonomy
created
order
tools.
was
a
of commercial
management
to provide a classification system for knowledge management tools. Finally,
knowledge
tools
for
development
future
management
requirements
the
of commercial
from
describe
four
the
following
The
contributions
were also proposed.
sub-sections
this researchin further detail for the reader who is reading this chapter before Chapters5
and 6.
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7.3.1 A Framework for the Evaluation of Knowledge Management Tools
The first contribution from this researchis a framework for the evaluation of knowledge
managementtools. The framework consists of numerous categories and criteria that can
be used to capture and evaluate the features of a knowledge management tool.
Furthermore, the framework can be used to evaluate all aspects,general and knowledge
managementspecific, of a knowledge managementtool. One of the shortcomings of the
discipline specific evaluation frameworks was that the general aspects of purchasing a
tool such as costs and training were not addressed.Therefore, the framework designed
for this research enables all aspects of a knowledge managementtool to be evaluated
including the general aspects.

In light of this, the evaluation framework consists of two main sections: general and
knowledge management tool specific. The general section consists of categories and
knowledge
be
a
criteria that can
used to evaluate the more general aspectsof purchasing
management tool. Categories within this section include: financial aspects; training;
support; documentation; usability; technical aspects;vendor; and client view of vendor.
The categories and criteria within the second section are related specifically to the
features commonly found in knowledge managementtools. This section is divided into
four main categories.The first contains general criteria that can be applied to any type of
knowledge management tool. The remaining three categories are reflective of the
knowledge management activities described in Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2. These
include a category for knowledge generation tools, another for knowledge organisation
tools, and the final for knowledge sharing tools. In turn, each of these are divided into
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further categories that are representative of the categories identified for the taxonomy
for knowledge managementtools described in Section 6.4 of Chapter 6.

The evaluation framework can be used in conjunction with the other contributions from
this research.However, it can also be applied independent of the other guidelines. The
framework can be applied in three ways and for three different purposes. Firstly, the
entire evaluation framework can be used as an aid for capturing information about
knowledge management tools. Secondly, the evaluation framework can be used as a
template as a basis for which to conduct a comparison of the knowledge management
tools. Finally, the ordering of categories and criteria may be altered according to
importance in order to create a hierarchical, customised evaluation framework. Each of
thesewas discussedin detail in Sections 5.5.1,5.5.2, and 5.5.3 of Chapter 5.

7.3.2 A Frame of Reference for the Selection of Knowledge Management Tools
The frame of reference was developed in order to provide guidance for the issues and
factors that may be taken into consideration during the selection of a commercial
knowledge management tool. The frame of reference consists of five main phaseseach
with a number of intermediate steps. In summary, the frame of reference consists of
identifying the requirements, creating a short-list of knowledge management tools,
conducting empirical evaluation of the knowledge management tools, pilot testing the
tools, and purchasing the knowledge management tool. The differentiating factor
between this frame of reference and other general tool selection methodologies is that
this frame of reference has been designed specifically for the selection of knowledge
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managementtools. This was achieved predominantly by incorporating issues prevalent
to knowledge managementwithin this frame of reference.

Firstly, a great deal of the literature strongly emphases that all three components
(organisational, human, and technology) must be considered within a knowledge
management strategy. Therefore, although the frame of reference is primarily for the
purpose of knowledge management tools, it acknowledges that the other two
components (organisational and human aspects) must also be considered. Secondly,
during the formation of the selection team people that have been employed specifically
to support a knowledge management strategy must be included. These may include a
Chief Knowledge Officer and a Knowledge Librarian.

Thirdly, the frame of reference considers the knowledge managementactivities one or

Finally,
knowledge
tool
by
be
more of which should
management
supported any
.
designed
has
been
framework
is
that
frame
embedded within the
a
of reference
specifically for the evaluation of knowledge management tools. An evaluation
framework is another contribution from this research and was briefly described in the
be
highlighted
it
5.
However,
Chapter
detail
in
also
in
further
must
previous section and
that it is not necessary to use the evaluation framework designed as a result of this
for
to
is
It
the
frame
in
evaluator
possible
research conjunction with the
of reference.

tools.
createtheir own frameworkin orderto evaluateknowledgemanagement
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7.3.3 A Taxonomy for Knowledge Management Tools
The third contribution from this research is that of a taxonomy for knowledge
management tools. The purpose of the taxonomy is to provide a classification of
knowledge management tools. Although taxonomies for this purpose do already exist
these are either tool based or function based. This issue was presented in detail in
Section 6.2 of Chapter 6. Therefore, the differentiating factor between the existing
taxonomies and the taxonomy designed as a result of this research is that the latter
combines the two, tools and functions, to provide a novel taxonomy. To re-iterate, the
taxonomy developed as a part of this research enables the classification of functions
in
6.2
illustrated
Figure
knowledge
in
tools
of
was
as
commonly present
management
Chapter 6 (see page 185). In addition, the taxonomy also enables the classification of
knowledge managementtools as demonstratedin Table 6.3 of Chapter 6 (seepage 193).

7.3.4 Requirements for Further Development of KM Tools
The final contribution from this research is a set of requirements for the future
development of knowledge managementtools. As was previously established there are
Furthermore,
the
knowledge
market.
software
numerous
managementtools available on
these are appearing at a rapid rate that it is-difficult to keep track of and monitor all of
the tools. Therefore, this appears to indicate that developers are attempting to create
knowledge managementtools. Furthermore, in the haste to get the tools on the market as
in
great
considered
not
are
is
that
requirements
user
quickly as possible there a chance
detail. Therefore, the requirements from this researchcould provide some guidance as to
the features required by the actual usersof the tool.
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7.4 Limitations of the Research
As with most research projects, there are a number of associated limitations. This
research is no different and contains many limitations. The first set of limitations is
associatedwith the literature of knowledge management, and in particular knowledge
managementtools. Although the volume of literature related to the area of knowledge
managementis vast, the opposite is true for knowledge managementtools. Therefore, it
was difficult to conduct an extensive literature review of knowledge managementtools.
However, this was overcome by drawing from the broader area of knowledge
management and other disciplines for the tool evaluation and selection literature.
Furthermore, a great deal of the little literature for knowledge management tools that
does exist does so in magazines and general articles. Although these are ideal for
obtaining general knowledge these tend not to be peer reviewed and therefore there is a
chance that these are biased and subject to the authors interpretation. However, if
journal articles and conference proceedingsin this area are limited then it is necessaryto
utilise the information that is available. Therefore, the study by Ruggles (1997)
described in Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2 is taken from a white paper that, as of yet, has
in
(1998)
been
by
Angus
a weekly
The
published
was
not
third study
et al.,
published.
magazine.

The second area of limitations is related to the empirical evaluation of knowledge
limited
this
The
research
of
by
period
management tools conducted
the researcher.
enforced that it was only possible to conduct the empirical evaluation of a small number
that
knowledge
tools
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management
tools.
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that
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more
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be.
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empirically investigated the more exhaustive the resultant guidelines would
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this research would be on-going and therefore would allow the empirical evaluation,
where possible, of knowledge managementtools as they appear on the software market.
Another problem associatedwith the empirical aspect of this research is that the levels
of access granted for some of the tools was restricted. For instance, AR System
described in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3 had a 30-day evaluation period. This led to a
further limitation in that the constrained evaluation period meant that it was impossible
to evaluate the tool using the researcher's own knowledge base. Therefore, the
evaluation was basedsolely on the knowledge basethat was provided with the tool.

The final area of research limitations is related to the case studies. Firstly, the difficulty
in obtaining a case study where an institution is willing to participate in the research
means that the overall number of studies conducted is limited. In relation to this
particular research the more case studies that could have been conducted the more

extensivethe resultantguidelineswould be. Furthermore,it wasfound that the write-up
during
institution
from
information
the
is
the
of
obtained
case study only as good as the
the case study period. Therefore, in some parts the case studies abruptly ends where in
fact more information is required. Due to the limited time available from the case
studies it was only possible to conduct one round of interviews although two would
have been ideal. This was overcome by utilising questionnaires prior to the round of
interviews. However, the questions on the questionnaire were predominantly of an openby
discouraged
this.
endednature and therefore many of the participants were
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7.5 Research Reflections
Although this research has achieved the objectives set out in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1,

therearemanyareasthat could be investigatedoutsidethe scopeof the PhD. The first of
thesewould be to ascertain whether the guidelines produced as a result of this research
benefit the evaluation and selection process. Throughout this dissertation, the rapidly
evolving knowledge management software market has been constantly brought to the
attention of the researcher. Furthermore, the guidelines developed within this research
can only be enhancedthrough the investigation of new knowledge managementtools as
they appear on the software market. Consequently, it is likely that the guidelines will
remain a step behind the current knowledge managementsoftware market. A faster way
of collecting more data to contribute to the guidelines may be to conduct a survey where
a positivist approach is adopted as opposed to the interpretivist approach used for this

research.

In order to identify the usefulness of these guidelines it would be necessaryto use them
in an actual evaluation and selection exercise within an institution. Although feedback
for the guidelines was obtained from the case studies involved in this research, the
guidelines were not tested in an actual knowledge managementtool selection exercise.
In order to achieve this, it would be necessary to get in contact with one or more
institutions who are intending to undertake this task. Ideally, it would be advantageousif
institution
by
to
the
the guidelines developed as a result of this research were adopted
be
to
institution
willing
However,
not
knowledge
may
tool.
an
select a
management
discard their procedures in favour of these guidelines. In this instance, the guidelines
from this research could be used in parallel to the institution's procedure. In this
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manner, the guidelines could be further developed incorporating the experience of this
exercise.Furthermore, if the guidelines did prove to be beneficial during the evaluation
and selection of knowledge management tools then it would be possible to develop
theory from this, and add it to the field of knowledge management.

Due to the constant introduction of new knowledge management tools on the software
market, the guidelines developed as a part of this research are likely to be outdated
extremely quickly. Therefore, to ensure that the guidelines are up-to-date it will be
necessary to constantly update them. This will

mean that as new knowledge

management tools appear on the software market, they need to be evaluated and their
features incorporated into the evaluation framework and their details added onto the
taxonomy.

Furthermore,the guidelinescould be automatedin order to improve the usability. It is
envisioned that the guidelines could be incorporated into a software tool that would
enable the guidelines to be used in a more efficient manner. For instance, the taxonomy
could be converted into a databaseconsisting of details of all of the tools that have been
evaluated and their associated functions. This would enable an evaluator to enter the
functions required by the knowledge managementtool and the databasecould return all
have
Alternatively,
functions.
the
already
the
may
tools that match these
evaluator
of
instance
In
the
further
information.
this
in
to
tools
some
obtain
mind and may wish
by
the tools.
functions
display
the
supported
automatedtaxonomy would
various
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The evaluation framework may be automated in order for customised evaluation
frameworks to be obtained. This may be achieved by producing a piece of software that

will ask the evaluator to answer a set of questions.The purpose of this series of
questions will be to identify information about what aspects of the tool are most
important for their requirements. After each question has been answered, the responses
may be analysed and a weighting may be allocated to each of the categories.The result
could be an evaluation framework that has been produced according to the weighting
assignedto each of the questions.

During the initial feedback for the guidelines that was obtained from the case studies
participating within this research, it was suggested that the frame of reference could
include various sectors that exist in industry. In order to achieve this, it would be
necessaryto contact institutions from as many different sectors as possible that have

beenthrough or are currently going through the processof evaluatingand selectinga
knowledge management tool. The experiences of the selection of a knowledge
management tool for each sector should be collated and compared. If there are major
differences in the way that one sector selects a knowledge managementtool to another
incorporated
be
for
hospitals,
these
financial
institutes
then
should
sector,
example
and
into the guidelines. Furthermore, initial feedback from the case studies also indicated
that a frame of reference for the development of knowledge managementtools would be
beneficial. Therefore, this could also be an areafor further investigation.

As a final point, although the aim of this research was to investigate an area of the
technology component of knowledge managementin isolation it appearsthat the other
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components and knowledge management activities have had an influence on this
research. For instance, the knowledge management tools selected for empirical

investigation in Chapter 3 all support one or more of the knowledge management
activities. Furthermore, the knowledge managementsection of the evaluation framework
describedin Chapter 5 is divided up according to the knowledge managementactivities.
Initially, the frame of reference for knowledge managementtool selection described in
the secondhalf of Chapter 5, was designed without the other components of knowledge
management being included. However, the feedback from the case study companies
suggestedthat these should configure even if their only purpose is to demonstrate the
importance of addressing all of the components. The knowledge managementactivities
also exist within the frame of reference since it is important for the evaluating
organisation to identify the knowledge managementactivities that must be supported by

the tool.

Finally, the taxonomy that was designed for the classification of knowledge
knowledge
based
6
is
Chapter
described
in
the
tools
around
management
also
managementactivities. In essence,this suggeststhat although the technology component
knowledge
isolation
knowledge
in
the
management
other
of
managementwas examined
components and activities do have an impact and are important as part of an overall
knowledge managementstrategy.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Questionnaires
This appendixdemonstratesthe three questionnairesused during the initial stagesof
data collection. However, prior to the presentation of the questionnaires Table Al
demonstratesthe base questions and where in each of the questionnaires the question is
positioned. For instance, Table Al illustrates that base question Q11 is question 11 in
the questionnaire for where a commercial knowledge management tool was purchased,
question 13 in the questionnaire were a knowledge management tool was developed,
and question 4 in the questionnaire for the users of knowledge managementtools.

Questionnaires
ID

Base Question
Name
Company
Job Title
Email Address
Company Web Address (If applicable)
Briefly describe the main activities of your company
Briefly describe your role within the company

What made you decide they required a KM tool?
List the features that were required of the KM tool to be
purchasedand briefly explain why for each.
Q3
List the namesof the KM tools that were consideredfor
purchase
Q4
Describe the process used for arriving at the short-list of
the KM tools.
5
Explain why each of the tools was considered unsuitable.
6
What is the name of the Knowledge Managementtool?
Q7
What are the reasonsfor selecting this particular KM
tool?
Q8
What businessobjectives was the tool intended to
achieve?
9
In your opinion did the tool meet the businessobjectives?
10 Are you satisfied with the KM tool?
Q11 List what you feel are the main features of the tool and
briefly describe each.
Q12 List the features of the KM tool that you like in particular
and briefly explain why for each.
Q13 List the features of the KM tool that you do not like and
briefly explain why for each.
Q14 List any features that the tool does not currently have but
1
Q2

briefly
having
from
believe
benefit
and
you
would
explain why for each.

Q15

Was the price of the tool a major factor?

Commercial

Developed

User

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

B1
B2

B2
B4

B2

B3

B5

B4

B6

B5
B6
B7

B7
BI

B8

BIO

B9
BIO
Bl1

B11
B12
B 13

B3
B4

B 12

B 14

B5

B 13

B 15

B6

B 14

B 16

B7

B15
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Q16 Cost of tool?
17 Items included in cost of tool? E. g. training, support, etc
18 Additional costs on top of cost of tool? E. g. training
Q19 If the whole processwere to be repeated,which of the
following would be most applicable?
Q20 Was it necessaryto adapt the tool in order to meet your
requirements?
21 Describe the alterations that were madeto the tool
22 Was it easy to make the alterations?

023

Q24

Q25
Q26
27
Q28
29
30
Q31
Q32

Were

any enmmerriat

KM

tnnlc

B 16
B 17
B18
B 19

B 17

B20
B21
B22
ui

rnn6derer1?

After considering one or more commercial KM tools
explain why it was decided that a commercial KM tool
was unsuitable.
What steps were taken in order to develop your own KM
tool?
If you experience any difficulties using the tool what
methods of assistanceare available?
What is your opinion about the interface of the KM tool?
Was training provided in order to learn how to use the
KM tool?
Did you find the training useful?
Do you feel that training should have been provided?
Do you feel you should have been involved in
selection/developmentprocess?
What is your opinion about the KM tool that you are

B8

B9
B8
B9
BIO
B 11
B 12
B 17
B18

using?

Q33
Q34

Were the users involved during the
selection/developmentof the tool?
What was the usersrole during the selection/development
of the KM tool?

Q35 Was it usefulto havethe usersinvolvedin the
selection/development process?
Q36 Do you feel that involving the usersin the
selection/development of the KM tool has resulted in
greater user acceptance?
Q37 Explain why users were not involved in the
selection/development of the tool.
Q38 If the process of selecting/developing a KM tool were to
be repeatedwould you involve the users?
Q39 What advice would you give to anyone intending to
purchase/developa KM tool?

T

Cl

Cl.

B13

C2

C2

B 14

C3

C3

B 15

C4

C4

B 16

CS

C5

C6

C6

C7

C7

Table Al: Questions for Questionnaire
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QUESTIONNAIRE
COMMERCIAL

FOR THE PURCHASE OF A

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

TOOL

The following questionnaire was used for cases where a commercial knowledge
managementtool was purchased.

Section A-

Personal Information

1. Name

2. Company

3. Job Title

4. Email Address

5. CompanyWeb Address(If applicable).
6. Briefly describe the main activities of your company.

7. Briefly describe your role within the company.

Section B- Information about the Knowledge Management Tool
I. What made the company decide they required a Knowledge Managementtool?
2. Pleaselist the names of the Knowledge Managementtools that were consideredfor
purchase?
3. Pleasedescribe the processused for arriving at the short-list of the Knowledge
Management tools specified in Q.B3.
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4. Apart from the tool that was purchased,pleaseexplain why each of the tools
specified in Q.B3 was considered unsuitable.

5. What is the name of the Knowledge Managementtool that was purchased?

6. What are the reasonsfor selecting this particular Knowledge Management tool?

7. What business objectives was the tool intended to achieve? (e.g. improving
customer services by reducing call times at a call centre).

8. In your opinion did the tool meet the businessobjectives specified in Q.B8?
[]Yes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.

9. Are you satisfied with the Knowledge Management tool that was purchased?

[JYes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.

10. Pleaselist what you feel are the main features of the tool and briefly describe each.

11. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Management tool that you like in particular
and briefly explain why for each.
12. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Management tool that you do not like and
briefly explain why for each.
13. Pleaselist any features that the tool does not currently have but you believe would
benefit from having and briefly explain why for each.
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14. Was the price of the tool a major factor during the evaluation and selection process?
[]Yes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.

15. Approximately how much did the tool cost?

16. What was included in the cost of the tool? (e.g. installation, training, support, etc)

17. Pleasespecify any additional costs, with regardsto the tool, that were incurred. (e.g.
consultancy, training, manuals, support, etc.) For each item listed please specify the
approximate price.

18. If the whole processof evaluating and selecting a Knowledge Management tool
were to be repeated,which of the following would be most applicable? (select one
only).
[J Keep the selection processexactly the same

[]
[]
[]

Make minor amendmentsto the selectionprocess
Make major amendmentsto the selectionprocess
Usean alternativeapproach

Pleasegive your reasons.

19. Was it necessaryto adapt the tool in order to meet your requirements?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.If you answered `No' pleasego to Section C

20. Briefly describethe alterationsthat weremadeto the tool?
21. Was it easy to make the alterations?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.
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Section C- Information about the users
1. Were the intended users of the Knowledge Management tool involved
at any stage
of the evaluation and selection of the tool?
[]
(]

Yes
No

If you answered `No' please go to Q.C5
2. What was the users role during the evaluation and selection of the Knowledge
Management tool?

3. Was it useful to have the usersinvolved in the evaluation and selection
process?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.

4. Do you feel that involving the users in the evaluation and selection of the
Knowledge Management tool has resulted in greater user acceptance?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.Pleasego to Q.C6

S. Explain why the users were not involved in the evaluation and selection of the tool?

6. If the exercise were to be repeatedwould you involve the users?
[]Yes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.

7. What advice would you give to anyoneintending to purchasea Knowledge
Management tool?
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QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT

OF A

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TOOL
The following questionnairewas usedfor caseswhere a knowledgemanagementtool
was developed.

Section A

Information
-PersonaI

1. Name

2. Company

3. JobTitle

4. Email Address

5. CompanyWeb Address(If applicable).
6. Briefly describe the main activities of your company.

7. Briefly describeyour role within the company.

Section B- Information about the Knowledge Management Tool

I. What is the name of the Knowledge Managementtool that was developed?
2. What made the company decide they required a Knowledge Managementtool?
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3. Were any commercial Knowledge Management tools considered?
[JYes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.If you answered `No' please go to Q.B9

4. Pleaselist the features that were required of the Knowledge Management tool to be
purchasedand briefly explain why for each.
5. Pleaselist the names of the Knowledge Management tools that were considered for
purchase.

6. Please describe the process used for arriving at the short-list of Knowledge
Management tools specified in Q.B5.

7. Pleaseexplain why each of the tools specified in Q.B5 was consideredunsuitable.

8. After consideringoneor morecommercialKnowledgeManagementtools explain
why it was decidedthat commercialKnowledgeManagementtools in generalwere
unsuitable.
9. What steps were taken in order to develop your own Knowledge Management tool?

10. What business objectives was the developed Knowledge Management tool intended
to achieve? (e.g. improving customer servicesby reducing call times at a call
centre).

11. In your opinion did the developed Knowledge Management tool meet the business
objectives specified in Q.B10?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.
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12. Are you satisfied with the Knowledge Management tool that was developed?

[)Yes
[] No
Pleasegive your reasons.
13. Pleaselist what you feel are the main features of the Knowledge Management tool
that was developed and briefly describe each.

14. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Management tool that you like in particular
and briefly explain why for each.

15. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Management tool that you do not like and
briefly explain why for each.

16. Pleaselist any features that the developed tool does not currently have but you
believe would benefit from having and say why for each.

17. If the whole processof evaluating commercially available tools and deciding to
develop your own Knowledge Managementtool internally were to be repeated,
(select
be
following
one only)
the
which of
most applicable?
would
[]
[]
[]
[)

Keep the processexactly the same
Make minor amendmentsto the process
Make major amendmentsto the process
Use an alternative approach

Pleasegive your reasons.

Section C- Information about the users
1. Were the intended users of the Knowledge Managementtool involved at any stage
during the evaluation and development of the tool?
[]Yes
No
Pleasegive your reasons.
If you answered `No' pleasego to Q.C5
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2. What was the users role during the evaluation and development of the Knowledge
Management tool?

3. Wasit usefulto havethe usersinvolved in the evaluationand developmentprocess?
[)
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.

4. Do you feel that involving the users during the evaluation and development of the
Knowledge Management tool has resulted in greater user acceptance?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.

5. Explain why the users were not involved in the evaluation and development
process?

6. If you were to repeat the processof evaluating and developing a Knowledge
Management tool would you involve the users?
[]Yes
[] No
Pleasegive your reasons.

7. What advice would you give to anyoneintending to develop a Knowledge
Management tool?
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE USERS OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT TOOLS

The following questionnaire was used to obtain information from the users of
knowledge managementtools.

Section A- Personal Information
1. Name

2. Company

3. JobTitle

4. Email Address

5. Company Web Address (If applicable).

6. Briefly describe the main activities of your company.

7. Briefly describe your role within the company.

Section B

-Information

Tool
Management
Knowledge
the
about

I. What is the name of the Knowledge Managementtool that you are using?

2. What do you usethe tool for?
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3. Are you satisfied with the tool?
[]Yes
No
Pleasegive you reasons.

4. Pleaselist what you feel are the main featuresof the tool and briefly describe each.

5. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Managementtool that you like in particular
and briefly explain why for each.

6. Pleaselist the features of the Knowledge Management tool that you do not like and
briefly explain why for each.

7. Pleaselist any features that the tool does not currently have but you believe would
benefit from having and briefly explain why for each.

8. If you experience any difficulties using the tool what methods of assistanceare
in
item
for
them
(Select
order of
selectedput
each
available?
all that apply and
increasing usefulness,using 1 to indicate the most useful).
Level of Usefulness
[]

User manuals

[]

Help Line/Help desk

[]

On-line (i. e. within the tool)

[]

Internet web site

[I

Email

[]

Other (Pleasespecify)

..........
..........
..........

9. What is your opinion about the interface of the Knowledge Managementtool that
you are using?
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10. Was training provided in order to learn how to use the Knowledge Management
tool?
[]

Yes
No

If you answered `No' pleasego to Q.B 12

11. Did you find the training useful?
[]Yes
[] No
Pleasegive your reasons.Pleasego to Q.B13

12. Do you feel that training should have been provided?
[]
[]

Yes
No

Pleasegive your reasons.

13. Prior to the Knowledge Management tool being installed were you given the
being
Management
Knowledge
tool(s)
that
to
were
opportunity evaluate any
considered?
[]Yes
[) No
If you answered `No' pleasego to Q.B17

14. Pleasedescribe your role during the evaluation process.

15. Do you feel that it was beneficial for you to be involved in the evaluation of the
Knowledge Management tool(s) prior to one being installed within the organisation?
(]Yes
[] No
Pleasegive your reasons.
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16. Do you feel that by being involved in the evaluation and selection of a Knowledge
Management tool has resulted in greater user acceptance?
[] Yes
[J No
Pleasegive your reasons.Pleasego to Q.B 18

17. Do you feel you should have been involved in the evaluation of any Knowledge
Management tools?
[J Yes
[] No
Pleasegive your reasons.

18. What is your opinion about the Knowledge Managementtool that you are using?
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Appendix

B: Evaluation

Framework

This Appendix containsthe frameworkthat canbe usedfor the evaluationof knowledge
managementtools.

SECTION 1- GENERIC CRITERIA
CRITERIA
Cost
Additional
features
Bulk discount
Number of
licences
Additional
Licences
CRITERIA
Required
Provided

Cost
Location
Duration
SessionSize

CRITERIA
Required
Provided
Cost
Duration
Formats
Availability

Extension

Q
Q
Q
Q

Financial Aspects
OPTIONS
Within budget
Exceeds budget
Q Support
Installation
Q Other
Training
Documentation
Details:
...............
Details:
Yes
...............
No
Q 101 - 150
1-50
O 150 +
51-100
Cost:
Available
..................
Not Available
Training
OPTIONS
Yes
No
Yes
No

DESCRIPTION
Is training required in order to be
able to use the tool?
Does the tool vendor provide
training?

Q

Included

Is trainingincludedin costof tool ?

Q
Q
Q
U1
Q2
Q
Q6Q

Additional
On site
Vendor site
Day
Days
Upto 5 people
10 people
11-15 people

Q
O
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Cost:
..................
Q Training Centre
Q
Q
Q
U
Q

OPTIONS
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q1
Q2
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Upto 1 Week
Upto 2 Weeks
16 - 20 people
21- 25 people
25 +
Support ,,.

DESCRIPTION
Does the cost of the tool fall within
the allocated budget?
Are any additional features included
in the cost of the tool?
Is there a discount if multiple copies
of the tool are purchased?
How many licences are included in
the cost of the tool?
Are additional licences available? If
so, at what cost?

If additional, what is the cost?
What are the options for the
location of the training?
What is the duration of the training
required?
How many people can be
accommodatedduring a training
session?
DESCRIPTION
Is support required for the tool?

Yes
No
Does the tool vendor provide
Yes
No
su ort?
in
included
Is
cost of tool?
support
Included
If additional, what is the cost?
cost:
Additional
..................
What is the duration for the
Q3 Years
Year
Q 5+ Years
Years
provision of support?
Q Internet Website In what format(s) is support
Telephone
Q On-line in tool
Email
available?
When is direct support available?
24 X7
Local Office Hours
International Office Hours
Can the support period be extended
Cost:
Yes
...............
if required? If so, what is the cost?
No
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Provided
Cost
Content
Standard
Target Audience

Examples
Copies

Availability

CRITERIA
Learning
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Documentation
OPTIONS
Q
Q
Q
O
Q
Q
U
Q
Q
Q
Q
U
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Yes
No
Included
cost:
Additional
................. .
Yes
No
Q Difficult
Basic
Q Too Complex
Medium
Users
Managers
Technical
Yes
No
1 Copy
According to number of licences
Details:
Other
................
Yes
No
-Usability
OPTIONS
Q Difficult
U Too Difficult

DESCRIPTION
Is documentation for the tool
available?
Is documentation included in cost
of tool? If additional, what is cost?
Is the content of the documentation
sufficient?
What is the standard of the
documentation?
What group(s) is the documentation
suitable for?
Are sufficient examples provided
within the documentation?
How many copies of the
documentation are provided?
Would the documentation be easily
available to everyone?

DESCRIPTION
How easy is the tool to learn?

Visual

Q
Q
Q
O
Q

Navigation

Q No
Q Yes

appealing?
Is the tool easyto navigate?

Easeof use

Q
U

No
Yes

Is the tool easy to use?

O

No

U
U
Q
O

Yes
No
Yes
No

User Interface

Crashes
Personalisation

CRITERIA
Functionality

Easy
Average
Yes
No
Yes

Is the format of the interface
familiar to any other?
Is the interface of the tool visually

Details:

...............

Technical Aspects
OPTIONS
Q

Yes

Q No
Tailorability
Feasibility of
Tailorability
Compatibility

OS Problems
Performance

Cost

Q
Q
Q
O
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
U
Q
Q
Q
0
Q
0

Yes
No
Yes
No
Q Windows NT
Windows 95
Q Mac OS
Windows 98
Q Unix
Windows 2000
Windows XP
Details:
Yes
................
No
Q Windows NT
Windows 95
Q Mac OS
Windows 98
U Unix
Windows 2000
Windows XP
Details:
Yes
...... .........
No

Did the tool crash at any point? If
so, provide details.
Does the tool enable the user to
design their own interface?
DESCRIPTION
Does the tool do what you want it to

do?
Can the tool be adaptedif
necessary?
Is it feasible to tailor the tool?
What Operating Systemsis the tool
compatible with?

Are there any known problems with
specific Operating Systems?
On which Operating System(s),if
best?
does
tool
that
perform
any,

Are there any differences in cost
depending on the OS?
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Development

Upgrades
Macros
Security
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Q
Q
0
0

Yes
No
Yes
No

Q

Yes

Will free upgradesbe providedwith

Q
Q
Q
0
O

No
Yes
No
Yes
No

new versions of the tool?
Does the tool facilitate macros?

Details:

Details:

...............

...............

Can the tool be integrated with
other software tools?
Is any development of the tool
land for the near future?

Are there any known security issues
with the tool?

Vendor
CRITERIA
Reputation
Stability

No. of Clients
Client
Companies

Service
Installation

Modifications

CRITERIA
Vendor Service
Delays

Q
O
Q

Unknown
Bad
Stable

Q

Unstable

Q Unknown
Q 21-30
Q 41-50
0
1-10
Q 50 +
Q 31-40
Q 11-20
U Small Companies
Q Medium Companies
Q Large Companies
Q Unknown
Q Medium
Q Bad
U High
Q Low
U Yes
Q No

ResponseTime
Improvements

DESCRIPTION
What kind of reputation does the
tool vendor have?
Is the tool vendor stable?

How many clients does the tool
vendor have?
What term is most reflective for the
majority of the vendor's clients?

How would you rate the quality of
the service provided by the vendor?
Will vendor help to install tool?

Q

Yes

Is vendorwilling to make

Q

No

modifications to the tool?

Q
Q
Q

Bad
Low
Yes

Q No
Bugs

OPTIONS
Q Good
Q Excellent

Q
Q
Q
Q
0

U

Client View of Vendor
OPTIONS
Q Medium
Q High
Details:
...............

Details:
Yes
...............
No
Q Average
No Response
0 Fast
Slow
Details:
Yes
.....

No

DESCRIPTION
What is the general opinion of the
service provided by the vendor?
Were any delays encountered?
Were any bugs discovered within
the tool?
What is the generalopinion for the
responsetime to queries?
Do the clients suggestany

for thetool?
improvements
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SECTION 2- CRITERIA SPECIFIC TO KM TOOLS

CRITERIA
Type

Purpose
Type of
knowledge
Format of data

Reward Scheme

Generation

Display Format

Q
Q
Q
U

OPTIONS
DESCRIPTION
General Criteria for Knowledge Mana gement Tools',: `
Generateknowledge
Which of the knowledge
Organise knowledge
managementactivities does the tool
Share knowledge
accommodate?
General
Has the tool been designed for a
Specific
Details:
E.g. Helpdesk
specific
area?
...............
Structured
What type of knowledge does the
Unstructured
tool facilitate?
Q Audio
Numeric
What format(s) of data does the tool
Q Visual
Text
facilitate?
Graphics
Yes
Does the tool accommodatethe
No
deployment of a reward scheme?
Criteria for Knowledge Generation Tools''
General
Capture
What aspect(s)of knowledge
Discovery
generationdoes the tool facilitate?
Retrieval
Q Database
In what format(s) can the generated
Text

0

Graph

0

Table

Q
0
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
O

0

Graphic

knowledgebe displayed?

Knowledge Capture
Functions

Performance
Indicators

Q
Q
0
0
Q

User Profiling
Web Spider
Expert Profiling
Yes
No

Are details about an individual's
performance captured?

Time

0

Yes

Doesthe tool enableindividual

Scheduling
Log Caller
Details
Time Logging
User Input
Input Wizard
Easeof Input

What functions are used in order to
capture knowledge?

Q No
Q Yes
Q No
Q Yes
0 No
Q Yes
Q No
U Yes
Q No
Q Yes
Q No

schedulesto be captured?
Does the tool capture contact details
about caller?
Does the tool capture the time taken
to complete a task?
Is there a facility for an average
user to submit to the repository?
Does the tool guide the user when
they are submitting to repository?
Is it easy for the user to submit to
the knowledge repository?
Knowledge Discovery

Functions

Discovery Data

Output

Q Agents
Q Clustering
O Data Mining
U Text Mining
O Numeric
Q Structured Text
O Unstructured Text
Q Patterns
Q Rules

What functions are used in order to
discover knowledge?

U
0
0

Audio
Visual
Graphics

Is knowledge discovery basedon
particular type of data?
In what format(s) is the discovered
knowledge displayed?
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Organisation

U
Q

Functions

Q
Q
O
Q
Q
Q
O
O
Q
,Z)
Q
O

Knowledge Retrieval
What functions are used in order to
Natural Language Processing
Meta Data Management
retrieve knowledge?
Application Integration
Full Text Search
Image/Video Search
Structured Search
Unstructured Search
Can databasequeries be used to
Yes
locate knowledge?
No
Does the tool provide a browsing
Yes
facility?
No
Does the tool suggestothers
Yes
documents that may be relevant?
No
Is it easy to search for what you
Yes
No
want?
Are the results of the searchas you
Yes
No
expected?
Criteria for Knowledge Organisation Tools
General
What aspect(s)of knowledge
Storage
Monitor
organisation does the tool facilitate?
Knowledge Storage
What functions are used in order to
Manual Categorisation
Automatic Categorisation
store knowledge?
Document Management
Visualisation
Central Interface
In what format(s) can the
Q Database
Text
knowledge repository be displayed?
Q Graphic
Graph
Table
Is it possible to import an already
Yes
No
existing knowledge repository?
O Paradox
If an import facility is provided
Text Files
Q Lotus 1-2-3
MS Access
what formats can data be imported

O

MS Excel

Q HTML

Q
Q

Dbase
Fox Pro

Q
Q

Functions

Database
Querying
Browsing
Similar
Documents
Easeof Search
Results of
Search

7

Display Format

Import Facility
Import Formats

Creation of
Repository
Optimised
Storage
Size of
Repository
Cost
Task Logging
Task
Knowledge
Base
Update
File
Management

U
Q
O
Q
Q
Q
Q
U
Q
U
Q
O
U
O
Q
O
O

U Yes
O No
Q Yes
Q No
U Yes
U No
Q Yes
Q No
Q Yes
O No
O Yes
O No
Q
Q
Q
O

Yes
No
Yes
No

in?

ODBC
Other
Details............

Size:
....................

Can the knowledge repository be
created from within the tool?
Does the tool store data in an
optimised manner?
Is there a limit to the size of the
knowledge repository?
Is cost dependenton the size of the
knowledge repository?
Does the tool facilitate the storage
of tasks currently being carried out?
Does the tool facilitate the storage
of details of previous tasks?
Is the tool easy to update and add
information to?
Is it easy to managefiles within the
knowledge repository?
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Q
Q

Yes
No

Is a directory structure used to
organise content of repository?
Knowledge Monitoring

Functions

Q Channels
Q Notification
Tracking
Q Yes
Q No
Automatic
Q Yes
ProgressReport O No
User Navigation U Yes
Q No
Criteria for Knowledge Sharing
General
Sharing
Q Collaboration
Q Transfer
Knowledge Collaboration
Functions
Q Communities
Q Virtual Teams
Q Conferencing
Q Chat
Q Bulleting Board
Q Whiteboard
Q Messaging
Records
Q Yes
Q No
Quality of
Q Bad
Q Medium
Collaboration
Q Low
Q High
Video
Q Yes
Details:
...............
Conferencing
U No
Knowledge Transfer
Functions
Q Application Sharing
Q File Transfer
Upload Facility
Q Yes
Q No
Download
Q Yes
Facility
0 No
Knowledge
Q Yes
Sharing
Q No

What functions are used in order to
monitor knowledge?
Is it possible to perform tracking?
Does the tool automatically inform
on progress of a task?
Is it possible to track a user's
navigation through a website?
Tools, ý,,
1,,
What aspect(s)of knowledge
sharing does the tool facilitate?
What functions are used in order to
support knowledge collaboration?

Are records of collaborative work
automatically created?
How would you rate the quality of
the collaborative environment?
Can more than two people
participate in video conferencing?
What functions are used in order to
transfer knowledge?
Does the tool provide an upload
facility?
Does the tool provide a download
facility?
Does the tool allow knowledge to
be sharedeasily?
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